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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was: (1) to formulate and
validate a list of orlteria applicable to a program of 
music education In the elementary and secondary school 
(8 ) to apply the criteria to certain white public schools 
in Louisiana*
The criteria were drawn directly from the literature 
of muslo education and were related to the following topics:
(1 ) elementary classroom xouslo (2 ) facilities and equipment 
for elementary classroom nuslc (3) general music (4 ) facili­
ties and equipment for general music (5) piano class (6) fa­
cilities and equipment for piano class (7) band (8) facilitl 
and equipment for band (9) orchestra (10) facilities and 
equipment for orohestra (11) vocal music (12) facilities and, 
equipment for vocal usic.
To validate the proposed criteria, the cooperation of 
prominent nuslc educators throughout the nation was secured. 
The validated criteria were applied to the forty senior high 
eoaools in Louisiana which offered instruction in general 
music, piano class, band, orchestra, vocal nuslc, or some 
combination of these areas* In addition, the classroom muni 
in the elementary schools attached to these senior high 
schools was surveyed*
The following conclusions and recor/i.oxidations were
made:
(1) The criteria developed in this study provide an 
appropriate frame of reference for the evaluation of a pro­
gram of music education in the elementary and secondary 
school,
(2) Additional studies need to be made of the six 
areas of music education treated in this study,
(5) Criteria suitable for evaluating the philosophy, 
content, and methods of instruction in music education need 
to be developed,
(4) In the Louisiana schools examined, weaknesses 
were found with respect to the observance of certain criteria 
in the six areas studied,
(5) During the 1953-54 school session, 368 white ele­
mentary schools offered instruction in elementary classroom 
music, four in piano class, 5215 in band, thirteen in orchestra, 
and 108 in vocal music. At the same time thirty white junior 
high schools offered instruction in general music, two in 
piano class, thirty-one in band, three in orchestra, and 
twenty-three in vocal music. During the same period thirty- 
four white senior hi h schools offered instruction in general 
music, one in piano class, 215 in baud, thirteen in orchestra, 
and 217 in vocal music, in order to riake music instruction
available to every child in the school® of Louisiana, addition-
\al music instruction must he made available,
(6 ) The need for add.; tlonal instruction in piano class?
i x
and orchestra Is acute at the elementary* Junior high# and 
senior high school levels f the need far additional general 




1. Tm  PROBLEM
irfusic In the schools of America has engaged the 
attention of educators for more than one hundred yearo*
On August 28, 1858, the School Board of Boston, Massa­
chusetts, approved the appointment of Lowell Mason as 
vocal supervisor In the Boston Publle schools** Bis 
appointment marked the beginning of music education In 
America at public expense* Almost seven decades passed 
before the systematic expansion of American public school 
music m s  initiated*
On April 10, 1907, one hundred and four music 
teachers were invited to Keokuk, Iowa, by Philip Hayden, 
editor of the magazine School Muaio* to hear his students 
sing*® They enjoyed the experience of meeting and dis- 
cussing their problems and decided to continue the exper- 
lence by organising a Music Supervisors Conference, now
* The Editors, "Foreword," Thlrty-Flrat Yearbook 
of the ?.*ualc Educators National Confsrencc,r"T5fe87"p7T>
® Edward ii# dirge, wln Retrospect,*1 Thirty-First 
Yearbook of the Music .Educators National Cortf er once *1938, p. 3T4.
known as tha Music Educators national Conference*^
For almost a half century # the last named organi­
sation apaarhaadad the world9a first experiment In truly 
demooratio music education* Cecil 3mith^ aucclnotly 
describe a the results of this movement In tho following 
statement t
Between 55#000 and 40#000 full** and part-time 
muei o teachera give classroom and extracurri cular 
Instruction in tax-supported elementary and se­
condary school* from Maine to California and 
Minnesota to Louisiana* Projeots ranging from 
rhythm bands to class piano study# from singing 
simple folk songs to singing Ell Babe than madrigals 
and large choral works# from rudimentary training 
in sight-reading to harmony and counterpoint# are 
sponsored and financed by soliool boards that were 
hardly willing half a century ago to hire a single 
specialised muaio teacher to make the rounds of 
several schools* once widely considered a frill on 
the educational petticoat# imsic Is no longer the 
object of attacks fr w illiberal pressure groups# 
having lost this dubious honor to history# civics# 
and current events* Ho matter what economy waves 
may surge over the educational system In the near 
future# music education is now sc firmly incorpo­
rated Into the currieulum that It is unlikely to 
suffer more severely than any other field outside 
the three Be*
An analysis of the above statement is revealing in 
at least one respect* With the surge of increasing par­
ticipation in music In the public schools# thore was a 
con coral tant broadening of course offerings in music which#
3 Cecil Smith# worlds of music (Philadelphia* J* B 
Lippi ncott Company# 19537# p*Tf97#
* IMd., p . 296-97.
3
at tlmee, confounded administrators and nuso educators 
who wanted to provide an adequate program of music education 
for boys and girls in the elementary and secondary schools* 
Hoeto educators, no less than members of other areas In edu­
cation, experienced difficulty in responding to Herbert 
Spencer’s question as to ’’what knowledge is of most worth.n 
According to Smith,^ the movement in music education and In 
all musical undertakings in recent years was and is charac­
terised by a youthful Idealism* However, Smith** concedes 
that "all the evidence indicates that we are growln from 
musical adolescence into maturity, and that we are In very 
truth on the threshhold of the greatest and most thoroughly 
democratic flowering of the art of music the world has ever 
known. *
While It Is reasonable to assume that such maturity 
will call for increasing refinement in aims and standards, 
content, and method In music education. It is no less rea­
sonable to assume that music education must oxtend Itself 
In refining the instruments and techniques which are suit­
able to the evaluation of nuslc education.
Statement of the problem. The purpose of th: s
5 Ibid., p. 313
6 Loc« Pit.
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study wasi (1) to set up and validate a list of criteria 
applicable to a program of music education in elementary 
and secondary schools (2 ) to apply the criteria to music 
education programs in certain whit© public schools in 
Louisiana*
Delimitations of the problem* This problem was 
limited to the preparation and validation of criteria 
shioh may be applied in the evaluation of music education 
in the elementary and secondary school* Six principal 
areas of music education were treated In the criterias
(1) elementary classroom music (2) general music (5) piano 
class (4 ) band (5} orchestra (6 ) vocal music* In addition, 
consideration was given to facilities and equipment essential 
to the implementation of nuslc education in these six areas*
The six areas heretofore listed were chosen because 
they have received considerable attention In music education 
literature* Beattie*7 McConathy* and Morgan listed these 
areas as being Important In their book dealing with music
oin the Junior hi<sh school* Dykexaa and Gehrkens* in dis­
cussing the offerings in music for high schools of various
** John rU Seattle* Osbourne ScConathy and Russell 
V* Morgan* Music in the Junior High School (New York: SilverBurdett and Company * 1536 J * pp * S9-98f7
® Peter w* Dykena and Karl W* tSehrkens* t1i^h ’ choal 
Music (Boston: C* C* i:-.lrchard and Company* ItMllY*pp#
5
siaes, regarded these areas as significant in establishing 
high school music programs. In the November , 1952# Issue 
of the Bulletin of the national Association of Secondary- 
School Principals# Lawler9 reflected that same pattern of 
selection# In 1951 the Music Muoators National Conference 
prepared a leaflet entitled Outline of £ Program of MUalc 
education for Twelve Grades# This leaflet recognised the 
importance of these six areas in a program of music education. 
Lawler^0 identified the Music Educators National Conference 
as the department of the National Mueetlon Association which 
is the professional organisation representing music education 
Interests in schools, public and private# The Music Educators 
National Conference Includes in its membership 24,000 of the 
approximately 40,000 music teachers In the schools of the 
Uhlted states#
While the six areas mentioned above do not Include 
all of the potential course offerings In music education 
in the elementary and secondary school, the writer, because 
of their continuous recurrence In music education litera­
ture, must labor under the assumption that they are funda­
mental In establishing a basic program of music education#
Vanett Lawler, "The Function of fmaic in the 
Secondary-School Curriculum," Bulletin of the National 
Association of Seconciary-So h o o l p a T s , TbIT S8 » Ifo.
189 (Washington, D# C#i TSatlonaT"MuoatTon Association,
November, 1952), p# 10#
10 Ibid., p. 56.
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Failure to include a detailed treatment of philosopher, 
alma* content* methods* and teacher personnel should not he 
Interpreted as a lack of recognition of the Importance of 
these factors in any adequate program of music education* On 
the other handt every effort has been made to design a frame* 
work which* granted the supplementary benefits of a sound 
philosophy* wise aims* proper content* judicious methods* and 
competent teacher personnel* would undergird and insure prac­
tical* educational oportunitios through music for the students 
of elements, y and secondary schools*
Because a limited number of elementary and secondary 
schools in Louisiana offer instruction In the six areas of 
music education treated in the criteria* a limited number 
of schools were used in the application of the criteria*
Importance of the study* There are three factors 
contributing to the Importance of a study of this nature*
They ares (1) the phenomenal growth in tmqic education In 
the first half of the twentieth century (2) the need for 
more specific criteria in the evaluation of music education 
In the elementary and secondary schools (5) no similar study 
has been made*
Uhtll twenty-five yearn ago* there was a dearth of 
material dealing with music education* During the last two 
decades* the volume of printed material In the form of re­
search studies* books* magazines, and tracts ha® Increased
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year by year* A oareful examination of the bibliography 
of research studies prepared by the Music Education Re- 
search Council of the Music Educators National Conference 
reveals the absence of studies dealing with the preparation 
and validation of evaluative criteria for music education 
In elementary and secondary schools* Furthermore, litera­
ture In music education contains proposals for an Infinite 
number of music courses, together with prescriptions for 
their implementation*
For those who are Interested in evaluating music 
education programs in the elementary and secondary schools, 
there are two instruments available at the present timet
(1) Section D-12 of the Evaluative Criteria* Cooperative 
Study of Secondary"»School Standards, Washington, D* C*
(2) Evaluating the Elementary School (pp. 126-31 and 233- 
55), Southern Association*a Cooperative study in Elementary 
Education* These criteria, though admirable, are broad In 
context and persons employing them in evaluative procedures 
need specific, authoritative information which may not always 
be at hand*
The purpose of this study is to supply some of this 
kind of information*
XI* DKFXi-ilTI OhT> Or Uf.SD
Music education* Music education embraces those
courses and activities in the elementary end secondary 
school which ere designed to provide educative experiences 
through the stadium or nuslc«
Elementary classroom hub1c, Elementary classroom 
raislc la the basic music course offered in each of the 
elementary grades so as to provide a foundation for all re* 
lated experiences and activities in the several branches of 
ausic#
General music# General music is an orientation 
course for students: not necessarily specialising in musio 
and is designed to provide that general information about 
music which the well-Inf orroed person should have*
Piano class# Plano clear provides basic music 
training through group instruction in piano#
Band# Band is a special musical organisation com* 
prised of woodwind# brass* and percussion instruments in 
such proportion as to insure a well-balanced instrumentatior 
Orchestra* Orchestra is a special uusical organi­
sation comprised of stria * woodwind, brass, and percussion 
instruments In such proportion as to insure a well-balanced 
instrumentatl on#
Vocal music* Vocal music Includes those ensembles, 
large or small, which are designed to provide opportunities 
in singing appropriate to the voices at hand*
Criterion# A criterion Is a unit of measurement 
which Is descriptive of the Ideal, serving to indicate a
desirable prtotice and also ai a means of evaluating actual 
practice*
Evaluation* Evaluation la a means of appraisal through 
the uaa of assigned values*
Validity* Validity refers to the soundness of an 
object* Criteria which are cone id© red acceptable by authori* 
ties are regarded as being ©mild*
X I X *  SOUKCKS OF DATA
Baaed on practices prevailing In similar studies, the 
criteria used in this study were selected directly from 
etatenanta In music education literature concerned with the 
elementary and secondary school* The statements which make 
up the criteria represent a pattern of thought recurring 
frequently in the literature of music education and were not 
based an Isolated utterances of authorities in the field* A 
complete list of this literature, together with miscellaneous 
literature examined during the study, will be found In the 
Blbli ography•
Method of procedure* Through a survey of literature 
related to music education in the elementary and secondary 
school, the writer assembled a list of proposed criteria 
designed for use as a rulde In setting up, revising, or 
evaluating programs in music education.
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Za the formation of the criteria the areas to be 
validated were organised under six divisionss (1 ) aleman* 
tary classroom ; ualc and facilities and equipment for ele­
mentary classroom music (2 ) general music and facilities 
and equipment for general music (3) plane class and facil­
ities and equipment for piano class (4) band and facilities 
and equipment for band (5) orchestra and facilities and 
equipment for orchestra (6 ) vocal music and facilities and 
equipment for vocal music* Thus all criteria relating to 
"elementary classroom music" and "facilities and equipment 
for elementary classroom music” were listed first* This 
arrangement facilitated the treatment of data relating to 
each of the six major divisions*
An examination of the criteria demonstrates the fact 
that five areas are included in the elementary school i 
(1) elementary classroom music (2) piano class (3) band
(4) orchestra (5) vocal music* Furthermore* five areas are 
Included in the criteria for Junior and senior high schoolst
(1) general music (2 ) piano class (3) band (4) orchestra
(5) vocal music* Because criteria for piano class* band* 
orchestra* and vocal music are identical for the elementary 
and secondary school* they are listed only one time* Ele­
mentary classroom music is considered the basic ueic course 
in the elementary school; general music Is similarly re­
garded at the junior and senior high school levels*
IX
In order to validate the criteria, & questionnaire was 
prepared and forwarded to a Jury of authorities In the field 
of music education, Instead of using nationally recognised 
e peel all ate in eaoh of the six areas of nuslc education In­
volved In the criteria, It seemed advantageous, for the pur­
poses of tills study, to seoure validation by persona who, 
because of their experience and professional positions, en­
joy a commanding national view of music education and Its 
place In the entire structure of education. Consequently, 
the questionnaire was forwarded to sixty persons who are 
Members of the following group©a (1} Council of Past Presi­
dents of the husie JSdueators National Conference (2) Uuslc 
iddueetion he sear oh Council of the Hus lo Bduoators national 
Conference (3) state supervisors of music (4) heads of music 
education departments In universities and supervisors of 
music in large cities of America,
The questionnaire, together with a letter Inviting 
each of the sixty persons to participate in validating the 
criteria, was forwarded to members of the Jury, (Rea Appen­
dix 1 for a copy of the questionnaire! see Appendix II for 
a copy of the letter,) Fifty Jurors returned the question­
naire in time for inclusion in the study, (See Appendix III 
for the list of Jurors.) Of the fifty Jurors responding, 
fourteen were Fast Presidents of the husic Educators National 
Conference; ten jurors were members of the &us1c Bduoatlon
12
Research Council of the Mus^t Bducntor® National Conferencej 
aixtoen jurors were state supervisor® of music* eight jurors 
were member® of music education department® in American uni­
versities; two Jurors were supervisor© of mu; ic in large city 
97© teas*
The questionnaire contained 174 criteria* Since all 
of the statements were based on recurring patterns of thought 
in the literature of ©male education, a high degree of valid­
ity was mpeetf d»
The Juror© were requested to indicate the degree of 
validity of each criterion by using a five-point scale with 
the following designations: (1 ) very important (2 ) impor­
tant (3) average Importance (4) little importance (5) not 
important• «hirort were given an opportunity to list addition­
al criteria if they so desired* Several criteria were offer­
ed, but since no pattern was evident in the suggestion® of 
the jurors it was assumed that the 174 criteria submitted by 
the writer were adequate* The method of obtaining the degree 
of validity of each criterion 1© described in Chapter Xi*
Before outlining the procedure used in applying the 
criteria in Louisiana, a few statistics concerning the pres­
ent status of music education are ertinont. In 1934 music 
instruction was offered on a parlshwide basis in two Louisiana 
parishes* According to information gathered In a recent sur­
vey by the writer, sixty-four pariah and three city school
13
systems had soma f o m  of organised music instruotlon during 
tbo 1953-54 aohool session* Xu the white eleiaentary schools 
366 offered instruction In ©leioentary ©lassrooaa nuslc, four 
la piano class, 9X6 in band, thirteen in orchestra, and 106 
In tooaX music* Thirty white junior high schools of feared In* 
atruction in general music, two in piano class, thirty-one 
In band, three In orchestra, and twenty-throe In vocal music. 
Thirty-four white senior high schools offered Instruct Ion In 
general aasle, one in piano class, 915 In band, thirteen In 
orchestra, and 917 In vocal music.
For the purposes of this study it should be noted 
that forty-eight white senior high schools offered Instruc­
tion in general usualc, piano class, and orchestra*
The 174 criteria held valid by the national jury of 
authorities were included in the questionnaire which was 
sent to certain nuslc teachers in Louisiana* (See Appendix 
XY for a list of Louisiana music teachers participating in 
this study*) The purpose of the questionnaire was to apply 
the criteria to the elementaiy classroom music, general 
caiale, piano class, band, orchestra, and vocal music programs 
in a group of elementary and secondary schools In Louisiana*
It should be duly noted that this study was designed to evalu­
ate certain areas of music education in a group of schools 
and not in any particular school, Questionnaires were for­
warded to all white public high school© offering instruction
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In arches tapa* piano class* and general music* Moat of those 
schools * along with tho elementary schools connected with 
them* also offer instruction In elementary classroom music* 
b&nd| and vocal music* This procedure was followed In order 
that application of the criteria might he made* If possible* 
to all six areas represented In the criteria and because 
the secondary schools ranged In pupil population from 30 
students to 8,076* Of the forty schools examined* three had 
more than 1*500 pupils; five had enrollments between 1,000 
and 1*500 pupils; nine had enrollments between 500 and 
1*000 pupils; eight had enrollments between 850 and 500 
pupils; fifteen had enrollments of less than 250 pupils* 
Accordingly* a letter inviting these music teachers 
in Louisiana to participate in the application of the 
validated criteria was prepared and accompanied each ques­
tionnaire* (See Appendix VI for a copy of the letter; see 
Appendix V for a copy of the questionnaire* ) nasmuch as 
seas schools had more than one music teacher* questionnaires 
were sent to seventy-eight teachers In forty-el.4it schools* 
representing thirty parish and city school systems in Lou­
isiana* Sixty-five completed forms from forty schools in 
thirty parish and city school systems were returned In time 
for inclusion in this study* (Lee Table XXI11 * Appendix 
VII* for a list of Louisiana schools participating In this 
study*) One questionnaire was omitted Inasmuch as It was
15
filled out improperly* Sewn questionnaires wer--> not re- 
twaed In time far Inclusion In tola study*
The erlterla in the questionnaire mere expressed ao as 
to evoke responses indicative of the extent to ch. they were 
actually being applied in music education in these Louisiana 
schools* A five-point scale with toe following designations 
was employed: (1 ) excellently observed (2) well observed
(3) moderately observed (4) poorly observed (5) not observed* 
The extent of the observance of the criteria in these 
schools of Louisiana was computed by a procedure described 
in Chapter II«
IV. ORGANIZATION <F THE REMAINDER OT THE STUpy
In Chapter II* entitled "Validation and Application 
of Proposed Criteria*w techniques used for validating the 
criteria and for their application to programs of music 
education in certain elementary and secondary schools of 
Louisiana are explained. Chapters III, XV, V, VI, VI1, 
and VIII deal, respectively, with toe following topics i
(1 ) criteria pertaining to elementazy classroom u®lc and 
facilities and equipment for ©lementaiy classroom music
(2 ) general music and facilities and equipment for general 
music (3) piano class and foci 11 ties and equipment for piano 
class (4) band and facilities and equipment for band (5) or-
16
chestra and facilities and equipment for orchestra (6 ) vocal 
music and facilities and equipment for vocal music*
Chapter IX contains a summary of this study#
CIAPT® II
VALIBATIOS A m  J&VLXUA'SXOU CP TH& PROFOEJKD G M T ®  IA 
I* Deteranlnin̂ . the Validity of the Criteria
The appraisal of the 174 criteria by the national 
jurors is sunaaarised in Table x* Juror® wore asked to 
determine the relative importance of each criterion by 
indicating whether the eriterion should be considered*
(1) very Important (8 ) Important (3) of average importance
(4) of little Importance (5) not important* Accordingly, 
an examination of Table X of each of these five categories 
reveals the number of jurors and the percentage of jurors 
falling in each caterory* Percentages were rounded off to 
the nearest per cent* The criteria were numbered In the 
order occurring in the first questionnaire* (Bee Appendix 
I*)
The following Illustration may serve to simplify the 
reading of the table* immediately under the letter nvn of 
the first column is written the arable number one* This 
number represents the first criterion appearing on the 
questionnaire* The criterion reads as follows * "Musi© 
education is conceived as an aspect of the entire procex*« 
of elementary education*H Porty-slx juror®, constituting 
ninety-four per cent of the responses made regarding tlie
IB
criterion* indicated that the criterion 1& very important* 
one Juror* constituting two per cent of fch res ions®©, in­
dicated that the criterion is iâ portant. Two Jurors* 
constituting four per cent of the responses* Indicated that 
the criterion is of average importance. Mo jurors con* 
sidered the criterion as being of little importance or not 
important.
An examination of Table X indicates that only a minute 
percentage of jurors considered any of tho 174 criteria as 
being of little importance or not Important. The division 
of opinion aroee in the matter of assigning a value of very 
important* Important* or of average mportanoo to the re­
spective criteria. Accordingly* if a higher percentage of 
Jurors regarded a criterion as being very important than 
important or of average importance* tne criterion was re­
garded as being very important*
For example* according to criterion number fifteen 
in Table 1, twelve Jurors, representing twenty-five per cent 
of the responses* considered it very important; seven jurors* 
representing fifteen per cent of the responses* considered 
It important; fourteen Jurors* representing twenty-nine per 
cent of the responses, considered it of average importance; 
nine Jurors * representing eighteen per cent of th responses* 











FRBCitniNClSS ANB FlftCISUTAOfift Ctf JURGB8 VALIDATING TBS CBITEHIA
Key r
VI «* Very Important I - Important AX - Average Importance
LI - Little Importance 
Ul - Not Important 
TO ** Total Responding 
IIA • No Answer
i ~ r — r-'^g-----1--- §r —
46 94 1 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 49
42 86 8 12 1 2 0 0 0 0 49
31 82 12 24 6 12 0 0 1 2 50
29 58 11 22 9 18 0 0 1 2 50
16 35 10 22 11 24 7 15 2 4 46
30 60 14 28 5 10 1 2 0 0 50
44 88 5 10 1 2 0 0 0 0 5 0
33 66 14 28 3 6 0 0 0 0 50














frw u eb c ies  and micmtkom  or jur«ms
VALIDATING THiS OUTfiHXA
19 38 9 IB 1 2 0 0 50
17 34 1 2 0 0 0 0 50
8 16 1 2 0 0 0 0 50
19 39 12 24 1 2 0 G 49
18 37 14 26 1 2 1 2 49
18 36 11 22 1 2 0 0 50
7 15 14 29 9 18 6 13 48
OKSrtJ 52 7 IS 3 6 0 0 48
16 32 9 18 0 0 0 0 50
17 35 12 24 2 4 0 0 49
21 42 8 16 0 0 1 2 50
















FI^UKMCXBS AttD P IK CENT AGES OF JUfcOhS 
VALIDATING THE CfiiTKJUA
:r'jxajs
23 47 18 37 4 8 3 6 1 2 49 1
46 92 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0
28 56 19 36 3 6 0 0 0 0 50 0
33 66 10 20 7 14 0 0 0 0 50 0
19 38 21 42 7 14 1 2 2 4 50 0
14 28 21 42 11 22 2 4 2 4 50 0
24 48 15 30 11 22 0 0 0 0 50 0
18 38 18 38 8 16 2 4 1 2 47 5
6 12 12 25 20 41 7 14 4 8 42 1
18 36 11 22 15 30 5 10 1 2 50 0
3 6 11 22 16 33 15 31 4 a 42 1
32 65 9 18 6 13 2 4 0 0 49 1














































55 21 45 9 18 2 4 0 0 49
76 6 12 6 12 0 0 0 0 50
66 10 20 7 14 0 0 0 0 50
40 13 26 13 26 2 4 2 4 50
70 14 28 0 0 0 0 1 2 50
17 11 23 12 26 9 19 7 15 47
27 15 31 9 19 5 10 6 13 48
?e 8 16 5 6 0 0 0 0 50
76 9 18 3 6 0 0 0 0 50
70 15 26 2 4 0 0 0 0 50
41 15 27 11 22 5 6 2 4 49








































































































































































































































FKK1UKHC1S& AHD PE8GKSTA0E8 OP JUHOJffl VAUDATXBO THE CHITKKIA
c ~  T" S'“ ~ T .T  ”■" T “ ” .......V m T ......— T ........  2 ....... 1 T --------------
58 16 34 16 33 8 17 4 8 4 8 48 2
59 19 39 21 43 9 18 0 0 0 0 49 1
60 32 67 14 29 2 4 0 0 0 0 48 2
61 22 45 16 33 6 IS 2 4 3 6 49 1
as SI 43 21 43 6 12 1 2 0 0 49 1
63 29 59 17 35 5 6 0 0 0 0 49 1
64 27 55 19 39 2 4 1 2 0 0 49 1
@5 10 21 11 25 13 28 5 11 8 17 47 3
66 29 52 17 35 3 6 0 0 0 0 49 1
67 11 22 22 45 14 29 0 0 2 4 42 1
68 10 22 20 43 11 24 2 4 3 7 46 4















FRStfTKSCXES AXD PHECEHTA02S OF JURORS 
VALIDATiHO THE CRITERIA
s"'i'i.̂ Y i,’.i,ar.:r? ■» .tCiS'jii'i-igĵ' ■■! ■  ..  lam, 1 "i "" -*i%\i/sssBssĵ^
i   g — i " — -g-------r  5 i  111 i  — r 1 g r
XI 23 19 40 14 30 3 7 0 0 47
37 76 6 16 4 8 0 0 0 0 49
32 78 11 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 49
18 37 24 49 7 14 0 0 0 0 49
14 29 20 42 14 29 0 0 0 0 48
38 78 11 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 49
20 42 17 35 7 15 2 4 2 4 48
12 24 9 19 18 57 6 12 4 8 49
32 65 16 33 1 2 0 0 0 0 49
39 80 10 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 49
55 71 13 27 1 2 0 0 0 0 49
43 88 3 6 3 6 0 0 0 0 49
TAULB I (continued)
FR«tUBNCXES AND PKHCIiOTAiJES OF JUIiOKS VALIDAYIHO TBS CRITHRIA
c
“ IT "■"i"' "XT “ W
& 1 sr 317 JL _ I I i
82 B 21 21 54 9 23 0 0 1 2 39 11
85 13 28 26 55 7 15 0 0 1 2 47 3
84 11 25 25 57 6 14 1 2 1 2 44 6
85 14 30 27 59 5 11 0 0 0 0 46 4
86 37 74 11 22 2 4 0 0 0 0 50 0
87 42 84 8 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0
ee 12 24 20 41 11 23 4 8 2 4 49 1
89 13 27 24 49 9 18 2 4 1 2 42 1
90 20 41 oc 51 4 8 0 0 0 0 42 1
91 15 32 27 57 5 11 0 0 0 0 47 5
92 28 57 20 41 1 2 0 0 0 0 49 1
93 25 51 21 43 3 6 0 0 0 0 49 1
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PRBHUBNCXBS AND PKRCBifTAOBS <& JUR0R8 VALIDATING TBS GRIT &R IA
VI ...... I    a !  U  01 “  JR
0 T" ...g ~  H - -g- . _  T 2 “ T ““..."“5 1 a .r ~ _JL
105 £8 58 20 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 %
xoe $2 64 14 26 3 6 1 2 0 0 50 0
107 m 5? 19 39 2 4 0 0 0 0 49 1
108 12 86 17 36 11 24 3 7 5 7 46 4
109 31 62 16 32 3 6 0 0 0 0 50 0
110 20 41 19 39 7 14 2 4 1 2 49 1
111 20 40 26 52 3 6 1 2 0 0 50 0
112 13 26 £1 42 15 30 1 2 0 0 50 0
113 34 66 16 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0
114 41 82 a 16 1 2 0 0 0 0 50 0
1X5 88 57 14 29 3 6 2 4 2 4 49 1
116 14 28 12 24 14 28 6 12 4 8 50 0
ma>
TABLE I (contleuod)
FRSIUINCIKS AND PERCENTAGES CP JTOORS 
VAUDATISO THE CRITERIA
fT"T  f” '1 7i " " " U  “ Hi ' TB NA1
c 1 "■■TBT", - T ~ ...T ~ r T" " '~r..... g— Tl-------- 2 ------1 1
1X7 55 75 11 23 2 4 0 0 0 0 48 2
118 58 76 12 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0
135 54 68 15 50 1 2 0 0 0 0 50 0
120 9 24 21 57 5 15 1 3 1 3 37 13
121 15 55 24 50 6 13 0 0 2 4 48 2
122 15 50 24 56 5 12 0 0 1 2 45 7
125 15 55 26 58 4 9 0 0 0 0 45 5
124 54 69 15 27 2 4 0 0 0 0 49 1
125 36 78 11 22 6 0 0 0 0 0 49 1
126 18 58 24 50 6 12 0 0 0 0 48 2
127 15 55 25 54 6 15 0 0 0 0 46 4
128 22 47 21 45 4 8 0 0 0 0 47 3
TABLE I (continued)
PRSiUKSClBS AND PtfiCi3iTA0IiS QP JUBOIiS 
VAL1DAT1H0 THE CRITERIA
w
71 T ““ ~ a! ...T3T ..I T ' T T ~ ” 14---
..X T" - T ~ 1 2 1 2 T 2 1 I
IflQ 10 21 22 46 11 23 3 6 2 4 48 2
130 13 27 24 49 9 18 1 2 2 4 49 1
131 87 56 18 38 2 4 1 oA* 0 0 4a 2
132 55 71 U 23 2 4 0 0 1 2 49 1
135 14 50 22 47 11 23 0 0 0 0 47 5
154 32 65 17 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 1
155 12 28 21 42 6 14 5 7 1 2 43 7
156 10 22 24 51 11 23 1 2 1 2 47 3
137 7 15 22 47 17 35 1 2 0 0 47 3
136 15 52 18 38 11 83 2 5 1 2 47 3
159 35 69 12 25 2 4 1 2 0 0 48 2






























































































































































































and fhhcehta®  of jokor?*
VALIDATING THE CRlTBi 1A
— — ----1------  si------- XT'-------si------?tri " — ’S’— r1 5" ~i--- s— r.~2~~1111 g r
45 88 6 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 49
27 69 14 29 5 13 1 2 0 0 48
11 22 9 19 16 31 n/ 14 7 14 49
25 50 14 23 9 13 2 4 0 0 60
32 67 14 29 o** 4 0 C 0 0 48
54 69 13 27 2 4 0 0 0 0 49
37 76 12 24 0 0 0 C 0 0 49
11 22 18 55 9 IB p:u 10 7 14 50
13 29 27 60 5 11 0 0 0 0 46
55 65 13 26 4 aVi' 0 0 0 0 50
40 80 ID 20 0 0 0 0 0 50
TABLE I (concluded)
F R K u afc is s  akd o f jm,om
VALIDATING THE GKlTi&XA
vr"** "*•-li y1 'i,au* T r  "~“u" 1— ifr’1'""'1— 'fr” "Iff
I  2------ 1------ S------ 1------ 2
164 12 24 25 50 10 20 2 4 1 2 50 0
165 9 18 21 45 15 27 4 8 2 4 49 1
166 27 55 18 57 5 6 1 2 0 0 49 1
167 28 56 19 58 2 4 1 2 0 0 50 0
168 17 55 21 44 9 19 0 0 1 2 48 2
169 58 78 8 16 4 8 0 0 0 0 50 0
170 12 26 25 55 10 21 0 0 0 0 47 5
171 8 17 20 42 17 55 2 4 1 2 48 2
172 22 45 20 41 7 14 0 0 0 0 49 1
175 55 70 12 24 2 4 0 0 1 2 50 0
174 IB 59 19 40 9 19 1 2 0 0 47 5
m
thirteen per sent ©f the responses, considered It not im­
portant* Consequently, criterion number fifteen was 
categorised as being of average Importance.
In keeping with this procedure* the 174 criteria in 
the original questionnaire were considered acceptable and 
categorised as being very important, Important, or of 
average importance* This information Is presented in 
fable IX*
Because the 174 criteria embraced six areas in 
xausle education in the elementary and secondary school, 
together with sections dealing with facilities and equip** 
ment for each of these areas, it was necessary to group 
the criteria into twelve categoriest (1 ) elementary class- 
ream isusic (2 ) facilities and equipment for elementary 
classroom music (3) general music (4) facilities and equip­
ment for general music (5) piano class (6 ) facilities and 
equipment for piano class (7) band (8 } facilities and equip­
ment for band (9) orchestra (10) facilities and equipment 
for orchestra (11) vocal music (12) facilities and equipment 
for vooal music.
These twelve divisions arc presented, respectively, 
in Table III, Table IV, Table V, Table VI, Table VII, and 
Table VIII* In addition, the criteria in each of the twelve 
categories were ranked according to the percentage of 
acceptance which they received by the national jurors* For
35
TABIiS II
GATJBGCRIB8 RSfliESBiMTlSO « S  111 GIIKST 
PKROBOTAOES OP MAT I ONAI- JUKOVtS
Kay I
C - Criteria 
VI - Vary Important 
1 - Important 
A1 - Average I«?jorfeano8






























































































CATEGORIES B8F&K3882XXG THE HXtMEBT
PERCENTAGES GP HATIOEAL JUKOi






















































































































CATEGORIES KXPUBSEOTINO THE RICHEST 
PJStCEMTA&ES OF MAT IOMAL J 0 i< » 3
vx '1 i 11 “ter— .





































example* under elementary classroom mu trie, criterion number 
one* as It appeared In the original questionnaire (see 
Appendix 1 ), was ranked highest In the very important cate­
gory* inasmuch as the largest number of jurors accorded It 
a percentage of ninety-four in the "very important" cate­
gory* Criterion number fire fell at the bottom of this 
group* inasmuch aa the largest number of Jurors accorded 
It a percentage of only thirty-five in the 'Very Important * 
category* The highest number of Jurors* forty-three per 
cent, considered criterion number sixteen as being impor­
tant and it headed the list of criteria in the "important* 
category* The highest number of Jurors, twenty-nine per 
oent* considered criterion number fifteen as being of 
average importance and It, therefore, fell in the category 
of "average importance• *
In keeping with this procedure, the criteria in the 
other eleven areas of music education were calculated In the 
same manner* The higher the percentage assigned to each cri­
terion* the greater is the degree of Its acoeptaxic© or valid­
ity within its category* whether that category bo "very impor­
tant ** "important," or of "average Importance*"
On the basis of Table XXI, the criteria for elemen­
tary classroom nude and facilities and equipment for ele­
mentary classroom music were ranked within each category 
















PfliCESTAGB RAJMC BY THE HAT 10HAL JURORS CF CRITERIA FOR SMMMTAxY CLASSROOM MUSIC AM)FACILITIES k m  b t& iv w m  FOR ELEMEHTARY CLASSROOM MUSIC
C • Criteria R - Rank 
P - Per Cent
Key*
VI - Very Important 1 ~ Important AX - Average In^ortanoe
gLaaaentarr Classroom Muale XT
Pto ill ties arri^uipsient for
Husieinr''“
K T 1r — ?— r
“ST































































ratosjffA cw  iu u a  ss tk s  s a tio u a i. jp m rs  op c h itb r ia
fob -g*gi«*i’- maxc asd
FAUiXdTISS A HD BiUintBiff FOB GBMBAL JHBXC
Ksyi
C - Criteria TX - Yery Xaperfeanfc
B • Rmk 1 * iflBntantP - Per Cent AX •* Average Xapartenee
Geii*ral &ueie
gggagaas^.ro'My'j.j.: Aiw.’amaaBasagsaseassasgasaaaeB
Feelittle* a o A  Iqplpwent f a r
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PERCENTAGE iUiJK BY THE HATXOMAL JTChCHS OS* CHITS; X A
FOR PXAH0 CLASS AND 
FACILITIES AND BtUlFMEHT Fd? PIANO CLASS
Key i
C • Criteria VI * Very Important
E ~ kank I * Important
P - Per Cent AI - Average importance
Piano Claes £aciilfciea m i  ̂ uipmant £or Piano Claes
Yf I T £c H ! i i a* H l i i
ft fr £ $ ■ g 1 ^ 1 E C H P C t IP
§5 1 67 56 1 45 60 1 67
57 2 48 59 2 43 63 M 59
58 3 34 54 3 38 61 3 45
62 4 43
TABLK VI
PmCKWAGS RAKK BI TitE XAT10MAL J U i M  OP CBITBBIAFOR BAND ahd
FA Cl LITIBB AMD BEJUXWffiMT FOR iiAHD 
Key*
C - Criteria VI - Very ImportantH - tesii I - la^ortanbP * Per Cent AX - Average importance
V* ■~~r ■■ r  ■ k .T
79 8 80 75 2 49
TO 3 T O m 3 4575 3 78 68 4 4571 S 76 74 5 42
@0 6 71 70 6 4078 7 65
















... ..............  r  ~ ~
p Q a F2 sir
74 84 2 m73 91 2 m71 85 4 55
67 99 5 52
58 90 6 5157 TO 6 51
51 M i 6 §1




















FBtCSMTAOE RAKE BX THE NATI OVAL M - S  OP CRITERIAECU ORCHESTRA AMD FACILITIES AMD B^UIPMUMT FOR ORCtiKSTRA
C • Criteria K - Book ? - Per Cent
Key i
VI - Very important I - Important AI - Average Importance
ir
Qrptmtg*
Faelllties and Bquipaent for
































































































PEKOE./TAu'’: BANK i3Y THE 'JATi JiiAL JUiiOV£ OF CIUTEMA
FOR VOCAl, MUSIC A HD 
FACIUTIES AMD M/IPMKW FOH VOCAL tfOSIC
Key*
C • Criteria VI - Very Important
h - Hank 1 - Important

































143 1 60 m i 60
169 2 76 170 2 S3
173 3 70 164 3 50
162 4 66 168 4 44
167 5 53 165 5 43
166 6 55 171 6 42
172 7 45 174 7 40
fr
fr
criterion are the original nun&ers of the criteria; those 
following each criterion represent the percentage assigned 
to It by the national jurors*
ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM KtfilC
Very important
(1) Music education Is conceived as an aspect 
of the entire prooesa of elementary educe** 
tion* (94)
(22) The classroom music program is designed to develop a ermine love and appreciation of good music and an increased desire to par­ticipate in musical activities* (92)
(7) The music ocoordinator provides the class­
room teacher with help and guidance* a 
knowledge of available materials and de­
vices* and with many practical ideas* all of which are in keeping with the Abilities and Interests of the classroom teacher* (8 8)
(2) Every child In the elementary school receives 
Instruction In classroom music* (86)
(11) Classroom music affords experiences ins
(1 ) sinking* (2 ) listening* (3) motion to 
music* (4) the playing of Instruments*
(S) creative activities* and (6 ) music 
reading* (82)
(8) Classroom teachers are provided in-service 
training in music by means of study groups* 
workshops* and extension courses* (8 6)
(10) Phonographs are made available and are used 
by every classroom teacher* (04)
(3) At least one hundred minutes per week are 
devoted to music in each elementary class­
room* (62)
(6 ) classroom teachers offer Instruction In music daily* (60)
4©
(4) Classroom wale la taught by the classroom 
teacher with the assistance of a music per-*
•on who serves as a co-ordinator of music 
instruction In the elementary school# (58)
(17) All children have experiences with rhytiua in­
struments, melody Instruments, or real Instal­
ments* (50)
(21) Listening is woven into the fabric of all
classroom music activities rather than treated 
as a separate activity# (47)
(9) Classroom teachers have access to single copies 
of music books in addition to those in the 
basic textbook series# (42)
(20) Slementary classrooms contain flexible furni­
ture, thereby insuring adequate space for 
classroom music activities# (42)
(14) Classroom teachers take advantage of oppor­
tunities which arise for the correlation of 
music with other subjects# (40)
(18) Rhythm and. melody instruments are used for 
values of their own and not In any sense as 
direct preparation for Instrumental study 
"proper#w (37)
(5) The music co-ordinator visits each elementary 
classroom for a period of at least thirty 
minutes each week# (36)
important
(16) Children acquire an extensive repertory of
songs of the kind ©oorconly found in "aaserably- 
type* song books# (62)
(19) Special music programs are a natural out­
growth of the classroom rausio program* (42)
(12) Opportunities are provided for assembly a Ink­
ing, which la an outgrowth, of the regular 
classroom music program# (39)












trs mud* and are uaod by evory olaaa-
roon tanehar* (37)
Avrmsm
CXu0voob music la taught la the cloakroom* 
not la a special rauaio room* (29)




Each classroom teacher la provided with 
manuals or guides to the music textbooks*
(60)
Each elasaroom teacher is provided with and 
uses a pitch-pipe* (65)
Except In Qrade 1* music textbooks are Issued 
to each child* (66)
One phonograph la available for at least each 
two classroom teachers* (48)
Suitable rhythm Instruments are available to 
each classroom teacher* (46)
A minimum of 5100 per year for each twelve 
o lass room teachers Is provided for the 
purchase of recordings ether than those of 
the songs In basic textbooks* (58)
A piano Is available to each classroom 
teacher* (56)
Important
Suitable melody Instruments are available to 
each classroom teacher* (45)
Professional books dealing with muslo e&uca- 
tlon are available to classroom teachers*
(42)
m
(86) Suitable motion picture films and filmstrip® 
a n  available* (42)
iammat w & 3 m a &
(09) A radio la available to each classroom teaoher*
(41)
(51) A tap* recorder la available to each classroom 
teacher. (55)
On the baala of Table IV* the criteria for general
suaio and facilities and equipment for general music were
ranked within eaeh eat ego 27 aa listed below*
GEHKEAL fclBIC
Very Important
(41) General Music la open to all pupils* regard- 
leaa of prowloua musical experiences • (78)
(58) General Music la required In Grade 7# (76)
(42) General Music la taught by a special musicteacher* (76)
(49) General Mualo provides exploratory experiences 
in singing, listening* creative activity*
Thy team* interpretation* dramatisation* oppreoi- 
at ion* and familiarity with music In history 
and In current events* (71)
(50) Provision Is made in General Music for listen­
ing to music beyond the perforating ability of 
the class. (71)
(38) A minimum of two peri ode per week of forty-
five minutes each is devoted to General Music 
in the Junior High School. (70)
(43) General Music classes are held in a special 
mualo room with essential equipment • (70)
(56) General Music is required in Grade 8. (66)
49
(48) Qmrftl Music requires a variety of activities » (45)
(47) General Htu»lo la not Just a review of what ha«
gene before, but a r©~eyntheala of musical ex­
periences In tanas of new activities, deeper 
experiences, snore precise and controlled ex­
pression, and wider horlsons* (59)
(45) General Music la an exploratory or orientation 
course designed to provide that general in­
formation and experience about music which the 
well-informed person should have* (57)
(46) General Mualo la the trunk of a developmental 
program of mualo, not a course at a certain 
level, and the various specialties are its 
branches* (45)
(44) The enrollment of the General Mualo Class does
not exceed that of a normal high school class* 
(41)
(57) General Music is required In Grade 0* (40)
Important
(40) A minimum of two periods per week of forty-
five minutes each is devoted to General Music 
In the Senior High School* (51)
Average Importance
(61) Projects and unite are used in the teaching ofGeneral Music* (54)
(59) Genoral Music la required In the Senior High
School for one year only* (8 6)
FACILITIA& m >  mulPMOTP FOR 
GEOTEAL MUSIC
Very important
(52) A special room, containing a piano, radio, phono­
graph, suitable recording®, text and reference 
Cooks, and adequate storage facilities for
music* is provided for the teaching or General 
Xluai©# (67)
(63) The school lias a central phonograph record 





on the basis of Table V, the criteria for piano class 
and facilities and equipment for piano class were ranked 
within each category as listed below*
PXAH 0 CLASS
Very ImportantM w J ii
(65) Plano classes are taught by a music teacher
who has had special training In the techniques 
of teaching plane by the class method* (67)
(57) Hatters of general musicianship are taught 
in the piano class* (48)
(58) Students are encouraged to "play by ear" in 
piano classes* (34)
important
(56) Participation In group instruction in pl&;o 
is limited to a maximum of two years for any 
individual student* (45)
(69) Efforts are made fee correlate singing and lay­
ing in piano classes* (45)
(54) Piano classes meet for a minimum of two one- 




FACILITIES AMD ^UXPMBHT FCfl 
PXAHO CLAPS
Very Important
(60) At least ana piano# the boat possible, la
provided for claes piano Instruction* (67)
(65) Suitable textbooks ar© provided for piano 
classes* (59)
(61) Silent keyboards with raised keys are pro­
vided for each student in piano classes*(45)
(62) Folding racks for music, and chairs and tables





On the basis of Table VI, the criteria for band and 
facilities and equipment for band were ranked within each 
category as listed below*
BA HD
Very important
(81) The band is not built up at the expanse of 
other equally important musical organisa­
tions and the musical development of the entire echool* (88)
82
(79) Musical numbers for public performanoe are 
selected with great care. (BO)
(72) Students receive instruction In and ar® re­
sponsible for reasonable care of all school- 
owned materials and equipment # (78}
(76) Rehearsals are planned with great care * (78)
(71) Efforts ere made to educate and guide pupils 
and their parents in the selection of instru­
ment® most suitable to the pupils1 character­
istics and most likely to give them the widest 
opportunities for success* (76)
(80) Details of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care, (71)
(78) Policies regarding public performance are
established jointly by the band director and 
the school principal* (6S)
(66) A Minimum of two periods per week of forty-five 
minutes each is devoted to band, plus section­
al rehearsals or class Instruction of at least 
forty-five minutes per week* (69)
(64) Band is an elective organisation* (55)
(69) Desired Instrumentation is planned several years 
In advance, (49)
(76) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a fixed pattern* (42)
Important
(82) The following instrumentation la observed In 
well-balanced bandst (54)
to ta l ***£§, M4ft§aS£2S§a8fi4fifi
Pi <7!Cg.1o•*•#•**•* 1 X X 1 1 1
Flute**•**••••»• X 2 5 3 5 5 8 0 0
E-flat -Clarinet* 2 2 2 2 2 2
B-flat Clarinet* 8 10 18 12 14 16 22 24 86
Alto Clarinet*** 2 2 5 3 4 4 5
Bass Clarinet,** 1 1 2  5 4 4 5
Boprano
Saxophone* * * *, i
Alto raxophon©.* 1 1 1 2 2 2 *v> 2 ♦Stw
Tenor Saxophone• 1 X 2 S.* 8 8 2 5
Baritone
Saxophone** * * * 1 1 1 1 i. 1 1 8
15a#c Saxophone* • X 1 X X X
Cboe**.•••*•*•** 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 8
Sngllah Horn**** 1 1 X I
Bassoon*• • • • • * * « 1 1 2 2 5 5 3 3 4
Cornet* Trumpet* Flu©gel Hera**** 4 5 5 6
7 7 7 8 68 2 2
French Hern***** 3 4 4 8 6 6 8 8 8Baritone******•« X X 1 0 8 2 2 2 3Trombone*••••»*• 2 3 3 *!*O S 3 v> 4 4
Tuba****••••*•#• X 3 3 5 3 4 4 5 5Percussion,***** 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 8 8String Bass..• • • 1 2 8 2 2 2 2
(75) Small ensembles are organised under student
direction end supervis ed by the band director •
(49)
(67) Brass* woodwind* and percussion sectional 
rehearsals arc held at least cnee each, weak* 
(45)
(68) To allow for the proper division of students 
according to profXcieney* at least two bands are organized in each school. (43)
(74) The band haa student officers and student 
conductors# (42)
(70) Harehlng; is a legitimate and essential function 
of the band* (40)
— ***«* aWBMPtWWMI
(77) In rehearsals, the band Wwar s s m up* on music* 
not on exex’claea * (57)
(85) Band is offered only when there is sufficient 
interest for minimum Ins trurrienta t1 on• (28)
FACILITIES A HD ttiblPMSOT FOR BA®
54
Very Inport ant
(87) Proper attention la givon to Illumination, 
heating, and ventilation In the basid room#
(84)
(86) The band room la acoustically treated, free 
from excessive reverberation, and sound In­
sulated from other rooms# (74)
(84) The school board furnishes the larger, more 
unusual, and more expensive instruments#
(73)
(103) Arrangements are made for the proper Issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on all 
school-owned materials and equipment# (71)
(96) A well-seleeted and adequate collect ion of 
band muale Is available or long-range plans have been Implemented to bring tills about#
(67 )
(106) School authorities provide funds fort
(1) capital outlay for materials and equip­
ment each year, (2) maintenance of permanent 
equipment, (3) insurance on uniforms, Instru­
ments, and other equipment, and (4) tools for 
minor repair work# (58)
(92) Salta from and entrances to the band room 
and Its accessory rooms are designed to oare 
for maximum movement and eafety of students 
and equipment # (57)
(93) Instrument storage facilities are designed to 
meet prmaant and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used* (51)
(104) The band has access to audio-visual aids, In­
cluding suitable motion pictures, filmstrips, 
eharts, pictures, a phonograph, phonograph 
records, and a tape recorder, and uses these 
and other audio-visual aids as often as they 















The band room contain© floor space of at 
least eighteen square feat par person, in 
addition to apace for aisles, piano, con­
duct or*a stand, and oth r furniture and 
equipment* (59)
The band roam c out nine at least 260 oublc 
feet of space per person. (07)
Practice roams for band Instruments are at 
least six by eight feet; for piano with one 
other instrument at least eight by ten foot; 
for small ensembles at least ten by twelve 
feet* (57)
The tend room Is located near the auditorium 
and stage* (55)
Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled* (52)
Small rooms, adequate for individual practice 
and small ensembles, are available* X51)
Mualo books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music Is filed properly in steel or wood 
filing cabinets* (51)
The band has most of the necessary musical 
equipment, Instruments, and library, before 
It obtains a set of uniform** (51;
Office space, properly furnished, I» available 
to the tend director* (49)
Uniforms are stored in moth-proof cabinets, 
with the caps being placed on ventilated shelves*
(48)
The band music library tea a budget of at least 
$250 per year in a small school, $500 per year 
in an average else school, and §950 per year In a large school* (47)
Students provide flutes, piccolos, B~flat 
clarinets, alto saxophones, cornets, trumpets, and tenor trombones* (44)
(IOO Basic stands are desk-type rather than the 
folding-type* (43)
(88) A separate r ow is available for the Instru­
mental music library# (41)
Average
Hone
On the basis of Table VII, the criteria for orchestra 
and facilities and equipment for orchestra were ranked within 
each category as listed below#
ORCHESTRA
Very Important
(114) Rehearsals are planned with great ears# (88)
(118) Musical numbers for public performance are 
selected with great care* (76)
(117) Policies regarding public performance are 
established Jointly by the orchestra director 
and. school principal# (73)
(113) Students receive instruction in and are re­
sponsible for reasonable care of all school- 
owned materials and equipment# (68)
(119) Details of public performance are planned 
and rehearsed with great care# (68)
(106) Orchestra is an elective organisation* (64)
(109) Desired instrumentation is planned several 
years in advance# (68)
(107) A minimum of two periods per week of forty- 
five minutes each Is devoted to it* plus 
sectional rehearsals or class Instruction of 
forty-five minutes per week# (67)
(118) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a fixed pattern* (67)
(110} Tine Is allotted for sectional rahoursale 
of the orchestra# (41)
(116) In rehearsal the orchestra "warns* u; M on 
nuslo, not on exercises# (£0)
huoertant
(120) The following Instrumentation is observed In. 
well-balanced orchestrasj (57)
T Cff An# ••••••••• ..20 30 40 60 60 70 80
mi #Ju 90 ISO
Flute##.#•• #•• 1 2 2 2 3 s 3 3
Oboe##*#....* 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 *ir
Clarinet* • « • # • #. 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4Bassoon#»••••« # • 1 1 2 *?t£* oinf 2 o 3French Horn#.. .. 2 2 2 5 4 4 4 5 8Trun^ot# «•**#• ## 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 4Trombone###.*# 1 1 2 2 3 5 3 3
Tuba##...... 1 1 1
Harp•••••#•#«* 1 1 1 2Percussion.#•* #■ # 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3V iolin 1#•••*• .# 4 6 & 10 12 14 16 18 20Violin II...** ** 4 C 6 0 10 12 14 16 18
Viola#..#.... 2 4 5 7 8 10 10 12
3 4 5 7 8 e 10 10
String Bass### 1 3 3 4 4 6 8 8
1 1 1 1
(111) Snail ensembles are organised under student 
direetlon and supervised by the orchestra 
director# (52)
(112) The orchestra has student officers and student conductors# (42)
(108) To allow for the proper division of students 
according to proficiency* at least two orch­
estras are organised In each school# (56)
Average Importance
Hone
P A O IL IT iF S  AIID ECiUI Pmm.. FOII.
oiicE m m k
Very Important
(125) Proper attention la given to Illusalxiatlon# 
beating| and ventilation in the orchestra 
room* (78)
(152} The school board furnishes the larger* more
ymvmxnal* and more expensive instruments# (71}
(124) The orchestra roots la acoustically treated# 
free from excessive reverberation* and sound 
Insulated from other rooms. (69)
(159) Arrangamentb are made for proper issuance of 1 and the keeping of permanent records on all school-owned materials and equipment* (69)
(154) A well-selected and adequate colleoticm of orchestral music is available or long-range 
plans have been implemented to bring this 
about# (65)
(141) School authorities provide funds fori
(1) capital outlay for materials and equip­
ment each year* (2) maintenance of permanent 
equipment* (5) insurance on uniforms* In-** atnuasnts* and other equipment* and (4) tools 
for minor repair work* (64)
(151) Baits from and entrances to the orchestra
room and Its accessory rooms are designed to 
care for maximum movement and safety of stu­dents and equipment* (56)
(128) Instrument storage facilities art* designed to 
meet present and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used* (47)
(140) The orchestra has access to audio-visual aids, 
including suitable motion pictures# film­
strips# charts* pictures# a phonograph# phono­graph records# and a tape reoorder# and use# 
these and other audio-visual aids as often as 















The orchestra room contains a floor space of 
at least sixteen square feet per person* in 
addition to space for aisles* piano* conduc­
tor^ stand* and other furniture and equip- 
s»nt» (50)
The orchestra room contains at least 260 cubic 
feet of space par member* (56)
Practice room for orchestral instruments are 
at least aix by eight feet; for piano with 
one other instrument at least eight by ten 
feet; for small ensembles at least ten by 
twelve feet* (54)
ifesio books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music is filed properly in steel or wood 
filing cabinets* (51}
The orehestra room is located near the audi­
torium and stage* (50)
Small rooms* suitable for individual practice 
and small ensembles* are available* (50)
Office space* properly furnished* is available 
to the orchestra director* (49)
The orchestral music library has a budget of 
at least #850 per year In a small school* 
l&OQ per year in an average oiae school* and 
#950 per year In a large school* (49)
students provide violins* flutes* clarinets, 
trumpets* and tenor trombones* (47)
Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled* (47)
A separate room is available for the Instru­
mental music library* (46)





On the basis of Table VIII* the criteria for vocal 
music and facilities and equipment for vocal music ware 
ranked within each category aa Hated below*
VQGAl MUSIC
Yaiar. a M a a
(153) la choral rehearsals, consideration la given to iaterpretatIon, rhythm* diction* tone, 
faithfulness to notation* phrasing* and 
general effect* (8G)
(151) Rehearsals are planned with great care* (86)
(159} Musical numbers for public performance are
selected with great care* (70)
(158) Details of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care* (69)
(157) Policies regarding public performance are
established Jointly by the choral director 
and the school principal* (57)
(145) at least two periods per week of forty-five
minutes each are devoted to each of these groups* (65)
(150) Students receive instruction In and are re­
sponsible for reasonable care of all school- 
owned materials and equipment* (56)
(154) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern* (56)
(142) Boys chorus* girls chorus, and mixed chorus
are elective organisations* (55)
(148) Opportunities for group singing are offered
during recreation periods and in general student assemblies. (54)
61
(156) Vocalises and tone work are introduced In con­
junction with perfecting the music, end thair 
application Is inroad late and obvious* (60)
(149) Devotional music has a largo place in the 
nixed chorus repertoire* (40)
(145) Voices In the choruses are tested at least 
twice a year* (59)
Important
(147) Snail ensembles are organised under student 
direction and supervised by the choral 
director* (50)
(146) HUnerleal strength in the email mixed chorus 
approximates the following)
Sopranos* • 8 Altos• • • 6
Tenors**•• 5 Basses*• 4
In larger choruses the same ratio Is main­
tained* (41)
(152) Strict adherence to a definite seating 
arrangement is observed* (56)
(160) Choral music is memorised for public perform** 
anees * (56)
Average Importance
(144) Only changed voices are allowed in senior high school choruses* (51)
(166) In rehearsals the chorus "warms up" on music, not on exercises* (51)
FACILITIES Ai*D EQUIPMENT FOB VOCAL MUSIC
Very Important
(163) Proper attention is given to illumination,














Literary excellence and suitability of the 
text receive Important consideration in the 
selection of choral material* (76)
Arrangements are made for the proper issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-’owned materials and equipment*
(70)
The choral room Is acoustically treated, free 
from excessive reverberation, and sound in­
sula ted from other rooms* (66)
Platforms or risers are available for choral 
groups* (56)
Salts from and entrances to the choral room 
and its accessory rooms are designed to care 
for maximum movement and safety of students 
and. equ ipmsnt * {55)
Vestments are stored in moth-proof cabinets*
(45)
important
The ohoral room contains a floor space of at 
least fifteen square feet per person, in 
addition to space for alelee, piano, conduc­
tor* a stand, and oth r furniture and equip­
ment • (60)
Jftuele books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music is filed properly in steel or wood filing cabinets* (55)
Office space, properly furnished, is available 
to the choral director* (50)
A large choral group requires a budget of at 
least ^200 per year for music; a small choral 
group reouires at least ilOO per year for 
music* (44)
Small rotxss, adequate for Individual practice and small ensembles, are available* (45)
Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios arc available 
and are properly labeled* (42)
65
(174) The chorus has access to audio-visual aids, 
including suitable motion pictures, film- 
strips, charts, pictures, a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tap© recorder, 
and uses these and other audio-visual aids 
as often as they can make a contribution 
t© the choral program of instruction, (40)
Ay»iyga iwport»w»<>
None
II# Determining the Application of the Criteria
The appraisal of the degree of application of the 
174 criteria by the Demis tana music teachers is summarised 
In Table IX# The Louisiana music teachers were asked to 
determine the relative degree of observance of each criterion 
by Indicating whether toe criterion should be consideredi 
(1) excellently observed (2) well observed (3) moderately 
observed (4) poorly observed (5) not observed* An examina­
tion of each of these five categories in Table XX reveals 
the number of Louisiana music teachers and the percentage 
of Louisiana music teachers falling in each category* Per­
centages were rounded off to the nearest per cent* The 
criteria were numbered in the order occurring In the ques­
tionnaire sent to Louisiana music teachers* (Loe Appendix 
17*)
The following illustration may servo to simplify the 
reading of the table# immediately under the letter ”0” of
the first oolvum In written the arable ntaaber one* This 
maflw represents the first criterion appearing on the ques­
tionnaire* The criterion reads uz follows 5 "JAisic education 
le conceived as an aspect of the entire process of elementary 
education*11 Four of the Louisiana music teachers* constitute 
lag twenty-four per cent of the responses made regarding the 
criterion* Indicated that the criterion was excellently ob­
served* Fine Louisiana music teachers* constituting fifty* 
three per cent of the responses* Indicated that the criterion 
was well observed* Three of the Louisiana music teachers, 
constituting eighteen per cent of the responses* indicated 
that the criterion was moderately observed* Hone of the 
Louisiana music teachare indicated that the criterion was 
poorly observed* Che of the Louisiana music touchers* con­
stituting five per cent of the responses* Indicated that the 
or 1 tori on was not observed*
An examination of Table XX reveals considerable diver­
gence in tiie degree of observance of the 174 criteria* Ac­
cordingly* if a higher percentage of Louisiana music teachers 
regarded a criterion as being well observed than the percent­
age accorded each of the other four respective categories* 
that criterion was regarded as beln& well observed* This was 
the ease In criterion number one* for the oat ©gory "well ob­
served41 received the higher percentage * namely* fifty-three 
per cent* In keeping with this procedure* the 174 criteria
In the questionnaire sent to Louisiana nn&ic teachers (see 
Append ix XV) wore categorized os being excel lent ly observed* 
mil observed* Moderately observed* poorly observed* end not 
observed* This Informati > n is presented in Table X«
Because the 174 criteria embraced twelve areas in 
music education in the elementary and tieoon&axy school* it 
m s  necessary to group the criteria Into twelve divisions* 
Elementary classroom music is presented in Table XI; 
facilities and equipment for elementary classroom music In 
Table XII; general music in Table XXXI; facilities and 
equipment for general mus 1 o in Tabic XIV; piano class In 
Table XV| facilities and. equipment for piano class in Table 
XVI; band in Table XVII; facilities and equipment for band 
in Table XVIiI; orchestra in Table XIX; facilities and 
equipment for orchestra In Table XX; vooal mu&ic In Table 
XXI; facilities and equipment for vooal music in Table 
XXXI*
The criteria in each of the twelve tables were ranked 
according to the degree of observance percentage-wise In* 
dicated by the Louisiana iiusic teachers* For example* in 
Table XI criterion number twenty-two was ranked highest in 
the "excellently observed" category* inasmuch os the largest 
number of Louisiana music teachers accorded it a percentage 
* of sixty-eight in the "excellently observed" category* Cri­
terion number twelve fell at the bottom of tals group* inasmuch
IMC0JBMCIBS AMP PBRCEHTA0B3 CV L0UI8IAMA KU3IC 7SAC2W&AFFUriMO THE Q & lV W lk
Key* 
EO - Excellently Ctoaerved VO * Veil Observed
MO - Moderately Cfo served 
PO - Poorly Observed 
MO * Hot Observed 
TB - Total Responding 
HA - Mo Answer
c
BO MO T o .......... MO nr—
1 2 1 a X s 1 „ 1 1 2 A T ~
1 4 04 2 63 3 18 0 0 1 6 17 %
2 12 67 3 17 2 11 1 5 0 0 13 i
3 5 06 5 16 6 30 1 5 4 01 19 0
4 3 17 2 11 5 08 6 53 2 11 18 i
5 12 65 3 16 1 5 1 6 0 n 19 0
6 5 17 1 5 3 44 3 17 3 17 13 i
7 4 00 10 65 1 6 a 11 1 6 13 i
C - Criteria1 * Murfber Cheeking
2 - Per Cent Cheeking
TABLE IX (ooatlWMd)
RtB)UBHCia& AHD PlWCSBTAOES CP LOUISIAHA MtBIC TEACHERSAFPmNQ THE 0H1TKHIA
c it Wo ® f — 3 W “T " s 1 I 1 T 1 - g 1 ft 1 1
a 0 0 2 10 3 16 4 21 10 55 19 0
9 5 83 5 86 6 26 5 16 1 6 19 0
10 8 44 5 28 1 6 2 11 2 U IB 1
11 5 28 10 55 3 17 0 0 0 0 IB 1
18 6 32 2 10 3 16 4 21 4 21 19 0
13 5 26 5 16 5 16 1 5 7 3? 19 0
14 3 16 5 26 S 42 2 11 1 5 19 0
15 9 47 3 16 5 26 0 0 2 11 10 0
15 5 26 10 53 5 16 1 5 0 0 19 0
17 4 21 1 5 5 16 0 47 2 » 19 0
IS 3 17 e 52 5 17 5 17 3 17 IS 1
19 5 26 7 57 5 16 4 £1 0 0 19 0
iK B ts IX (eontlmurf)
FRIKiUEHCIES ASS KECSWA^SS OP L0U1SIAIA MUFIC TBACH®8APPUflHO THE CRITERIA
0
"TRf W "  * W ..at;1 fe 1 i - 1 I * I ..■It f .,CT..
20 5 26 6 52 5
1
16 4 21 I 6 19 0
21 6 52 4 21 7 57 2 10 0 0 19 0
22 15 68 5 16 3 16 0 0 0 0 19 0
25 12 65 5 16 1 6 1 5 2 11 19 0
m 5 26 0 0 8 43 1 5 5 26 19 0
25 2 11 4 21 4 21 2 11 7 36 19 0
25 5 16 0 0 4 21 7 m 5 26 19 0
27 5 16 3 16 2 10 5 26 6 52 19 0
28 0 0 0 0 1 5 4 21 14 74 19 0
29 1 6 0 0 1 6 2 11 14 77 18 1
50 1 5 1 8 2 11 4 21 11 58 12 0
s
TABLE IX (oontlmwd)
KRBiUEliClKS A HD PKRCEH'JL.OES CF LOUISIANA UBSIC TEACHERSAPPLYIHO YKK
51 2 11 2 11 1 5
52 1 5 1 5 3 16
55 5 16 0 0 2 10





59 4 20 0 0 1 5
40 13 65 0 0 2 10
41 15 75 1 5 •e*o 15
CRITERIA
r U " ...“S3----5ET".IT"
aa.g-a'ffigjm'S?..,i mamas. i f f c s t x ' r r , . a x s m
2 11 12 62 19 0
2 11 12 65 19 0
3 16 11 58 19 Q
4 21 IS 69 19 0
1 5 14 70 20 0
0 0 5 25 20 0
1 5 0 0 20 0















FfvB4UENCIS5 AND P3RCJ3BTAOKS CP U3UI31AHA MUSIC TEACHERS
APmXNO OHXTHEIA
BgBTH"Tm Iw 1
15 75 5 15 1 5 0 0 1 / 5 20
10 50 2 10 2 10 1 5 5 a 20
12 60 1 5 4 20 3 15 0 0 20
6 30 6 25 7 55 1 5 X 5 20
6 30 6 50 8 40 0 0 0 0 20
7 35 3 15 8 40 1 5 1 5 20
7 35 6 30 6 30 1 5 0 0 20
5 25 3 15 10 50 2 10 0 0 20
7 35 5 25 4 20 2 10 2 10 20
4 21 4 21 5 26 2 11 4 21 19
4 21 8 42 4 21 0 0 3 16 19















m m m c i m  and phiototages of Louisiana musi c teachers
Ai'PX̂ lKO THIS CRITERIA
SO wo ?rr ~ .... To' HO tSii , T --- r--- .g----r .-T,----1....y - r.. -g--- ^
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 100 0 0 0 0 1
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
27 88 2 6 2 6 0 0 0 0 51
5 11 2 7 4 15 2 7 16 60 27
TABLE IX (continued)
PRBfiUSaCIJgS At© PKKCEHTAOES OP LOUIJii. iiA LUSIC TBACSIEHS
APPUfltRJ fHS CRITKR1A
SO ’" ^ lrTI11 " '̂q  " W  no 1 g|t «A:
c 1""“ T " T £ ' I a 1 a" T  ., "2 ■ “ 1
66 26 e? 0 0 3 10 0 0 l 3 30 1
67 14 46 o 6 C 19 2 6 7 23 31 0
68S’ 19 82 4 13 6 19 0 0 2 6 31 0
69 13 42 11 36 6 19 1 3 0 0 31 0
70 24 78 4 13 1 3 2 6 0 0 31 0
71 26 84 S 10 2 6 0 0 0 0 31 0
72 18 59 11 35 2 6 0 0 0 0 31 0
76 3 10 8 26 9 29 4 13 7 22 31 0
74 14 46 13 42 1 3 2 6 1 3 31 0
75 15 48 15 48 1 4 0 0 0 0 31 0
76 15 48 12 39 1 3 0 0 3 10 31 0















































































































































































































FRHiUlMCIHa AND M&CKaUUEii <3T tOUiaUIA IHBIO TBACBttt
A?rmt» thk ogva&u
T,rT^r.t f  ^  r r . - .. ■ -  A T '  y
j g 1 6 T  ^  1 W i g x 3f
90 8 26 4 13 1 3 2 6 16 m 51 0
91 6 20 3 10 1 3 4 14 16 53 30 1
92 8 26 4 13 10 32 2 6 7 23 51 0
93 9 29 4 13 5 16 8 26 5 16 31 0
94 9 28 7 23 7 25 7 25 1 3 31 0
96 20 65 9 29 2 6 0 0 0 0 31 6
96 10 32 8 26 11 56 1 5 1 5 31 0
97 4 13 1 5 9 29 4 13 13 42 31 0
98 9 29 12 39 5 16 2 6 S 10 31 0
99 12 39 3 10 5 16 0 0 11 35 31 0
100 22 71 3 10 0 0 1 3 5 16 31 0















FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF LOUISIANA NU5IC TEACHERS
APPLYING THE CHITW Xk
7 25 9 29 5 15 3 10 7 23 51
14 45 15 42 4 13 0 0 0 0 31
4 15 7 25 10 32 8 26 2 6 31
5 10 5 16 5 16 10 52 8 36 31
9 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
7 78 0 0 2 22 0 0 0 0 9
1 11 2 22 0 0 1 11 5 56 9
1 11 1 11 3 54 2 22 2 22 9
1 11 1 11 1 11 5 54 5 35 9
1 12 2 22 2 22 2 22 2 22 9
8 22 5 34 1 11 0 0 3 33 2































































































































































































































































































m m m C iE S  AND mCJBiTAGj!& of Louisiana music tjkacheksAPPLYING THE CRZTBKIA
~¥5------wr------85------F5-- - --89----W
r  J— I---- 2~.. I— g— I--- 8--- 1— T~ i
2 22 0 0 1 11 0 0 6 67 9
0 0 2 22 1 11 0 0 6 67 9
2 22 0 0 2 22 3 34 2 22 9
3 33 0 0 0 0 1 11 5 56 9
2 22 0 0 0 0 1 11 6 67 9
4 45 1 11 2 22 0 0 2 22 9
4 45 1 11 1 11 1 11 2 22 2
3 34 2 22 2 22 1 11 1 11 9
1 11 3 33 1 11 4 45 0 0 9
1 12 0 0 0 0 3 38 4 50 8
1 11 4 45 2 22 0 0 2 22 9
















mmimGizs and p^ckbtaqes op Louisiana music tiachbis
AHPLHNQ THE CHXTBIA
• ss-------- ws-------- m ----- -— Fo-------m  v
n ~ - r  ""l t — i— t — i----r ~  ~i — g—
4 44 0 0 0 0 1 12 4 44 9
5 58 2 25 2 25 1 12 0 0 8
2 22 5 54 2 22 2 22 0 0 9
1 11 1 U 0 0 6 67 1 11 9
29 85 2 6 2 6 0 0 1 5 34
27 79 2 6 2 6 0 0 3 9 34
15 46 5 15 5 15 2 6 6 18 33
9 26 11 32 ay 26 2 6 3 9 34
8 25 7 22 9 28 5 16 5 9 32
6 18 6 18 8 23 5 9 il 52 34
5 15 2 6 6 18 12 35 9 26 54
18 56 1C 51 4 15 G 0 0 0 m















PWKHJSITCIKS and percentages op locisiaha mobxo teachersAPPiyiHG the criteria
e'o 1,1 1 ' ’1 6  T t r ^*---- 1---- g---- 1---- 2---- 1 g-~ 1 •~’T
15 58 17 50 3 9 1 5 0 0 34
15 46 12 36 5 15 1 3 0 0 35
25 68 9 26 2 6 0 0 0 0 34
11 52 14 41 7 21 0 0 2 6 34
14 42 9 26 9 26 1 5 1 3 34
8 24 11 32 11 52 2 6 2 6 34
24 75 6 18 2 6 1 5 0 0 53
25 74 7 21 2 5 0 0 0 0 34
27 79 4 12 5 9 0 0 0 0 54
22 65 7 20 1 5 1 3 5 9 34
10 29 6 18 4 12 3 9 11 32 34














FREQUENCIES AND PlhCKNTAOBS CP LOUIS 1A HA HUSIC TEA CIOSUS
APPLXIHO THE dlTEMA
W
XX 32 5 15 9 26
6 17 0 0 3 9
3 9 1 3 0 0
XO 30 2 5 3 9
13 38 4 12 2 6
4 12 4 12 5 14
15 45 16 49 1 3
14 41 9 25 7 21
3 9 4 12 2 6
2 6 2 6 5 10
10 29 9 26 6 18
I 3 8 24 15 44
F I- - - - - - S3- - - - W g r g r
4 12 5 15 34
1 3 24 71 34
1 3 29 65 34
18 12 37 33
4 12 XX 32 34
X 3 20 59 34
1 3 0 0 33
1 5 3 9 34
2 6 22 87 33
2 6 23 72 32
6 18 3 9 34















CATSCCRII5 RSFKISSEHTl XB THE HIGHEST PKEiCKMTAOSS OP LOUISIAKA MUSIC T8ACHKKS
Key i
C - Criteria SO - Sxeellently Observed WO - Well Observed 
MO - Moderately Observed PO - Poorly Observed 
HQ - Hot Observed 
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t a b l e  X ( e o B k l n u i )
OAT BO OF-; IBB RKFKEr.BOTISO THE HIQUEST PSRCgmAfigF \V LOuIRIAUA MUSIC TBACHEKS










































* Cfeitted for the purposes of this study*
TAIALB X (continued)
CATSOOiu.ii£ KBflUiSSnTj.Jii 1'HJi HIGHEST FiSRCBNTAOKS OF LOUISIANA srfUSIC TEACHKH:
~ 3 S S B S S » I»<> 80 - T T ~ Eh





75 48 99 39
76 48 100 71
77 29 101
78 75 102
79 65 103 45
80 75 104
81 64 105
82 45 lOo 10085 32 107 7804 24 10885 31 10386 27 11087
&
3239 111112
m 32 113 6790 52 11491 53 115 5692 29 32 116 5698 117 7804 28 118 67
*0
-<*nr * v
7 3 — w - r e























QATSOOfUES REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST 



















..ss f«r 1«— "trt—c -■Ftr* f c Fc re "TRT."""
W "
141 67142 85143 79144 46145 55146 28147 32148 35149 56150 55151 50152 46153 68154 41155 42156 32
15̂ 73158 74159 79160 65
2
TABLB X (concluded)
" E . 1 WO ' 1 b j  3oc FT* ' i ' i ~F1 Fc~ "p?
168 83163 32
164 71165 85
166 37167 38168 59169 49170 41171 67
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as the largest number of Louisiana mus 1© teachers accorded 
It a percentage of only thirty-two In the "excellently ob­
served11 category. The criteria In the "well observed." 
"moderately observed," "poorly observed," and "not observed" 
oategorles were ranked in the same manner*
Likewise the criteria In Tables XII, >.111, xiv, XV, 
xvx. XVIi. XVIII. XIX, XX. XXI. and XXII were ranked in the 
five categories of observance according to the procedure 
described in the preceding paragraph* The higher the per­
cents e assigned to each criterion, the greater la the de­
gree of Its observance*
On the basis of Table XI. the criteria for ele entary 




(22) The classroom music program is deal ned to 
develop a genuine love and appreciation of 
good anisic and an increased desire to 
participate In musical activities* (68)
(2) Every child In the elementary school ro­
se lves instruction in classroom music* (67)
(6) The music co-ordinator visits each elemen­
tary ©lasoroom for a period of at least 
thirty minutes each week* (66/
(16) Class room xsuslo Is taught In the classroom, 
not in a special music room* (47)
8V
(10) Phonographs are toads aval lab la and ar© used by 
every classroom teacher* (44)
(12) Opportunities are provided for assembly sing*
ing, which Is an outgrowth of the regular 
o lass room music program* (32)
wall Observed
(7) The music ccoordinator provides the classroom 
teacher with help and guidance* a knowledge 
of available materials and devices, and with 
many practical ideas, all of which are in keep* 
lag with the abilities and Interests of the 
classroom teacher* (55)
(11) Classroom music affords experiences ins 
(1) singing, (2) listening, (5) motion to 
snaale, (4) the playing of instruments,
(5) creative activities, and (6) music 
reading* (55)
(1) Music education is conceived as an aspect of 
the entire process of elementary education*
(53)
(16) Children acquire an extensive repertory of
songs of the kind commonly found in wa©sembly* 
type" son books* (53)
(19) 3pecial rmisic programs are a natural outgrowth 
of the classroom music program* (57)
(18) Rhythm and melody instruments are used for
values of their own and not In any sense as 
direct preparation for Instrumental study 
" p r o p e r * (32)
(20) Elementary classrooms contain flexible 
furniture, thereby insuring adequate space 
for classroom music activities* (32)
(9) Classroom teachers have access to single
copies of rvusio books In addition to those 
in the basic textbook series* (26)
Mode lately .Observed
(0) Classroom teachers offer InstructIan In musicdally* (44)
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(14) Classroom teaohers taka advantage of opportun- 
Itlas which arlaa for tae consolation of music 
with other subjects# (42)
(21) Listening la woven into the fabric of all
classroom music activities rather than treated 
as a separata activity* (57)
(3) At least one hundred minutes per week are de­
voted to music In each elementary classroom, 
(52)
Poorly Observed
(17) All children have experiences with rhythm 
instruments, melody instruments, or real 
Instruments* (47)
(4) Classroom music is taught by the classroom 
teacher with the assistance of a music person 
who serves as coordinator of music instruction 
in the elementary school# (35)
Not Observed,
(8) Classroom teachers are provided In-service 
training In muslo by means of study groups, 
workshops, and extension courses, (53)
(13) Recordings of songs in the basic textbooks 
are made available and are used by every 
classroom teacher, (57)
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOK 
ELEMKtfTAKY CLASSiK) M  MOD 1C
Excellently Observed





(24) Each classroom teacher Is provided with 
manuals or guides to the muale textbooks#
(45)
Poorly Observed
(26) Suitable motion picture film© and fllmstrlj>® 
are available* (5?)
Not Observed
(29) A radio Is available to each classroom teach­
er* (77)
(28) A minimum of $100 per year for each twelve 
classroom teachers la provided for the pur­
chase of recordings other than those of the 
songs In the basic textbooks* (711)
(34) Suitable melody instruments ar© available to each classroom teacher* (69)
(32) Each classroom teacher is provided with and 
uses a pitch-pipe* (63)
(31) A tape recorder la available to each classroom 
teacher* (62)
(30) A piano Is available to each classroom teacher.
(58)
(33) Suitable rhythm Instruments are available te each classroom teacher* (58)
(25) Professional books dealing with music educa­
tion are available to classroom teachers*
(36)
(27) One phonograph la available for at least each two classroom teachers* (32)
On the basis of Table XXIIf the criteria for general 
music were ranked within each categoxy as 11 ted below*
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^pellgntly ctaaervgfl
(41) General Musle is ©pen to all pup 1 la, regard-
leas of provloua musical experience® * (75)
(48) General Music la taught by a special raualc
teacher* (75)
(40) A nlnixaua of two periods per week of forty-
five minutes each Is devoted to General Music
in the Senior Gigh School* (65)
(44) The enrollment of the General Musi© Class does 
not exceed that of a normal high school class* (60)
(43) General Music classes are held In a special 
musle room wlt& essential equipment* (50)
(48) General Musle includes a variety of activities*
(55)
(50) Provision is made In General Music for listen­





(49) General.Musle provides exploratory experiences 
in singing, listening, creative activity, 
rhythm, interpretation, dramatisation, appre­
ciation, and familiarity with music In history 
and In current events* (60)
(46) General Muslo la the trunk of a developmental 
program of music, not a course at a certain 
level, and the various specialtloa are Ita branches. (40)
(47) General ; uslc Is not Just a review of what txas 
gone before, but a re-synthea s of Ktualoal 
experiences In terms of new activities, deeper 
experiences, more precise and controlled ex­
pression, and wider horlsona* (40)
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(45) General Music la an exploratory or orientation 
course designed to provide that general in** 
formation and experience about music which 
the well-informed person should have• (35}





(59) General Music is required in the Senior high 
School for one year only* (70)
On the basis of Table XX v, the criteria for facilities 
and equipment for general music were ranked within each 
category as listed below*





(52) A special roam* containing a piano* radio* 
phonograph, suitable recordings, text and 
reference books, and adequate storage 
facilities for musle* la provided for the 







(53) The school has a central phonograph record 
library supplied by public funds* (58)
On the baaIs of Table XV, the criteria for piano class 
are ranked within each category as listed below*
PIANO CLASS
Excellently Observed
(54) Plano classes meet for a minimum of two one*' 
hour periods per week* (100)
(55) Piano classes are taught by a music teacher 
who has had special training in the techniques 
of teaching piano by the class method* (100)
(56) Participation in group instruction In piano 
Is limited to a maximum of two years for 
any individual student* (100)
(58) Students are encouraged to wplay by oar” in 
plane clas see * (100)
(59) Efforts are made to correlate singing and 
playing in piano classes* (100)
Well Observed
(57) Matters of general musicianship are taught In the piano class* (100)
oderately Observed 
None 





On the baa 13 ox" Table XVI, t,h© criteria for facilities 
and equipment for piano olas^ were ranked within each cate­
gory ae listed below*
FACihXTxiis ahi> m u
piaho class
Excellently Observed
(60) At least one piano, the beet possible, ie pro­
vided for class piano instruction* (100)
(61) Silent keyboards with raised keys are provided 
for each student in piano classes* (100)





(62) Folding racks for music, and chairs and tables 





On the basis of Table XVIX, the criteria for band were 




(64) Band io an elective organisation. (08)
(66) A minimum of two period® per week of forty- 
five minutes each is devoted to band. plus 
sectional rehearsals or class Instruction 
of at least forty-five minutes per week.
( 6 7 )
(71) Efforts are made to educate and guide pupils 
and their parents in the selection of In­
struments most suitable to the pupils1 charac­
teristics and most likely to give them the 
widest opportunities for success. (64)
(70) Marching is a legitimate and essential function 
of the band. (78)
(78) Policies regarding public performance are 
established Jointly by the band director and 
the school principal. (75)
(80) Details of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care. (76)
(79) Musical numbers for public performance are 
selected with great care. (65)
(81) The band is not built up at the expense of 
ether equally important musical organisations 
and the . usleal development or the entire 
school. (64)
(68) To allow for the proper division of students 
according to proflolency. at least two bands 
are organised in each school. (62)
(72) Studentp receive instruction in and are re­
sponsible for reasonable ears of all school- 
owned materials and equipment. (59)
(76) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a fixed pattern. (48)
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(67) Brui) woodwind, and percussion sectional r$- hearsals are hold at least once each weak.
(46)
(74) The band has student of floors arid student con­
ductors. (46)
(69) Desired ins trusaentation is planned several 
years In advance# (48)
(77) in rehearsals* the band "warms up" on isusie* 
not on exercises. (89)
Well Observed
(76) Hehearsala are planned with great care. (48) 
Moderately Observed
(82) The concert band conforms to the instruments- 
tion listed below which Is nearest It In 
slsei (45)
TOTAL...............2£ 56 45 §5 65 70 §0 90 100
Piccolo*....... 1 1 1 1 1 1
F l u t e . . 2 3 3 5 5 5 6 6
E-flat Clarinet*.... 2 2 2 2 2 2
B—flat Clarinet.«...1 8 10 12 12 14 16 82 24 26
2 2 3 3 4 4 5Baas Clarinet....... 1 1 2 3 4 4 5Soprano Saxophone*•• 1
Alto Saxophone.....•I 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3Tenor Saxophone . • • • * 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3Baritone Saxophone## 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2Base Saxophone.*•..• 1 1 1 1 11 2 2 2 2 2 3 3English i'lOm. *.*..*. 1 1 1 1Bassoon. 1 2 2 3 3 3 5 4Cornet. Trumpet.... £ 5 6 7 7 7 8 8Fluegel Hern.*•••♦.* 2 2 2• 3 4 4 5 6 6 a 8 8Baritone............ . 1 1 1 2 2 o 2 2 33 '* 3 3 w 3 4 4Tuba..*.#.*#•#••••** • 1 3 3 3 3 4 4 8 5Percues ion. • 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 51 2 2 2 2 2 2
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(73) Small ensembles are organised under student di­





(83) Bond la offered only when there la sufficient 
into re at for minimum Instrumentation* (60)
On the basis of 'fable XVI.il, the criteria for facili­
ties and equipment for band were ranked within eaoh category 
as listed below*
FACILXflhc AND Bl& ir&EOT FOR BAUD
KKcellently Ob t erred
(lOO) *fusle stands are desk-type rather than the 
folding-type# (71)
(93) Students provide flutes$ piccolos, 13-flat
clarinets, alto saxophones, comets, trumpets, 
and tenor trombone*. (65)
(103) Arrangements are made for the proper issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on all school-owned materials and equipment*(45)
(88) A separate room is available for the instru­
mental music library# (39)
(99) Music sorting racks large enough to hold a
complete set of concert folios are available 
and arc properly labeled# (59)
(87) Proper attention Is given to Illumination, 
heating* and ventilation In the band room*(32)
(89) Offloa apace, properly furnished, la available 
to tbm band director. (SB)
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(93) Instrument storage facilities are designed
to meet present and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used* (09)
(94) The school board furnishes the larger, more 
unusual, and more expensive instruments*
Well Observed
(98) Music books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
tousle Is filed properly in steel or wood 
filing cabinets* (39)
(101) The band has most of the necessary musical equipment. Instruments, and library, before 
it obtains a set of uniforms* (39)
(102) Uniforms are stored In moth-proof cabinets, 
with the caps being placed on ventilated 
shelves, (29)
Moderately Observed
(96) A well-eelected and adequate collection of band iusic la available or long-range plans 
have been implemented to bring this about. 
(36)
(92) Ssita from and entrances to the : and room
and its accessory rooms are designed to care 
for maximum movement and safety of student? 
and equipment* (32)
(104) The band has access to audio-visual aids, 
including suitable motion pictures, film­
strips, charts, pictures, a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tape recorder, 
and usos these and other audio-visual aids 
as often as they can make a contribution 
to the band instruction program. (32)
(84) The band room contains at least 260 cubic 
feet of space per person. (24)
Poorly Observed
(105) School authorities provide funds for*
(1) capital outlay for materials and equip­
ment each year, (2) maintenance of permanent
110
equipment, (3) insurance on uniform®* In­
struments, and other equipment* and (4) tool® 
for minor repair work* (32)
(85) The band room contains floor apace of at 
leaat eighteen square feet per person* in 
addition to space for aisle®, piano, con­
ductor’s stand* and other furniture and 
equipment * (31)
(86) The band room la acoust eally treated, free 
from excessive reverberation, and sound in­
sulated from other rooms* (27)
Not Observed
(91) Practice rooms for band instruments are at
least six by eight feet; for piano with one 
other Instrument at least eight by ten feet; 
for nail ensembles at least ten by twelve 
feet* (53)
(90) Small rooms, adequate for individual practice 
and small ensembles, are available* (52)
(97) The bond, music library has a budget of at
least £250 per year in a small school, £500 
per year in an average sla© school- and 
$950 per yea; in a large school* (42)
(83) The band room i« located near the auditorium 
and stage* (32)
On the basis of Table >'1X, the criteria for orchestra 
were ranked within each category as listed below*
QKCKhTTRA
ZStcellently Observed
(106) Orchestra Is an elective organisation* (100)
(107) A minimum of two periods per week of forty-
five minutes each Is devoted to it, plus section­











five minutes per week* (78)
Policies regarding public perf omanoe are established Jointly by the orchestra director 
and school principal* (70)
Details of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care* (78)
Students receive Instruction in and are re­
sponsible for reasonable ears of all school 
owned materials and equipment# (67)
kucioal numbers for public performance are 
selected with great care# (67)
Eehsarsala are varied and do not follow a 
f ixed pattern. (56)
In rehearsal the ereheetra "warms up” on 
music# not on exercises* (56)
Well Observed
Eehearsals arc planned with groat care# (44)
The orchestra has student officers and student conductors* (34)
The orchestra conform® to the instrumentation 
listed below which is nearest It in alset
(54)
TOTAL  .... ..20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100
Flute*###**##**.## 1 1 2 2 2 3 3  3 3
Oboe##•*..*....... 1 1 2 2 3 3  3 3
Ole rlnet # **##«#••• 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4  4
bassoon. *•#•••#••• 1 1 8 8 2 2 8  3
French Korn. ••*•#* 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 5  6
T r u m p e t * 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3  4Trombone.#.... •*•* 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3  3
Tuba**#*.**.#*#### 1 1  1
Harp###*.#.••••.«. I l l  2
Percuss Ion. •«•«««. 1 1 1 1 8 3 3  3
Violin !•»•••••••« 4 S e 10 13 14 16 18 SO
lia
Violin U m m m 6 a 8 10 12 14 16 18
viola**..***.** 2 4 6 ‘7 8 10 10 18
Cello***** *•••« 3 4 5 7 8 a 10 10
String hasa•••• 1 $K" 3 4 4 6 8 8
Plane*********« 1 1 1 1
(109) Desired instrument&t 1 o n  la planned several jeers in advance* (54)
(111) Snell enseafele* ere organised under student 
direst ion said supervised bj the orchestra 
direstor• (22) '
Peorlr Observed
(110) Time is allotted for sectional rehearsals of 
the orchestra* (94)
Hot Observed
(108) To allow for the proper division of students 
according to proficiency, at least two 
orchestras are organised In each school* (86)
On the basis of Table XX, the criteria for facilities 
and equipment for orchestra were ranked within each category 
as listed below*
FACZL.ITIK& A W  EMDIFMEJHT W®1 (ViCKS&TOA
axes 1 lently Ctoaerv^
(125) Proper attention la given to Illumination, 
heating* and ventilation In the orchestra 
room* (67)
(131) Exits from and entrances to the orchestra 
room and its accessory rooms are designed 
to care for maximum movement and safety of 











The aehool board fund shoe the larger» moro unusual, and mors expensive instruments«(45)
Arrangements are mada for proper issuance of and the keeping of permanent records on all school-owned materials and equipment.
(98)
The orchestra room contains a floor space of 
at least eighteen square feet per person. In 
addition to spaoe for aisles, piano, con­
ductor's stand, and other furniture and equip­
ment# (34)
Students provide violins, flutes, clarinets, 
trumpets, and tener trombones# (34)
The orchestra room Is acoustically treated, 
free from excessive reverberation, and sound 
Insulated from other rooms, (33)
Well Observed
Music books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music is filed properly in steel or wood filing 
oabinets* (45)
The orchestra has access to audio-visual aids, 
including suitable motion pictures, film­
strips, charts, pictures, a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tape recorder, and 
usee these and other audio-visual aide as often 
as they can make a contribution to the orches­
tral instruction program, (34)
The orchestra room contains at least 260 




School authorities provide funds fori
(1) capital outlay X'or materials and equipment 
each year, (2) raolntenance of permanent equip­
ment, (3) Insurance on uniforms. Instruments,
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and other equipment, end (4) tool® Tor minor 
repair work* (0?)
(134) A well-seleeted end adequate collection or 
orchestral nuilc Is available or long-range 
plana have been Implemented to bring thie 
about* (45)
(126) Instrument storage facilities are designed
to meet present and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used* (54)
Slot Observed
(126) Small rooms, suitable for Individual practice 
and small ensembles, are available* (67)
(127) Practice rooms for orchestral Instruments 
are at least six by eight feet; for piano 
with one other Instrument at least eight by 
ten feet; for small ensembles at least ten 
by twelve feet* (67)
(130) Of floe space, properly furnished, is available 
to the orchestra director* (67)
(109) A separate room is available for the Instru­
mental music library* (56)
(137) kiusic sorting racks large enough to hold a 
couplet© set of concert folios are available 
and are roperly labeled* (56)
(136) The orchestral music library has a budget of 
at least £250 per year In a small school,
$600 per year in an average else school, and 
#950 per year in a large school* (50)
(121) The orchestra room Is located near the audi­
torium and stage* (45)
(138) Music stands are desk-type rather than fold- 
ing-t pe* (44)
On the beats of Table XXX, the criteria for vocal 















Bno.ll.ntly Ob a ervdQ
Boys ohorus# girls chorus* and nixed chorus 
are elective organisations. (86)
At least two periods per week of forty-five 
minutes each are devoted to each of these 
groups. (79)
Musical numbers for public performance are 
selected with great ears* (79)
Details of public perfomanoe are planned 
and rehearsed with great care. (74)
Foil ole s regarding public perfomaance are 
established Jointly by the choral director 
and the school principal# (73
In choral rehearsals* consideration Is Iven 
to interpretation* rhythm* diction* tone* 
faithfulness to notation* phrasing, and 
general effect# (63)
Choral nuslc is memorised for public perform-* 
once. (65)
Devotional music lias a large place in the 
mixed ohorus repertoire# (56)
Students receive instruction In and are re­
sponsible for reasonable care of all school- 
owned materials and equipment. (65)
Only chaned voices are allowed in eenior 
hlrh school choruses. (46)
Strict adherence to a definite seating arrange­ment le observed. (46)
in rehearsals the chorus "warms up" on music# not on exercises. (42)
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Well Observed
(151) Rehearsals are planned with great ©are.(50)
(154) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern* (41)
(145) Voloea in the choruses are tested at least 
twice a year. (55)
(156) Voeallsee and. tone work are Introduced In 
conjunction with perfecting the music* and 
their application Is immediate and obvious*
(56)
Moderately Observed
(146) Hhmerleal strength In the small mixed chorus 
approximates the followings
Sopranos** 3 Altos»«* 6
Tenors•*** 5 Basses»• 4
In larger ohorus or the same ratio Is main* 
talned* (28)
Poorly Observed
(146) Cjpportiaaitlea for group singing are offered 
during recreation periods and in general 
student assemblies* (55)
,Vot Observed
(147) Small ensembles are organiced under sfcudeut 
dir ctlon and supervised by the choral 
director* (32)
On the basis of Table XXII* the criteria for facilities 
and equipment for vocal music are ranked within each category 
as Hated be 1cm.
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facilities am  wan
v o c a l  mir iQ
Excellently Observed
(170) Mueio books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
uuaie is filed proparly In steel or wood 
filing cabinets* (41)
(167) Platforms or risers are available for choral 
groups* (56)
(165) Proper attention la given to Illumination,
beating, and ventilation in the choral room*
(32)
(175) Arrangements are made for the proper Issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records bn 
all sohool—owned materials and equipment*(»)
Well Observed
(169) idterary excellence and suitability of the 
teat receive important consideration in the 
selection of choral material* (49)
Moderately Observed
(174) The chorus has access to audio-visual aids* 
including suitable motion pictures, film­
strips, eharta, pictures* a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tape recorder, aid 
uses these and >thar audio-visual aids as 
often as they can make a contribution to the 




(165) Small r-ome, adequate for Individual practice 
and email ensembles, are available* (OS)
(172) Vestments are stored in moth-proof cabinets*(72)
1X8
(164) Office space, properly furnished, is available
to the shore! director* (71)
(171) filialc sorting recks large enough to hold a
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled* (67)
(168) A large choral group receives a bud et of at
least £200 per year for musicf a small choral 
group receives at least $1GG per year for 
music* (69)
(162) The choral room is acoustically treated, free 
from excessive reverberation, and sound in­
sulated from ether rooms* (63)
(166) Balts from and entrances to the choral room
and its accessory rooms are designed to care 
for maximum movement and safety of students 
and equipment* (57)
(161) The choral room contains a floor space of at 
least fifteen square feet per person, In 
addition to space for aisles, piano, conduc­
tor’s stand, and other furniture and equip­
ment* (32)
(mAnm xxx
APPLICATION OF CHIT Eft XA TO ELEMENTARY CLA3 KC*)M MUSIC
AND
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOli EL1MS1OTARY CLASSROOM iiHUO
Twenty two of the 174 criteria proposed for val Ida- 
tion dealt with the elementary classroom music program*
Theme crlte la were listed In Appendix 1, Item one through 
twenty two# Twelve of the 174 criteria proposed for valida­
tion related to faoilltlee and equipment for elementary 
olaearoom music# These orltela were Indies ted In Appendix 
I, items twenty three through thirty four#
In the first portion of Chapter XX* a detailed de­
scription of the procedure of validation for esoh of these 
thirtyfour orlterla waa presented# The application of 
criteria treated in the present chapter Is concerned* not 
with tim elementary classroom nusio program in any particu­
lar school* but with the program as It existed In nineteen 
elementary schools in Louisiana during the 1953-54 school 
session.
1# elementary Class room h'uglc
An examination of Table 1X1 revealed that the national 
Jurors ranked the twenty two criteria for elementary class-
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room music in the following order I
Very important
(1) UuLelo education la conceived a© an aspect 
of the entire proses a of elementary eduoa** 
tlon*
(22) The classroom music program la designed to 
develop a genuine love end appreciation of 
good music and an Increased desire to 
participate In musical actIvlties*
(7) The music ©o-ordln^tor provides the class~ 
room teacher with help and guidance, a 
knowledge of av&ilatle material® and de­
vices, and with many practical Ideas, all 
of which are in keeping with the abilities 
and interests of the olaserooiti teacher*
(2) Srery child in the elementary school re** 
selves instruction in classroom music*
(11) Class room music affords experiences Ins
(1) singing, (2) listening, (3) motion to 
music, (4) the playing of Instruments,
(5) creative activities, and (6) music 
reading*
(8) Classroom teachers are provided In-aorvlce 
training in music by means of study groups, 
workshops, and extension courses,
(10) Phonographs are made available and are used 
by every classroom teacher*
(3) At least one hundred minutes per week are 
devoted to music In each elementary class­
room*
(6) Classroom teachers offer Instruction In 
music daily*
(4) Classroom music is taught by the classroom 
teacher with the assistance of a music person 
who serves as a co-ordinator of music in­
struction in the elementary school*
lai
(17) All children have experiences with rhythm In­
struments, melody Instruments, or real ins tru~ 
wants.
(21) Listening la woven Into the fabric of all
classroom music activities rather than treated 
as a separate activity#
(9) Classroom teachers have access to single
copies of music books In addition to those in 
the basic textbook series.
(20) Elementary classrooms contain flexible furni­
ture, thereby insuring adequate space for 
classroom ssusle activities.
(14) Class room teachers take advantag e of oppor­
tunities which arise for the correlation of 
music with other subjects.
(18) Rhythm and melody instrument© are used for 
values of their own and not in any sense as 
direct preparation for instrumental study 
“proper.*
(5) The music co-ordinator visits each cl«aeru;ary 
classroom for a period of at least thirty 
minutes eaoh week.
important
(16) Children acquire an extensive repertory of 
songs of the k nd commonly found in 
^aasea&ly-type" song books.
(19) Special music programs arc a natural out­growth of tlie classroom music program.
(12) Opportunities are provided for assembly sink­
ing, which is an outgrowth of the regularclassroom music program.
(15) Recordings of songs in the basic textbooks




(15) Classroom mualo io taught In fch classroom* 
not In a special music room*
An examination of Table XI revealed that t .e Louisiana 
music teachsrs ranked the observance of the twenty-two cri­
teria for elementary clacaroom music In the following orders
Kxeellently observed
(22) The classroom music program is designed to 
develop a genuine love and appreciation of 
good music and an Increased dealre to par­
ticipate in musical activities.
(2) Every child in the elementary school re­ceives instruction in classroom music*
(5) The music co-ordinator visits each elemen­
tary classroom for a period of at least 
thirty minutes each week*
(15) Classroom music is taught in the clasts room, 
not in & special music room*
(10) Phonographs are made available and are used 
by every classroom teacher*
(12 ) Opportunities are provided for assembly sing­
ing* which is an outgrowth of the regular 
classroom music program.
well Observed
(7) The music co-ordinator provides the classroom 
teacher with help and guidance* a knowledge 
of available materials and devices* and with 
many practical Ideas* all of which arc in 
keeping with the abilities and inter at* of the classroom teacher*
(11) Classroom music affords experiences in*
(1) slnglr. * (2) listening* (3) motion to 
music* (4) playing of Instruments* (5) cre­
ative activities* and (6) music reading.
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(1) Music education is conceived as an aspect of 
the entire process of elementary education*
(16) Children acquire an extensive repertory of 
songs of the kind commonly found In "assembly- 
type" song books*
(19) Special music programs are a natural outgrowth 
of the classroom music program*
(18) Khytbm and melody instruments are used lor 
values of their own and not in any sense as 
direot preparation for Instrumental r.tudy 
"proper*"
(TO) Slemaaentary classrooms oonain flexible
furniture, thereby insuring adequate space 
for classroom music activities *
(9) Classroom teachers have access to single
copies of piusIc books in addition to those In 
the basic textbook series*
Moderately Observed
(6) Classroom teachers offer instruction in music daily.
(14 5 Classroom teachers take advantage of opportuni­
ties wnlch arise for the correlation of music witli other subjects#
(21) Listening i® woven into the fabric of all
classroom music activities rather t an treated 
as a separate activity#
(5) At least one hundred mi nut 00 per week are de­
voted to music In each elementary classroom*
Poorly Observed
(17) All children have experiences with rhythm In tnaaents, melody imtruraents, or real 
instruments.
(4) Classroom music is taught by the classroom
teachex* with the ass.'stance of a music person 
who serves as co-ordinator of music Instruction 
In the elementary echo .1#
XS4
Not ft^erved
(8) Classroom teachers ere provided in-service 
training in music by means of study groups, 
workshops, and extension courses#
(15) Recordings of songs In the basic textbooks 
are made available and are used by every 
classroom teacher#
The validation of the criteria by the national juror© 
fell In three categories; the degree of observance of the 
criteria by the Louisiana music teachers fell In five cate­
gories# For purposes of comparison the three categories in 
the validation procedure, which are "ropy important,"
“Important," and “avers e importance,“ were designated 
respectively as first, second, and third categories# The 
five categories in the application procedure, which are 
“excellently observed,* “well observed,* “moderately observed,“ 
“poorly observed,* and “not observed,* were designated re­
spectively as first, second, third, fourth, and fifth categories# 
References were made in the discussion which follows to the 
variations of national jurors and Louisiana music teachers 
in their assignment to categories and ranks of the twenty-two 
criteria related to elementary classroom music#
An analysis of the rank listings of the criteria at 
the beginning of this chapter indicated that criterion number 
skis was placed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of one; by the Louisiana music teachers In 
the second category with a rank of three# Criterion
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number twenty-two was placed in the ft ret category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of twoj by the Louisiana music 
teachers in the firat category with a rank of one* Cri­
terion number seven was placed In the first category by the 
national jurors with a rank of three; by the Louisiana 
music teachers in the second category with a rank of one* 
Criterion number two was plaeed In the first category by 
the national jurors with a rank of four; by the Louisiana 
music teachers in the first category with a rank of two# 
Criterion number eleven was placed in the first oatego,y 
by the national jurors with a rank of five; by the Loui­
siana muaio teachers in the second category with a rank of 
one# Criterion number eight was placed in the first cate­
gory by the national jurors with a rank of six; by the 
Icuislana music teachers in the fifth category with a rank 
of one# Criterion number ten was placed In the first cate­
gory by the national jurors with a rank of seven; by the 
Louisiana music teachers In the first category with a rank 
of five# Criterion number three was placed In the first 
category by the national Juror© with a rank of ©lgh--; by 
the Louisiana music teochars in the third category with a 
rank of four# Criterion number six was placed In the first
category by the national Juror® with a rank of nine; by
the Louisiana music teachers in the third category with a 
rank of one# Criterion number four was placed iri the first
category by the national jurors with a rank of ten; by the
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Louisiana muaio teaohcifl In the fourth category with a rank 
of two* Criterion number seventeen was placed in the first 
category by the national Jurors with a rank of eleven; by 
the Louisiana î usic teachers in the fourth category with a 
rank of one* Criterion number twenty-one was placed In the 
first category by the national jurors with a rank of twelve; 
by the Louisiana music techere in the third category with 
a rank of three* Criterion mjo&er nine was placed in the 
first category by the national jurors with a rank of thir­
teen; by the Louisiana muslo teachers in the second cate­
gory with a rank of eight* Criterion number twenty was 
placed in the first category by the national Jurors with a 
rank of thirteen; by the Louisiana music teachers In the 
second category with a rank of six* Criterion number four­
teen was placed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of fifteen; by the Louisiana music teachers In 
the third category with a rank of two* Criterion number 
eighteen was placed in the first category by the national 
jurors with a rank <>f ihxteen; by the Louisiana uslc 
teachers in the seoond category with a rauk of fIx. cri­
terion number five was placed in the first category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of seventeen; by the Louisiana
music teachers In the first category with a rank of throe* 
Criterion number sixteen was placed In the second
eategory by the national Jurors with a rank of one; by the
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Louisiana music teachers in the second category with a rank 
of three* Criterion number nineteen wee placed in the 
second category by the national jurors with a rank of two; 
by the Louisiana music teachers in the second category with 
a rank of five* Criterion number twelve was placed In the 
second category by the national jurors with a rank of three;
by the Louisiana rauslo teachers In the first category with
a rank of six* Criterion number thirteen was placed In the 
seoond category by the national jurors with a rank of four;
by the Louisiana music teachers In the fifth category with
a rank of two*
Criterion number fifteen was placed in the third 
category by the national jurors with a rank of one; by the 
Louisiana music teachers it was placed in the first category 
with a rank of four*
On the basis of this analysis* the elementary class­
room music program* in the nineteen elementary schools 
examined, met or exceeded the requirements with respect 
to t e following criteria*
(22) The classroom music program 1© designed to 
develop a genuine love and appreelatlrn of 
good music and an increased desire to 
participate In musical activities*
(2) Kvery c^lld in the elementary school receives 
Instruction in classroom music*
(5) The music co-ordinat or visits each ©j.di’icntaxy
i m
el*asroom for * period of at least thirty 
minutes each week*
(15) Classroom usic 1® taught in the classroom, 
not in a special music room#
(10) Phonographs are made available and are used 
by every classroom teacher*
(12) Opportunities are provided for assembly sink­
ing, which is an outgrowth of the regular 
classroom music program*
Cn the basis of this analysis, the elementary class-* 
room music program, in the nineteen elementary echo Is ex­
amined, failed to measure up to the following criteria*
(7) The o ub o co-ordinator provides the classroom teacher with help and uldanee, a knowledge 
of available materials and devices, and with 
many practical ideas, all of which are In 
keeping with the abilities and Interests of the classroom teacher*
(11) Classroom music affords experiences ins 
(1) singing, (2) listenin,,, (3) motion to 
music, (4) the playing of instruments,
(5) creative activities, and (6) music 
reading.
(1) Music education Is conceived as an aspect 
of the entire process of elementary educa­
tion*
(16) Children acquire an extensive repertory of 
son.;/* of the kind commonly found in 
"assembly-type0 song books*
(19) Special music programs are a natural out­growth of the classroom music program*
(18) lihythm and nelody Instruments arc used for 
values of tneir own and not in any sense aa 
direct preparation for Instrumental study 
"proper*r*
i m
(20) Elementary classrooms contain flexible 
furniture, thereby insuring: adequate space 
for classroom music activities*
(9) Classroom teachers have access to single
coplea of music books In addition to those 
in the basic textbook series*
(6) Classroom teachers offer Instruct I n In 
music daily*
(14) Classroom teachers take advents*': of
opportunities which arise for the correla­
tion of music with other subjects*
(21) Listening ia woven into the fabric of all 
classroom music activities rather than 
treated as a separate activity*
(5) At least one hundred minutes per week ar* 
devoted to music in each elementary class­
room*
(17) All children have experiences with rhythm 
instruments* melody instruments# or real 
instruments •
(4) Clasfroom music la tau.ht by the classroom 
teacher with the assistance of a music 
person who serves as co-ordinator of music 
instruction In the elementary school*
(6) Classroom teachers are provided in-service 
training in music by means of study rrou 
workshops* and extension courses*
(13) Leeordlngs of songs in the basic textbook© 
are made available and are used by every 
classroom teacher*
ii * Facilities and l&ufpment for Elementary
cTasnroom "ur, f c
An examination of Table ill revealed that the national 
Jurors ranked the twelve criteria on faoil!ties and equipment
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for elementary classroom music in the following orders
Very Important
(24) Each classroom teacher is provided with 
manuals or guides to the music textbooks#
(52) Each class room teacher Is provided with and 
uses a pitch-pipe#
(25) Except in arade 1* music textbooks are Issued 
to each child*
(27) Che phonograph Is available for at least each 
two classroom teachers#
(55) Suitable rhythm Instruments are available to 
each classroom teacher*
(28) A minimum of #100 per year for each twelve 
classroom teachers is provided for the 
purchase of recordings other than those of 
the songs in basic textbooks#
(50) A piano Is available to each classroom teacher#
Important
(34) Suitable melody Instruments are available to 
each class room teacher*
(25) Professional books dealing with music edu­
cation are available to classroom teachers#
(26) Suitable motion picture films and filmstrips are available*
Average importance
(22) A radio Is available to each classroom 
teacher#
(31) A tape recorder is available to each class­
room teacher#
An examination of Table XIX revealed that the Loui­
siana r;jueie teachers ranked the observance of the twelve
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criteria on facilities and equipment for elementary class** 
roca music in the following order;
Excellently Observed
(83) Exoept In Grade 1# tousle textbooks are Issued to each child#
S U  flgfflafl
None
Xod»i»t«ly jfc«#ry»4
(84) Saoh classroom teacher is provided with manuals 
or guides to the music textbooks#
Poorly Observed
(26) Suitable motion picture films and filmstrips 
are available#
ssi »
(29) A radio is available to each classroom 
teacher#
(28) A minimum of $100 per year for each twelve 
classroom teachers is provided for the 
purchase of recordings other than those Of the 
songs in the baslo textbooks#
(34) Suitable melody instruments are available to 
each classroom teacher#
(32) Each classroom teacher Is provided with and 
uses a pitch-pipe#
(31) A tape recorder Is available to each class­
room teacher#
(30) A piano is available to each classroom teacher#
(33) Suitable rhythm Instruments are available to each classroom teacher#
(25) Professional books dealing with music educa­
tion arc available to classroom teachers#
i m
(87) Cm  phonograph la available for at least each 
two classroom t eschars*
An analysis of the rank listings of tha criteria above 
indicated that criterion nuaher twenty-four waa placed in 
tee fir at category by the national Juror® with a rank of onej 
by the Louisiana music teachers In the third category with a 
rank of one* Criterion number thirty-two waa placed In the 
first category by the national juror® with a rank of two; 
by the Louisiana music teachers in the fifth category with 
a rank of four* Criterion number twenty-thro* was placed 
in the first category by the national jurors with a rank 
of three; by the Louisiana music tea oho rs in the first 
category with a rank of one* Criterion number twenty- 
seven was placed in the first category by the national 
Jurors with a rank of four; by the Louisiana music teachers 
in the fifth category with a rank of nine* Criterion number 
thirty-three was placed in the first category by the nation­
al jurors with a rank of five; by the Louisiana music 
teachers in the fifth category with a rank of six* Criterion
number twenty-eight was placed In the first category by the
national Jurors with a rank of six; by the Louisiana music
teachers In the fifth category with a rank of two* Crlterl a
number thirty was placed in the first category by the nation­
al jurors with a rank of seven; by the Louisiana music tea cl r- 
era in the fifth category with a rank of six*
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Criterion number thirty'•four was placed In the second 
category by the national jurors with a rank of one; by the 
Louisiana audio teaohars In the fifth category with a rank 
of throe* Criterion nuatber twenty-five was placed In the 
second category by the national Jurors with a rank of twof 
by the Louisiana music teachers in the fifth category with 
a rank of eight* Criterion number twenty-al* was placed In 
the second category by the national Jurors with a rank of 
twof by the Louisiana music teachers in the fourth category 
with a rank of one*
Criterion number twenty-nine was placed in the third 
category by the national jurors with a rank of one; by the 
Louisiana music teachers in the fifth category with a rank 
of one* Criterion number thirty-one was placed In the third 
category by the national Jurors with a rank of two; by the 
Louisiana music teachers in the fifth category wltfc a rank 
of five*
Oh the basis of this analysis, facilities and equip­
ment, in the elementary classroom music program In the 
nineteen elementary schools examined, met or exceeded the 
requirements with respect to the following criterioni
(23) Accept in hrade 1, imisi© textbooks are issued 
to each child*
Qa the basis of this analysis, facilities and equip­
ment for the elements y class room music program, in the
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nineteen elementary schools examined, failed to measure up 











Bach classroom teaohex* la provided with 
manuals or guides to the music textbooks*
Suitable motion picture films and filn- 
stripe are available*
A radio Is available to each classroom 
teacher*
A minimum of £100 per year for each twelve 
class room teachers Is provided for the pur­
chase of recordings other than those of the 
songs in basic textbooks*
Suitable melody Instruments are available 
to each classroom teacher*
Each classroom teacher Is provided with and uses a pitoh-pipe*
A tape recorder la available to each class­
room teacher*
A piano Is available to each classroom teacher.
Suitable rhythm instruments are available to 
each classroom teacher*
Profee^;onel books dealing with music educa­
tion are available to classroom teach rs*
One phonograph is available for at least each 
two classroom teachers*
CHAPTER IV
A rfU O A T ltt*  (F  C8XTUR1A TO vOSfiiBIiAL tuJGIC
AKD
TAClLXfim A HD Hfe'JXPTOliT COSHER AL fcljEHC
SefBQteen of the 174 criteria proposed for validation 
dMlt with the general music program# These criteria were 
listed in Appendix I, items thirty-five through fift,;-onc*
Teo of the 174 criteria proposed for validation related to 
facilities and equipE»nt for general music* These criteria 
aero I*: in Appendlr 1, iteno fifty-two and li. tf;~
three#
In the first portion of Chapter II * a detailed 
description of the procedure of validation for eaoh of these 
nineteen criteria was presented# The application of criteria 
treated in the present ohapter is oonoemed# not with the 
general music program in any particular school* hut with the 
program as It existed In twenty senior high schools in Lou­
isiana during the 1955-54 school session# Because criteria 
nuzz&ers thirty-five through thirty-eight deal with junior 
high schools only* they were omitted in this study#
*• *SL*A&
An examination of Table XV revealed that the national 




(41) General Music is open to all pupils* regard**
less of previous musical experiences.
(35) General fetuslo Is required In cradp 7.
(42) General Music is taught by a special musicteacher*
(49) General Music provides exploratory experi­
ences in singing* listening* creative activity* rhythm* Interpretation* dramatisation* appreci­
ation* and familiarity with, music In history 
and in current events*
(50) Provision Is made In General t̂usic for listen­
ing to music beyond the performing ability
of the class*
(38) A minimum of two periods per week of forty-
five minut s each is devoted to General Music
in the JUnlor High School*
(43) General Music classes are held in a special 
music room v1th essential equipment*
(36) General Music is required in Grade 8*
(48) General Music requires a variety of activities*
(47) General Music Is not just a review of what has
gone before* but a re-synthesis of musical 
exper-encee in terms of new activities* deeper 
experiences, more precise and controlled ex­
pression* and wider horIsons*
(45) General Music la an exploratory or orientation 
course designed to provide that general In­
formation and experience about music which the 
well-lnfomed person suould have*
(46) General Music Is the trunk of a developmental
program of nuslc* not a course at a certain 
level* and the various specialties arc its branches.
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(44) The enrollment of the General l&issic Claes
does not exceed that of a normal high school 
class.
(57) General Ifuelc Is required In rads 9.
Important
(40) A minimum of two periods per we k of forty- 
five minutes each is devoted to General fttu&lc 
in the Senior High School.
Average importance
(51) Projects and units are used In the teaching of General Music.
(39) General Music Is required in the Senior High School for one year only.
An examination of Table XXIX revealed that the 
Louisiana music teachers ranked the observance of the seven­
teen criteria for general music In the following ordert
Excellently Observed
(41) General Music is open to all pupils, regard­
less of previous musical experiences*
(42) General Music Is taught by a special music
teacher.
(40) A minimum of two periods per week of forty- 
five minutes each la devoted to General Music 
in the .Senior High School*
(44) The enrollment of the General huaic Olae© does 
not exceed that of a normal high school class.
(43) General uric classes are held In a special 
music room with essential equipment.
(48) eneral Music includes a variety of activities.
(SO) Provision is made in (General liuoic for listen­






(49) General Music provides exploratory experiences 
In sInglng, listening, creative activity, 
rhythm, interpretation, dramatisation, appre­
ciation, and familiarity with music in history 
and in current events#
(46) General liuoio la the trunk of a developmental 
program of music, not a course at a certain 
level, and the various specialties are its 
branches*
(47) General Music is not just a review of what 
has gone before, but a rc-synthesis of 
musical experiences in terms of new activities, 
deeper experiences, more precise and controlled 
expression, and wider horisone*
(46) General Music is an exploratory or orientation 
course designed to provide that general in­
format lor and experience about music which the 
well-informed person should have*





(59) General Music Is required In the Senior nigh 
School for one yea* only*
The validation of the criteria by the national jurors 
fell in three categories; the degree of observance of t e 
criteria by the Louisiana, music teachers fell In five cate­
gories* For purposes of comparison the three categories In 
the validation procedure, which are "very Important," "Ira-
portent*” and "average importance," were designated respec­
tively as first, second, and third categories. The five 
categories in the applieatl n procedure, which are "ex­
cellently observed," "well observed," "moderately observed," 
■poorly observed," and "not observed," were designated 
respectively as first, second, third, fourth, and fifth 
categories. References were made In the discussion which 
follows to the variations of national jurors and Louisiana 
Basic teachers In their assignment to categories and ranks 
of the seventeen erlterla related to general music*
An analysis of the rank listings of the criteria at 
the beginning of this chapter Indicated that criterion 
number forty-one was placed In the first category by the 
national jurors with a rank of one; by the Louisiana music 
teachers in the first category with a rank of one* Criterion 
number forty-two was placed in the first category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of three; by the Louisiana music 
teachers in the first category with a rank of one* Criterion 
number forty-nine was placed In the first category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of four; by the Louisiana music 
teachers in the third category with a rank of one* Criterion 
number fl ty was placed in the first category by the national 
Jurors with a rank of four; by the Louisians nusle teach rs 
In the first category with a rank of six* Criterion number
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forty-three was plaotd In the first category by the national 
Jurors with a rank of six} by the Louisiana music bo&ohore 
In tha first category with a rank of five* Criterion num­
ber forty-eight was placed In the first category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of nine} by the Louisiana music 
teachers In the first category with a rank of six* Criterion 
number forty-seven was placed in tho first category by tha 
national Jurors with a rank of ten; by tha Louisiana music 
teachers In the third category with a rank of two* Cri­
terion number forty-five was plaoed in the first category 
by the national jurors with a rank of eleven; by the Lou­
isiana music teachers in the third category with a rank of 
four* Criterion number forty-six was plaoed In the first 
category by tho national Jurors with a rank of twelve; by 
the Louisiana music teachers In the third category with a 
rank of two* criterion number forty-four was plaoed in tho 
first category by the national Jurors with a rank of thir­
teen; h/ the Louisiana music teaohers In the first category 
with a rank of four*
Criterion number forty was placed in the secorid cate­
gory by the national Jurors with a rank of one; by the 
Louisiana music teachers in the first category with a rank 
of three*
Criterion number fifty-one was plaoed In the third 
cate ory by tho national Jurors with a rank of one; by tho
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Louisiana male teachers in tbs third category with a rank 
of five. Criterion msaber thirty-nine was plaoed In the 
third category by the national jurors with a rank of two} 
by the Louisiana music teachers in the fifth category with 
a rank of one.
Criterion numbers thirty-five through thirty-eight 
were not compared inasmuch as they deal with junior high 
schools only.
On the basis of this analysis, the general music 
program, in the twenty senior high schools examined, met 
or exceeded the requirements with respect to the following 
criteria*
(41) General Music Is open to all pupils, regard­
less of previous musical experiences.
(42) General Jftasle Is taught by a special music
teacher.
(40) A nlnlmum of two periods per week of forty- 
five minutes each is devoted to General 
husie in . the Henior iligh School.
(44) The enrollment of the ener&X £&isie Glass
does not exceed that of a normal high soli ol 
class.
(43) General Music classes are held In a special
music room with essential equipment.
(48) General Music requires a variety of activities. 
On the basis of this analysis, the general music pro- 
sran, in the twenty senior high schools examined, failed to 
measure up to the following criteria*
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(50) Frowialon Is made in General Musi© for 
listening to music beyond tho performing 
ability of the class*
(49) General Music provides exploratory experiences 
in singing, listening, creative activity, 
rhythm, interpretation, dramatisation, 
appreciation, and familiarity with music In 
history and In current events*
(46) General Music is the trunk of a developmental 
pregram of music, not a course at a certain 
level, and the various specialties are Its 
branches*
(47) General Music is not just a review of what has 
gone before, but a re-synthesis of musical 
experiences In terms of new activities, deeper 
experiences, more precise and controlled ex~ pression, and wider horisone*
(45) General Music is an exploratory or orientation 
course designed to provide that general in­
format i n and experience about music which the 
well-informed person should have*
(51) Projects and units are used In the teaching of 
General &usic*
(59) General &usle is required in the Senior High School for one year only*
II* Facilities and Equipment for General Music
An examination of Table IV revealed that the national 
jurors ranked the two criteria on facilities and equipment 
for general music in the following order*
Very Important
(62) A special room, containing a piano, radio, 
phonograph, suitable recordings, text and 
reference books, and adequate storage 
facilities ior music, is provided for the
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teaching of eneral Music*
(53) The aohool hap a central phonograph record 





an examination of Table XXv revealed that the Loui­
siana music teachers ranked the observance of the two 





(52) A speolal room, containing a piano, radio, 
phonograph, suitable recordings, text and 
reference books, and adequate storage 
facilities for music, is provided for the 
teaching of General Music,
Moderately Observed 
None 
foorly < lb served
None 
Hot Observed
(53) The school has a central phonograph record 
library supplied by public fun&o*
An analysis of t e rank listings of the criteria above 
Indicated that eriterlon number fifty-two was placed in the
first category by the national juror© with a rank of one; 
by the Louisiana music teachers in the second category with 
a rank of one* Criterion number fifty-three was placed in 
the first category by the national jurors with a rank of 
two; by the Louisiana music teachers In the fifth category 
with a rank of one*
in the beela of this analysis* the facilities and 
equipment in general music* in the twenty senior high schools 
examined* met or exceeded the requirements with respect to 
the following criteriat
Hone
On the basis of this analysis* the facilities and 
equipment for general music* in the twenty senior high 
schools examined* failed to measure up to the following 
criteriai
(52) A special room* containing a piano* radio* 
phonograph* suitable recordings, text and 
reference broke* and adequate storage 
facilities for music* ie provided for the 
teaching oi General husle*
(53) The school has a central phonograph record 
library sup lied by public funds*
CHAPTER V
APPLICATION Of* CRITERIA TO PIANO GLASS
AND
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR PIANO CLASS
Six of tho 174 criteria proposed for validation dealt 
with the piano class program* These criteria wex*© lie ted 
In Appendix I, items fifty-four through fifty-nine* Four 
of the 174 criteria proposed for validation related to 
facilities and equipment for piano class* These criteria 
were Indicated In Appendix I# Items sixty through sixty- 
three*
In the first portion of Chapter XX, a detailed 
description of the procedure of validation for each of these 
ten criteria was presented* The. application of criteria In 
the present chapter is concerned with a piano class? program 
in one senior high school in Louisiana during the 1955-54 
school session* This was the only white senior high school 
In Louisiana reporting to offer piano class Instruction 
during the 1953-64 school session, according to records In 
the r.ualc section of the State Department of B&uoatlon* The 
writer should point out, however* that many high school boys 
and girls In X*oulslana reoelve high school credit for piano 
Instruction with private teachers* The plan for granting
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credit in piano and other type* of applied nude Is outlined 
In Appendix VI II*
I* « < M  ,<3#WL
An examination of Table V revealed that the national 
Juror* ranked the six criteria for piano class In the follow­
ing orders
very Important
(56) Plano classes are taught by a music teacher 
who has had special training In the techniques 
of teaching piano by the class method*
(57) Matters of general musicianship are taught 
in the piano class*
(58) rtudents are encouraged to *play by ear* in 
piano classes*
Important
(56) Participation in group instruction in piano 
is limited to a maximum of two years for any 
Individual student•
(59) Efforts are made to correlate sinking and play­ing in piano classes*
(54) Plano classes meet for a in in mum of two one- 
hour periods per week#
A v a r a K H  i m o r t m n e m
Mens
An examination of TaLl# XV revealed that the Louisiana 
music teachers ranked the observance of tbs six criteria for 
piano class In the following orders
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Excellently Observed
Plano classes meet for a minimum of two one* 
hour peri ode per week*
(55) Piano classes are taught by a music teacher 
who has had spool al training in the techniques 
of teaching piano by the olasf method*
(56) Participation In group instruction In piano 
is limited to a maximu» of two years for 
any individual student*
(53) Students are encouraged to "play by ear” in 
piano classes*
(59) Efforts are made to correlate singing and 
playing in piano classes*
well Observed
(57) Matters of general musicianship are taught 





Mot Cfc served 
None
An analysis of the rank listings of the criteria above 
Indicated that criterion number fifty-five was placed in the 
first category by the national Jurors with the rank of onef 
by the Louisiana music teachers In the first category with 
the rank of one* Criterion number fifty-seven was placed In 
the first category by tho national jurors with the rank of 
two| by the Louisiana music teachers in the second category
14©
with a rank of one* Criterion number fifty-eight was placed 
in the first category by the national Jurors with a rank of 
three; by the Louisiana music teachers in the first category 
with a rank of one*
Criterion number fifty-six was plaoed in the second 
category by the national jurors with a rank of one; by the
Louisiana music teachers in the first category with a rank
of one* Crlterion number fifty-nine m s  plaoed in the second 
category by the national jurors with a rank of two; by the
Loulel na music teachers in the first category with a rank
of one* Criterion nuzofber fifty-four was placed in the second 
category by the national Jurors with a rank of three; by 
the Louisiana music teachers in the first category with a 
rank of one*
On the basis of thl analysis* the piano class pro­
gram* in the one senior high school examined* met or ex* 
ceeded the requirements with respect to the following cri­
teria;
(54) Piano classes meet for a minimum of two one- hour periods per week*
(55) Piano classes are taught by a music teacher 
who has had special training in the techniques of teaching piano by the class method*
(56) Participation in group instruction in piano 
la limited to a maximum of two years for any Individual student*
(58) Students are encouraged to "play by ear" In the piano class*
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($9} Efforts are made to correlate singing and 
playing In piano classes.
On the basis of this analysis# the piano class 
program, in the one senior high school examined, failed to 
measure up to the following or its ri out
(57) Hatters of general musicianship are taught 
in the piano class.
II. Facilities and Equipment for Plano glass
An exam nation of Table V revealed that the national 
Jurors ranked the four criteria on facilities and equipment 
for piano class in the following order:
(60) At least one piano, the best possible, is 
provided for class piano instruction.
(65) Suitable textbooks are provided for piano 
classes.
(61) Silent keyboards w th raised keys are pro-* 
vided for each student In piano classes.
(62) Folding racks for music, and chairs and 




An examination of Table XVI revealed that the haul** 
elans music tea chore ranked the observance of the four 




(60) At least one piano* the best possible Is 
provided for class piano instruction*
(61) Silent keyboards with raised keys are 
provided for each student In the piano classes*





(62) Folding racks for uzual?, and chairs and tables 
of the proper height are provided*




An analysis of the rank listings of the criteria above 
indicated that criterion number sixty was placed in the first 
oategojy by the nati nal Jurors with a rank of one| by Ux
Louisiana music teachers In the first category with a rank
of one* Criterion number sixty-three was placed in the first 
category by the national Jurors with a rank of two| by the
Louisiana music teachers In the first category with a rank of
one* Criterion number sixty—one was placed In the first cate­
gory by the national Jurors with a rank of threej by the Lou­
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is1ana music teachers In the first category with a rank of 
one* Criterion number sixty-two was placed In the first 
category by the naticxxal jurors with e rark of fc r; by 
the Louisiana music teachers in the third category with a 
rank of one*
On the basis of this analysis* the facilities and 
equipment In plane class* in the one senior high school ex­
amined* met or exceeded the requirements with respect to 
the following criteria s
(60) At least one plane* the best possible* la 
provided for class plane Instruction*
i(61) Silent keyboards with raised keys are pro­
vided for each student in piano classes*
(63) Suitable textbooks are provided for piano 
classes*
Oat the basis of this analysis* the facilities and 
equipment for the piano class program* in the one senior 
high school examined* failed to measure up to the following 
criterion}
(60) Folding raoks for music* and chairs and
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The band la not built up at tha expense of 
other equally important us tool organisations 
and tho musical development of tho entire 
school*
Musical numbers for public performance are 
soleoted with great care#
Students receive instructin In and are re­
ap one lb le for reasonable care of all school** 
owned materials and equipment*
Rehearsals are planned with great care*
Efforts are made to educate and guide pupils 
and their parents in the selection of instru­
ments most suitable to the pupils * character** 
1st lea and most likely to give them the 
widest opportunities for success*
Details of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care*
Policies regarding public performance are 
established Jointly by the band director and 
the school principal*
A minimum of two periods per week of fo rty- 
flve n nutes each Is devoted to band, plus 
sectional rehearsals or class instruction 
of at least forty-five minutes per week*
band is an elective organisation*
Desired Instrumentation is planned several 
years in advance*
Rehearsalb are varied and do not follow a fixed pattern*
important
The following Instrumentation la observed in well-balanced bandst
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TOTAh*************@5 35 45 55 68 70 80 90 loo
FIocolo***••*•••** X 1 1 1 1 1
Flute*#«•**••*•••* 1 2 3 5 5 5 3 6 612-flat Clarinet.** 2 2 2 2 2 2
3-flat Clarinet* *• a 10 12 12 14 16 22 24 26
Alto Clarinet***** 2 2 3 3 4 4 5
Baas Clarinet.*..* 1 1 2 5 4 4 5
Soprano saxo­
phone** ** ******** 1
Alto Saxophone * * * * i 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3
Tenor Saxophone**# 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3
Baritone Saxo­
phone# *•••*» *«•».« 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
Baas Saxophone**** 1 1 1 1 1
Oboe**>*.#*•*••••# 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
English llorn****** 1 1 1 1
bassoon,**•••*•#*• i 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 4
Comet, Trwapet««* 4 6 5 6 7 7 7 G S
Plue&el Horn****** 2 3 2
French Horn******* o 4 4 5 .VU 6 6 a 8
Bar 1 tone ********* « 1 1 1 2 2 2 8 2 3
Troiabons* * *••*•**• 2 5 3 O a 3 3 4 4
Tuba* *#•••*•*«##*# I 3 3 o 3 4 4 5 8Percussion* ****** * 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 3 a
String Baas**.***. 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
(73) ftaall enseiablee are organised under student 
direction and supervised by tha bend director*
(67) br&Dfc# woodwind, arid percussion sectional 
rehearsals are held at least once each weetc*
(68) To allow tor the proper division of students 
according to proficiency, at least two bands are organised in each school*
(74) The band has student officers and student conductors*
(70) Sterehlng Is a legitimate and essential function 
of the band*
Avornjf.e Iwportang*
(77) In re h e a r e a in , fch, band "varus up" on mualo, 
not on exercises*
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(66) Band la of farad only whan tho r© Is sufficient 
Interest for minimum Instrumentation*
An examination of Table revealed that tha
Louisiana music teachers ranked the observance of tha nine-* 
taw criteria for band In tha following order?
teoellently Observed
m mi i> mp - a N n *m m m + m m n s w a e M N M i M M
(64) hand is an elective organisation*
(66) A minimum of two periods per Weak of forty** 
five minutes each is devoted to band, plus 
sectional rehearsals or class instruction 
of at least forty**five minutes per week*
(71) Efforts are made to educate and guide pupils 
and their parents In the selection of In* 
atruxaente jnost suitable to the pupils1 
character Is tics and most likely to give t era 
the widest opportunities for euooesff.
(70) Earching Is a legitimate and essential function 
of the band*
(78) Policies regarding public perfonaanoe are 
established jointly by the hand director and 
the school principal* .
(80) Details of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care*
(79) Mueleal numbers for public performance are 
selected with great care*
(81) The band la not built up at the expense of 
other squally important musical organisations 
and the musical development of the entire 
school*
(68) To allow for tho proper division of students 
according to proficiency, at least two bands are organised 48 each school#
iae
(72) Students reoeiv© instruction In and are
responsible for reasonable ears of all school- 
owned materials and equipment*
(76) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern#
(67) Brass, woodwind, and percussion sectional
rehearsals are lie Id at least once ©a eh \ ©ek*
(74) The hand has student officers and student 
conductors#
(69) Desired instrumentation is planned several 
years in advance*
(77) In rehearsals, the band "warms up" on music, 
not on exercises*
Well Observed
(75) Rehearsals are planned with great care*
Moderately Observed
(82) The concert hand conforms to the instrumen­
tation listed below which Is nearest It In 
sleet
Total *»•***•. *25 36 45 .§5 65 TO 80 90 100
Piccolo,•,*••«•*»«* 1 1 1 1 1  1
Flute**...... ***** 1 2 5 5 5  5 5 6  6
S-Flat Clarinet**** 2 2 2 2 2 2
5-Flat Clarinet**** 8 10 12 12 14 16 22 24 26
Alto Clarinet** •** * 2 2 3 5 4 4 5
Baas Clarinet*,•*•, 1 1 2 3 4 4 5Soprano Saxo­
phone •«•*•••*•**•• 1
Alto Saxophone**,•« 1 1 1 2 2 2 # B  3
Tenor Saxophone**•* 1 1 2 2 2 2 8 3Baritone Saxo­
phone *••#••#«****• 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 2
Baas Saxophone***** 1 1 1 1  1
h e © ......... * * * * * * * *  1 1 2  2 2 2 2 5 6English Horn******* 1 1 1  1
Bassoon* *•••*#*«••* 1 1 2 2 3 5  5 3 4
Cornet, Trumpet**** 4 6 6 6 7  7 7 0  0
i m
Fluegel Horn,





5 4 4 5 6 6 6 8  81 1 1 2 2 2 2 2  5
2 3 3 S 3 3 3 4  4
1 5  3 6 4 4 5 5
2 2 3 4 4 4 4 5  31 2  2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2
(75) Smell ensembles ere organised under student




(65) Bend is offered only teen there is sufficient 
inter-et for minimum instrumentation*
The validation of the criteria by the national Jurors 
fell in three categories? the degree of observance of the 
criteria by the Louisiana music teachers fell in five eats- 
gerlee* Per purposes of comparison the three categories In 
tee validation procedure, which are "very important," 
•important,* and "average importance,* were designated 
respectively as first, second, and third categories* The five 
categories in the application procedure, which are *©*- 
eellently observed," "well observed,* "moderately observed," 
•poorly observed,* and "not observed,* were designated 
respectively as first, second, third, fourth, and fifth cate­
gories* References are made in the discussion which follows 
to the variations of national Jurors and Louisiana »msie 
teachers in their assignment to categories and ranks of the 
nineteen criteria related to band*
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An analysis of the rank listings of the criteria at 
the beginning of this chapter Indicated that criterion number 
eighty-one m e  placed In the first category by the national
jurors with a rank of one; by the Louisiana music to- chars
in the first category with a rank of eight* Criterion number 
seventy-nine was plaoed in the first category by the national 
jurors with a rank of tvef by the Louisiana music teachers
in the first category with a rank of seven* Criterion number
seventy*two was placed In the first category by the national 
jurors with a rank of three; by the Louisiana music teachers 
in the first category with a rank of ten* Criterion number 
seventy-five was placed in the first category by the national 
jurors with a rank of three; by the Louisiana music teachers 
in the second category with a rank of one* Criterion number 
seventy-one was placed in the first category by the national 
jurors with a rank of five; by the Louisiana music teacherr 
in the first category with a rank of three* Criterion number 
eighty was plaoed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of six; by the Louisiana music teachers In the 
first oategory with a rank of five* criterion number seventy- 
eight was placed in th© first category by the national Jurors 
with a rank of seven; by the Louisiana music teachers in the 
first category with a rank of five* Criterion number sixty- 
six was placed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of eight; by the Louisiana music teachers in the
i m
first category with a rank of two* Criterion number sixty- 
four was plaoed In the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of ninej by the Louisiana music touchers In the 
first category with a rank of one* Criterion number sixty- 
nine was placed In the first category by the national Jurors 
with a rank of ten} by the Louisiana music teachers in the 
first category with a rank of fourteen* Criterion number 
seventy-aix was placed in the first category by the national 
jurors with a rank of eleven} by the Louis ana music teachers 
in the first category with a rank of eleven*
Criterion number eighty-two was plaoed In th© second 
category by the national Jurors with a rank of on©} by the 
Louisiana music teachers in the tliird category with a rank 
of one* Criterion number seventy-three was placed in th© 
second category by the national j rors with a rank of two} 
by the Louisiana music teachers in the third category with 
a  rank of two* Criterion number sixty-seven was placed In 
the second category by the national jurors with a rank of 
three; by the Louisiana music teachers In th© first cate­
gory with a rank of twelve. Criterion number sixty-eight 
was plaoed in th© oeooiid category by the national jurors 
with a rank of four; by tla© Louisiana music teachers In 
the first category with a rank of nine* Criterion number 
seventy-four was placed in th© second, category by th© national 
Jurors with a rank of five; by th© Louisiana music teacho m
in the first category with a rank of twelve. Criterion 
number seventy was plaoed in tho second category by the 
national jurors with a rank of six) by the Louis lam canals 
teachers in the first oat ego ry w th a rank of four#
Criterion amber eevcnty-eeven was plaoed In tlie third 
category by the national jurors with a rank of one) by the
Louisiana musio teachers in tho first category with a rank of
fifteen, criterion msaber sixty-five was placed in th© third 
category by the national jurors with a rank of two) by the
Louisiana music teachers In the fifth category uith a rank
of one#
On the '. asis of this analysis# the band program# In 
the thirty-one senior high schools examined, met or exceeded 
the requirements with respect to the following criteria5
(64) Band is an elective organisation#
(66) A mlniiaum of two periods per week of forty- 
five minutes each Is devoted to band# plus 
oeotinal rehearsals or class instruction 
of at least forty-five minutes per week#
(71) Bfforts are made to educate and guide pupils and their parents In the selection of in­
struments most suitable to the pupils* 
characteristics and moot likely to give then 
the widest opportunities for success#
(70) inarching Is a legitimate and essential function of tno band#
(78) Policies regarding public perfomance are
established jointly by the band director and 
the school principal#
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(BO) Details of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care.
(68) To allow for tho proper division of students 
according to proficiency* at least two bands 
sure organised in each school*
(76) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern*
(67) Brass* woodwind, and persuasion sectional re­
hearsals are held at least once each week*
(74) The band has Student officers and student 
conductors •
(77) In rehearsals* the band "warms up" on music* 
not on exercises*
On the basis of t-ais analysis* the band program* In 
the thirty one senior high schools examined, failed to 
measure up to the following criteria!
(79) Musical numbers for public performance are 
selected with great care*
(81) The band is not built up at the expense of 
other equally important musical organisations 
and the musical development of the entire 
school*
(72) Students receive instruction in and are
responsible for reasonable care of all school- 
owned materials and equipment*
(69) Desired Instrumentation is planned several years in advance*
(75) Kehea sals are planned with great care*
(82) The concert band conform© to the instrumenta­
tion listed below which Is nearest It in 
sisei
i m
TOTAL.*..,...... 25 35 4§ S§ 68 7jg 80 90
Floe olo*•••••**•« 1 1 1 1 1* 1
Flute............ 1 a 3 3 6 o © 6 6
S-flat Clarinet** 2 2 2 2 2 2
B-flat Clarinet.• 8 10 10 12 14 16 22 24 26
Alto Clarinet.... 2 2 3 4 4 3
Bass Clarinet...* , 1 1 2 3 4 4 5
Soprano saxo­
phone*. ••••****« 1
Alto Saxophone*.# 1 i 1 2 2 2 2 2 3Tenor Saxophone * # i 1 a 2 2 2 2 3
Baritone Saxo** , 
phone*..••••»••« i 1 i 1 1 1 1 2
Base Saxophone# «« 1 1 1 1 1
Oboe,•••••«.....• 1 i 2 2 2 2 2 3 3Snjlish Horn....# 1 1 1 1
Baasoon#«.•**,««* 1 i 2 a 3 5 3 3 4Cornet, Trumpet,. 4 5 5 6 7 7 7 a a
Flusgel Horn***** e 2 2
French Horn**.*** 5 4 4 5 6 >Jf G 8 8
Baritone*...«•••* 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3Trombone. •*•*•*•* 2 3 5 3 5 3 3 .t 4
Tuba**#»•••**•**# 1 3 5 3 3 4 4 5 5
Percussion.**••*• 2 2 S 4 4 4 4 5 5
String Bass*..*#* 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
{75) Small ensembles ere organised under student
direction and supervised by the band director*
(65) Band is offered only when th or© is sufficient 
interest for minimum Instrumentation*
Facilities end Equipment for Band
An examination of "able VI revealed that the national
Jurors ranked the twenty-three criteria on facilities and
equipment for band in the follow in orders
Very Important
(87) Proper attention is givon to illumination, 
heating, and ventilation In th© band room*
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(86) The band room la aooustleally treated, free fro® excessive reverberation, end sound 
Insula tsd from other rooms *
(94) The school board furnishes the larger, more 
unusual, and more expensive Instruments*
(108) Arrangements are made for the proper issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-or/ned materials and equipment#
(96} A well-selected and adequate eollection of 
band music Is available or long-range plana 
have been Implemented to bring this about*
(105) School authorities provide funds fort
(1) capital outlay for materials and equip­
ment each year, (S) maintenance of permanent 
equipment, (3) insurance on uniforms, In­
struments, and other equipment, and (4) tools 
for miner repair work#
(92) Exits from and entrances to the band room 
and its accessory rooms are designed to care 
for maximum movement ,and safety of students 
and equipment*
(93) Instrument storage facilities are designedto noet present and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used*
(104) The band has access to audio-visual aids, 
including suitable motion pictures, film­
strips, charts, pictures, a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tape recorder, 
and uses these end oth^r audio-visual aids 
as often as they can make a contribution to 
the band instruction program*
important
(85) The band room contains floor space of at 
least eighteen squaro feet per person, in 
addition to space for aisles, piano, con­
ductor’s stand, and other furniture and 
equipment*
(84) The band room contains at least 260 cubic feet of space per p&r&on*
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(91) Practice room Tor band instrument© arc at
least six by eight fesbj for piano with one 
other ixistrusnant at least eight by ten f»et| 
for mall ensemble* at least ten by twelve 
feet*
(83) The band roca is located near the auditorium 
and sta^e*
( ‘9) Music sorting raoka large enough to hold a
complete et of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
(90) Small rooms, adequate for Individual practloe 
and small ensembles, are available#
(90) Music books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music is fll^d properly in steel or wood 
filing cabineta*
(101) The band has most ef the necessary musical 
equipment, instruments, and library, before 
It obtains a set of uniforms*
(89) Office space, properly furnished, is avail­
able to the band director*
(102) Uniforms are stored in raoth-prool cabinets,
with the caps belnv placed on ventilated
shelves *
(97) The band music library has a bud at of at
least £260 per year in a small school,
is00 per year in an average alee school, 
and #950 per year in a large school*
(95) Students provide flutes, piccolos, B-flat
clarinets, alto saxophones, cornets, trumpets, 
and tenor trunbone*#
(100) Music stands are desk-type rather than the 
folding-type#
(Qt ) A separate room is available for tho instru­
mental music library#
AjnBTMS. jg g p r U n c *
ifono
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An exami nation of Table XVI11 revealed that the 
Louisiana music teachers ranked the observance of the 
twenty three criteria on facilities and equipment for band 












Music stands are desk-type rather than the 
folding-type*
students provide flutes, piccolos, B-flat 
clarinets, alto saxophones, cornets, trumpet-:, 
and tenor trombones*
Arrangements are made for the proper Issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-owned materials and equipment*
A separate room is available for the in­
strumental music library*
Music sorting racks large enough, to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
Proper attention is given to illumination, 
heatinr* and ventilation in the band room.
Office space, properly furnished, Is avail­
able to the band director*
Instrument storage facilities are designed 
to ret present and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used*
The school board furnishes the larger, more 
unusual, and more expensive Instruments*
Well cfcrerved
Music books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music is filed properly in steel or wood filing; cabinets*
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(101) The hand h M  most of the necessary musical
equipment , instruments , and life .vary* 'before 
It obtains a aat of uniforms*
(108) Uhlformsare stored in motto-proof cabinets, 
with the caps feeing placed on ventilated 
shelves*
(86) A well-selected and adequate collection of 
band wueio la available or long-ran.;e plans 
have been implemented to bring this about*
(88) Salta from and entrances to the band room
and its accessory rooms are designed to care 
for maximum movement and safety of students 
and equipment*
(104) The band has access to audio-visual aids, in­
cluding suitable motion pictures, filmstrips, 
charts, pictures, a phonograph, phonograph
r cords, and a tape recorder, and usee these 
and other audio-visual aids as often as they 
can make a contribution to the band instruc­
tion program.
(84) The band room contains at least 860 cubic 
feet of space per person.
Poorly Observed
(105) School authorities provide funds fort
(1) capital outlay for materials and equip­
ment each year, (8) saalntenanee of permanent 
equipment, (0) Insurance on uniform,*, in­
struments, and other equipment, and (4) tools 
for minor repair work,
(85) The band room contains floor space of at 
least eighteen square feet per person, in 
addition to space for aisles, piano, con­
ductor^ stand, arid other furniture and equipment.
(86) The band room is acoustically treated, free 
from excessive reverberation, and sound in­sulated from other rooms.
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got Observed
(91) Practice rooiao for band instruments are at
least six by el Jit feet; for piano with one
other Instrument at least eight by ten feet; 
for small ensembles at least ten by twelve 
feet*
(90) Small roomsf adequate for Individual practice 
and small ensembles* are available*
(97) The band music library has a budget of at
least $950 per year in a small school* #500
per year in a average school* and #950 
per year in a large school*
(85) The band room Is located near the auditorium 
and stage*
An analysis of the rank listings above indicated that 
criterion number eighty-seven was placed in the first cate­
gory by the national jurors with a rank of one; by the 
Louisiana music teachers in the first category with a rank 
of six* Criterion number eighty-six was placed in the first 
category by the national Jurors with a rank of two; by the
Louisiana music teachers in the fourth category with a rank
of three* Criterion number ninety-four was placed in the 
first category by the national Jurors with a rank of three; 
by the Louisiana music t achors in the first category with 
a rank of nine* Criterion number 103 was placed in the first 
category by the national Jurors with a rank of four; by the
Louisiana music teachers in the first category with a rank
of three* Criterion number ninety-six was placed in the 
first category by the national Jurors with a rank of five;
X08
by the Louisiana ̂ uelo teachers in the third category with
\
a rank of one* Criterion number 105 woe placed in the first 
category by the national Juror a with a rank of six; by the
Louisiana music teachers In the fourth category with a rank
of one* Criterion number ninety-two was placed in the flrat 
category by the national Jurors with a rank of seven; by 
the Louisiana music teachers In the third category with a 
rank of two* Criterion number ninety-three was placed In the 
first category try the national Jurors with a rank of eight; 
by the Loulslttna music teachers in the first category with 
a rank of eight* Criterion number 104 was placed In the 
first category by the national Jurors with a rank of nine; 
by the Louisiana mis o teachers in the third category with 
a rank of two*
Criterion mother eighty-five was placed In the second 
category by the national jurors with a rank of one; by the
Louisiana lauslc teachers in the fourth category with a rank
of two* Criterion number eighty-four was placed *,n. the 
second category by the national jurorr with a rank of two;
by the Louisiana music teachers in the third category with a
rank of four* Criterion number ninety-one was placed In the 
second category by the national Jurors with a rank of two;
by the Loulfil ~n& music tea oho re in the fifth oatego.y with a
rank of one* Criterion number eighty-three was placed in tha 
second category by the national jurors with a rank of four;
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by the Louisiana music teachers in the fifth category with 
a rank of four. Criterion number ninety-nine was placed
1st the seoond category by the national jurors with a rank
of fire} by the Louisiana music teachers in the first 
category with a rank of four# Criterion number ninety was 
placed in the second category by the rational jurors with a
rank of six} by the Louisiana music teachers in the fifth
category with a rank of two# Criterion number ninety- 
eight was placed in the second category by the national 
jurors with a rank of six; by the Louisiana music teachers 
in the second category with a rank of one# Criterion number-
101 was placed in the second category by the national jurors 
with a rank of six} by the Louisiana music teachers in the 
second category vcith a rank of one# Criterion number 
eighty-nine was placed in the second category by the national 
jurors with a rank of nine; by the Louisiana muslo teachers 
in the first category with a rank of six. Criterion number
102 was placed in tha second category by the national Juror© 
with a rank of ten} by the Louisiana music teachers in the 
second category with a rank of three# Criterion number
ninet -seven was placed in the second category by the national 
Jurors with a rank of eleven; by the Louisiana music teachers 
in the fifth category with a rank of three# Criterion 
her ninety-five was placed in the second category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of twelve; by the Louisiana
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music teachers in the first category with a rank of two* 
Criterion number 100 wo a pieced In the second category by 
the national jurors with a rank of thirteen; by the leu* 
la lane music teachers In the first category with a rank of 
one. Criterion number eighty-eight was placed In the 
second oat ego ry by the national jurora with a rank of four­
teen; by the Louisiana misio teachers in the first category 
with a rank of four.
On the basis of this analysis* facilities and equip­
ment for band* In the thirty-one senior high schools ex­









kusic stands are desk-type rather than 
the folding-type*
rtudents provide flutes, piccolos, b-flat 
clarinets* alto saxophones* comets, trumpets* 
and tenor trombones*
arrangements are made for the proper issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-owned materials and equipment*
A separate room Is available for the in­
strumental music library*
Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are avail­
able and are properly labeled*
Office space, properly furnished* is avail­
able to the band director*
Instrument torege facilities are designed 
to meet present and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used*
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(98) Huai© books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music Is filed properly in steel or wood 
filing cabinets*
(101) Tî e band has most of the necessary musical 
equipment, instruments, and library, before 
It obtains a set of uniforms*
(109) Uniforms are stored in moth-proof cabinets, 
with the caps being placed on ventilated 
shelves*
On the basis of this analysis, facilities and equip­
ment for band, in the thirty-one senior high schorl® ex­
amined, failed to measure up to the following criteria:
(€7) Proper attention is given to illumination, 
heating, and ventilation In the band room*
(94) The school board furnishes the larger, more 
unusual, and more expensive Instrument a*
(96) 4 well-selected and adequate collection of
band music is available or long-range plans 
have i sen Implemented to bring this about*
(92) Kxits from and entrances to the band room
and it® accessory rooms are designed to care 
for maximum movement and safety of student® 
and equipment*
(104) The band has access to audlo-vlaual aids, 
including suitable motion pictures, film­
strips, chart®, pictures, a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tape recorder, 
and use® these and other audio-visual aids 
as often as they can make a contribution 
to the band instruction program*
(84) The band room contains at least 960 cubic 
feet of apace per person*
(105) School authorities provide fund® fori
(1) capital outlay for material© and equip­
ment each year, (2) maintenance of permanent 
equipment, (5) insurance on uniform®, in-
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atruments, and other equipment * and 
(4) tools for minor repair work*
(85) The band room contains floor space of at 
least eighteen square feet per person, in 
addition to apaee for aisles, plane* con* 
ductor's stand, and other furniture and 
equipment *
(86) The band room Is acoustically treated, free from excessive reverberation, and sound in* 
sulated from other rooms*
(91) Practice rooms for band instruments are at 
least six by eight feet; for piano with 
one other Instrument at least eight by ten 
feet} for small ensembles at least ten by 
twelve feet*
(90) Small rooms, adequate for individual
practice and small ensembles, are available*
(97) The band music library has a budget of at
least $250 per year la a small school,
$500 per year In an average else school, 
and $950 per year In a large school*
(85) The band room Is located near the auditorium 
and stage*
CHAPTER VII
APPLICATION OP CRITERIA TO ORCHESTRA
AND
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR ORCHESTRA
Fifteen of the 174 oritsria proposed for validation 
dealt with the orchestra program* These criteria were 
Hated In Appendix X, Items 106 through 120* Twenty-one of 
the 174 criteria proposed for validation related to facili­
ties and equipment for orchestra* These criteria were in­
dicated in Appendix I, items 121 through 141*
In the first portion of Chapter II, a detailed 
description of the procedure of validation for each of these 
thirty-six criteria was presented* The application of cri­
teria treated in the present chapter la concerned, not with 
the orchestra program In any particular school, but with the 
program as it existed in nine senior hi h schools in Loui­
siana during the 1955-64 school session*
I* Orchestra
An examination of Table VII revealed that the national 
jurors ranked the fifteen criteria for orchestra In the 
following oderi
Very Important













ssuaic&l numbers tor public performance are 
selected with great care*
Policies regarding public performance are 
established Jointly by the orchestra 
director and school principal*
Students receive instruction in and are 
responsible for reasonable care of all 
school-owned materials and equipment*
Details of public performance are planned 
and rehearsed with great care*
Orchestra la an elective organisation.
Desired instrumentation la planned several 
years in advance.
A minimum of two periods per week of forty- 
five minutes each Is devoted to it* plus 
sectional rehearsals or class instruction 
of forty-five minutes per week.
Bebearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern.
Time Is allotted for sectional rehearsals 
of the orchestra.
In rehearsal the orchestra "warms up" on 
music, not on exercises*
Important
The following instrumentation Is observed In 
well-balanced orchestras:
TOTAL.........20 4& §2 60 70 82 90 100
Flute*...... 1 1 2 2 2 3 ? 3 51 1 2 2 5 5 3 3Clarinet,...... 2 2 4 4' 4 4 4 4 4Bassoon. 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3French Horn.... 2 2 2 5 4 4 4 5 6Trumpet........ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 4Trombone•••••.. 1 1 1 2 2 Z 5 Z 3Tuba........... 1 I 1Harp•••.••••••• 1 1 1 2
Percuss ion****** 1 1 1 1 8 3 3
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Violin 1*•*•«•**4 6 8 10 12 14 10 18 2 0
Violin 1 1••**«« *4 6 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Viola***********1 2 4 8 7 8 10 10 12
Cello ****•**••#*2 3 4 5 7 8 8 10 1 0
rtrlng bass***•* 1 3 3 4 4 6 8 8
Plano*•••*•»*#«*1 1 1 1 1
(111) Snail ensembles are organisad under student 
directIon and supervised by the orchestra 
director*
(112) The orchestra has student officers and student conductors*
(106) To allow for the proper division of students 
according to proficiency* at least two or­
chestras are organised in each school*
Average Importance 
Uorm
An examination of Table XXX revealed that the X.oui- 
alana music teachers ranked the observance of the fifteen 
criteria for orchestra in the following orders
Excellently Observed
(106) Orchestra is on elective organisation*
(107) A minimum of two periods per week of forty- 
five minutes each is devoted to it, plus 
Sectional rehearsals or class instruction 
of forty-five minutes per week*
(117) Policies regarding public performance are
established Jointly by the orchestra director 
and school principal*
(119) Details of public perfonraunc© are planned and rehearsed v ith great care*
(113) Students receive instruction In and arc 
responsible for reasonable care of all school- 
owned materials and equipment*
17©
(118) Musical numbers for public performance arc 
selected with groat care.
(115) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern•
(116) In rehearsal the orchestra "warms up" on 
music* not on exercises•
well Observed
(114) Rehearsal* are planned with great care*
(118) The orchestra has student officers and 
student conductor's*
(180) The orchestra conform® to the Instrumentation 
listed l elow which Is neai'est It In atsef
TOTAL....... 82.
2
60 70 80 90 100
Flute##•*••#•#•• 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3Oboe*******..*•• 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3Clarinet#**«•••* 8 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
dassoon*•••• # # # # 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3French Horn#***# 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 5 6
Trumpet##••#•••• 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4Tro*tbor>e *••*#••• 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3
Tuba#•••#••«•**# 1 1 1
Harp##*.•••#••«• 1 1 1 2
Percuss ion# « #••* 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3
violin i#######* 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20
violin Xi.*###.. 4 0 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Viola#*#..##*##* 1 2 4 5 7 8 10 10 12
2 3 4 t:5 7 Clw 8 10 10
String Base••# # # 1 5 3 4 4 6 8 8
Plano##*#•#•»•«• 1 1 1 1 1
Moderately Observed
(109) Desired Instrumental Ion 1® planned several years In advance•
(111) Small ensembles are organised und^r student 




(110) Tina is allotted for sectional rehearsals of
the orchestra*
Not Observed
(108) To allow for the proper division of students 
according to proficiency* at least two 
orchestras are organised in each school*
The validation of the criteria by the national j jrore 
fell in three categories; the degree of observance of the 
criteria by the Louisiana music teachers fell In five cate­
gories* For purposes of comparison the three categories in 
the validation procedure* which are nvery important, ” 
”l^>ortant," and "average importance,” were designated 
respectively as first, second* and third categories. The 
five categories in the application procedure* wiilch are 
"excellently observed,” "well observed*" "moderately ob­
served*" "poorly observed," and "not observed*” were desig­
nated respectively as first* second* third, fourth* and 
fifth categories* Ueferonoes are made In the discussion 
which follows to the variations of national Jurors end 
Louisiana music teachers in their assignment to categories 
and ranks of the fifteen criteria related to orchestra*
An analysis of the rank listings of the criteria at 
the beginning of this chapter indicated that criterion 
number 114 was placed in the first category by the national 
Jurors with a rank of one; by the Louisiana music teachers
Ill the itoood cate -ory with a rank of <mo» Criterion number 
118 was placed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of two; by the Louisiana music tsaoher* In the 
first category with a rank of fire* Criterion number 11? 
was placed in the first category by the national jurors with 
a rank of three; by the Louisiana irrusic teacher® in the 
first category with a rank of two* Criterion number 113 was
placed In the first category by the national jurors with a
rank of four; by the Louisiana sarnie teachers In the first 
category with a rank of five* Criterion number 119 was
placed in the first category by the national jurors with a
rank of four; by the Louisiana music teaehore in the first 
category with a rank of two* Criterion number 106 was 
placed In the first category by the national jurors with a 
rank of six; by the Louisiana music tdachara in the first 
category with a rank of one* Criterion number 109 was placed 
in the first category by the national Juror;* with a rank of 
seven; by the Louisiana music teacher® in the third cate­
gory with a rank of one# Criterion number 107 was >laced 
in the first category by the national juror® with a rank 
ef eight; toy tbs Louisiana music teachers in the first cate­
gory with a rank of two* Criterion number 113 was placed In 
the first category toy the national jurors with a rank of 
eight; toy the Louisiana music teachers In the first Category 
with a rank of seven* criterion number 110 was placed in the
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first category by the national Jtirors with a rank of ten; 
by the Louisiana music teachers in the fourth category with 
a  rank of one* Criterion nwtfoer 116 was placed in the first
category by the national Jurors with a rank of eleven* by
the Louisiana music teachers In the first categoxy with a 
rank of seven*
Criterion number 190 was placed in the second cate­
gory by the national Jurors with a rank of one* by the 
Louisiana ttusio teachers in the second category with a rank 
of two* Criterion number 111 was placed in the second cate-** 
gory by the national jurors with a rank of two* by the Lou­
isiana urnslc teachers in the third category with a rank of 
two* Criterion numbex* 112 was placed in the second cate­
gory by the national Jurors with a rank of three* by the 
Louisiana music te cherc in the second category with a
rank of two* Criterion number 108 was placed in the second
category by the national Juror© with a rank of four; by the
Louisiana -usic teachers in the fifth category with a rank
of one*
C*i the basis of t la analysis* the orchestra program, 
in the nine senior high schools examined, met or exceeded 
the req irements with rospocfc to the following criteria?
(106) Orchestra ia an elective organisation*
(107) A minimum of two periods per week of forty-
five minutes each is devoted to It, plus
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sectional rehea sale or class Instruction of 
forty-five minutes per week*
(117) Policies regarding public performance are 
established jointly by the orchestra director 
and school principal*
(119) Details of public performance arc planned 
and rehearsed with great Care*
(115) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern*
(116) Xn rehearsal the orchestra "warn# up" on 
music, not on exorcises*
(119) The orchestra has student officers and student conductore*
Cm the basis of this analysis, the orchestra program, 
in the nine senior hi#h schools examined, failed to measure 
up to the following criteriai
(115) Students receive instruction in and are 
responsible for reasonable care of all 
echool~owned materials and equipment*
(118) Musical numbers for public performance are ©elected with reat oar©*
(114) hehearsale are planned with great care*
(120) The orchestra conforms to the Instrumentation 
listed below which is nearest it In siset
TOTAL* ****** . 40 ©0 60 70 80 90 II
Flute*••*•••• 1 2 2 2 5 5 3 3
Oboe** *« 1 1 2 2 5 5 3 5Clarinet* *••• 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4Bassoon** * * * *• * * 1 1 2 2 2 8 2 3French Horn*# 2 2 5 4 4 4 5 6
Trumpet*•*** * 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4Trombone * *••• 1 1 2 2 5 5 3 31 1 1Harp#•••«#*•• 1 1 1 2
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Percussion*.... 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3
Violin 4 6 D 10 12 14 15 18 20
Violin ix#*#.#.« 4 6 6 e 10 12 14 16 18
Viola.......... X n 4 r 7 0 10 10 12
2 3 4 5 7 8 8 10 10
String i>ess» • # •« 1 3 *pKJ 4 4 o 8 6
Piano....... 1 1 1 1 1
(109) Desired instrumen tat 1 on is planned several 
years in advance#
(111) Smell one Bibles are organised under student 
direction and supervised by the orchestra 
director#
(110) Time is allotted for sectional rehearsals of 
the orchestra#
(108) To allow lor the proper division of students 
according to proficiency# at least fcv?o 
oreheetraa are organised In each school#
II. Facilities and Equipment for Orchestra
An examination of Table VXI revealed that the national 
j rora ranked the twenty-one criteria on facilities and equip­
ment for orchestra in the following order#
(125) Proper attention la given to illumination# 
heatin # and ventilation In tho orchestra 
room#
(132) The school board furnishes the larger, more 
unusual# and more expensive inatruments#
(124) The orchestra room is acoustically treated# 
free from excessive reverberation# and sound 
insulated from other rooms#
(139) Arrangements are made for proper issuance of 
and th© keeping of permanent records on all 
school-owned materials and equix>ment#
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(134} A well-solected and adequate collection of 
orchestral music le availa lo or long-range 
plans have been Implemented to bring this 
about *
(141) School authorities provide funds for?
(1) capital outlay for materials and equip­
ment each year, (2) maintenance of pornanent 
equipment, (3) insurance on uniforms, in­
strument*, and other equipment, and (4) tools 
for minor repair work*
(131) Salts from and entrances to the orchestra
room and its accessor;; rooms are designed to 
care for maximum movement and safety of 
students and equipment*
(128) Instrument storage facilities are designed
to meet present and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used*
(140) The orchestra has aeeese to audio-visual aids, 
Including suitable motion pictures, film- 
strips, charts, pictures, a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tape reoorder, and 
uses these and other audio-visual aids as 
often as they can make a contribution to trie 
orchestral instruction program*
Important
(125) The orchestra room contains a floor space of 
at least eighteen square feet per person, in 
addition to space for aisles, piano, con­
ductor's stand, and other fur nit lit© and equipment *
(122) The oreliestra room contains at least 260 cubic 
feet of space per member*
(127) Practice rooms for orchestral Instrument® are 
at least six by eight; feet; for piano with 
one other instrument at least eight by ten 
feet; for small ensembles at least ten by twelve feet*
(136) Music books are stacked cm shelves and sheet 
music is filed properly In steel or wood filing cabinets*
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(181) The orchestra room Is located near the 
auditorium and stage.
(186) Small rooms. suitable for individual practice 
and small ensembles, are available.
(130) Office space, properly furnished. Is available 
to the orchestra director.
(135) The orchestral music library has a budget of 
at least $850 per year In a small school.
$500 per year In an average else school, 
and $950 per year In a large school.
(133) Students provide violins, flutes, clarinets, 
trumpets, and tenor trombones*
(137) kualo sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
(189) A separate room Is available for the Instru­
mental music library*




An examination of Table XX revealed that the Louie!ana 
music teachers ranked the observance of the twenty-one cri­
teria on facilities and equipment for orchestra In the follow­
ing orders
Excellently Observed
(125) Proper attention is given to illumination, 
heating, and ventilation in the orchestra 
room.
(131) Exits from and entrances to the orchestra 
room and its accessory rooms are designed 
to care for uaxJUaum movement and safety of 
students and equipment*
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(152) The school board furnish** the larger, moio 
unusual, arid moro expensive instruments*
(159) Arrangement* are made for proper Issuance of 
and the keeping of permanent records on all 
school-owned materials and equipment*
(125) The orchestra room contains a floor space of 
at least eighteen square feet per person* 
in addition to space for aisles* piano* 
conductor1* stand* and other furniture and 
equipment •
(155) students provide violins* flutes* clarinets* 
trumpets * and tenor trombones*
(124) The orchestra roam Is acoustically treated* 
free from excessive reverberation* and 
sound Insulated from other rooms*
Well Observed
(156) Music books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music is filed properly In steel or wood 
filing cabinets*
(140) The orchestra has access to audio-visual aids* 
including suitable motion pictures* film­
strips* charts, pictures* a phonograph* 
phonograph records* and a tape recorder, and uses these and other audio-visual aids as 
often as they can make a contribution t
the orchestral instruction program*
(122) The orchestra room contains at least 2>ao 




(141) School authorities provide funds for*
(1) capital outlay for materials and equip­
ment each year* (2) maintenance of permnent 
equipment, (5) insurance on uniforme, In­
struments, and other equipment* and (4) tools for min r repair work*
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(134) A m l 1-8alected and adequate collection of 
orchestral music ia available or long-range 
plana have been implemented to bring tala 
about•
(1%) Instrument storage facilities are designed 
to meet present and anticipated storage 
needs and are properly used*
Not Observed
(126) Small rooms, suitable for individual practice 
and small ensembles, are available*
(127) Practice room© for orchestral instruments are 
at least six by eight feet; for piano with 
one other instrument at least eight by ten 
feet; for small ensembles at least ten by 
twelve feet*
(130) Office space, properly furnished, is avail­
able to the orchestra director*
(129) A separate room is available for the instru­
mental usic library*
(137) Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
(135) The orchestral music library has a budget of 
at least $250 per year In a small school,
$5 00 per year in an average else school, and 
§950 per yeai In a large school*
(121) The orchestrc room is located near the audi­
torium and stage*
(138) 2£uslo stands are desk-type rather than fold­
ing-type*
An analysis of the rank listings above indicates that 
criterion number 125 was placed in the first category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of one; by the Louisiana music 
teachers in the first category with a rank of one* Criterion 
number 132 was placed In the first category by the national
j u » w  with a rank of two; by the Louisiana musi© teachers 
In the first category with a rank of two# Criterion 
number 124 was placed in fch© firat category by the national 
Juror© with a rank of thro©j by the Louisiana music teacher© 
in the firet category with a rank of ©even# Criterion number 
159 wa© plae©d In the firat category by the national jurors 
with a rank of three; by the Louisl* na music teacher© in tbs 
first category with a rank of four# Criterion number 154 was 
placed In the first category by the national Juror© with a 
rank of fire; by the louisiana music te*ehsrs in the fourth 
category with a rank of two# Criterion number 141 wa© 
placed in the flret category by the national Juror© with a 
rank of ©la; by the Louisiana miaic teacher® in the fourth 
category with a rank of on©# Criterion number 151 waa 
placed In the firat category by the national Juror® with a 
rank of a ©wen; by th > Louisiana music teacher© In the first 
category with a rank of two# Criterion number 128 was placed 
in the first category by the national jurors with a rank of 
eight; by the Louisiana anisic teachers in the fourth ©ate* 
gory with a rank of three. Criterion number 140 was placed 
In the first category by the national jurors with a rank 
of nine; by the Louisiana uu? ic teachers In the second cate* 
gory with a rank of two#
Criterion nuidber 123 was placed in the second category 
by the national Jurors with a rank of one; by the Louisiana
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anal* teachere In the first category with a rank of five* 
Criterion rtuiuber 18$ was placed in the second category by 
the national Jurors rlth a rank of twoj by the Louisiana 
finale teachers in the second category with a rank of three* 
Criterion number 197 wae placed in the second category by 
the national Jurors with a rank of three; by the Louisiana 
male teachers in the fifth category with a rank of one* 
Criterion number 156 was placed in the second category by 
the national Jurors with a rank of four; by the Louisiana 
b u s lo teachers in the second category with a rank of one* 
criterion masher 181 was placed in the second category by 
the national jurors with a rank of fire; by the Louisiana 
anisic teachers in the fifth category with a rank ©f seven* 
Criterion maaber 186 was placed in the second category by 
the national Jurors with a rank of five; by the Louisiana 
music teachers in the fifth category with a rank of one* 
Criterion nuanbe 130 was placed in the second category by 
the national Jurors with a rank of seven; by the Louisiana 
Basic teachers in the fifth category with a rank ©f one* 
Criterion number 135 was placed in the second category by 
the national Jurors with a rank of seven; by the Louisiana 
fflusic teachers in the fifth category with a rank of six* 
Criterion number 1ZZ was placed in the second category by 
the national Jurors with a rank of nine; by the Louisiana 
nusle teachers in the first category with a rank of five*
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Criterion number 137 was placed in the second category by 
the national jurors with a rank of nine; by the Louie lane 
music teaehera in the fifth oat©goiy with a rank of four* 
Criterion number 129 was placed In the second category by 
the national Jurors with a rank of eleven; by the Louisiana 
music teachers in the fifth category with a rank of four* 
Crlte ion number 13S was placed in the second category by 
the national jurors with a rank of twelve; by the Louisiana 
music teachers in the fifth category with a rank of eight*
Cn the basis of this analysis* facilities and equip­
ment for orchestra* in the nine senior high schools ex­
amined, met or exceeded the requirements with respect to the 
following criteriat
(IK) Proper attention is given to illumination* 
heating* and ventilation In the orchestra 
room*
(131) Exits from and entrances to the orchestra 
room and its accessory rooms are designed 
to ears for maximum movement and safety 
of students and equipment*
(152) *Phe school board furnishes the larger,
more unusual* and more expensive Instru­
ments*
(123) The orchestra room contains a floor space 
of at least eighteen square feet per 
pare on* in addition to space for aisles* 
plane* conductor** stand* and other 
furniture and equipment*
(133) Students provide violins* flutes* clarinets* 
trumpets* and tenor trombones*
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(136} Music books are stacked on shelves and shoot 
music is filed properly in steel or wood 
filing cabinets*
On the basis of this analysis, facilities and equip-* 
ment for orchestra* in the nine senior high school® ex- 
satined* failed to measure up to the following criteria*
(139) Arrangements are made for proper issuance 
of ana the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-owned materials and equipment*
(194) The orchestra room is acoustically treated* 
free from excessive reverberation* and 
sound Insulated from ether rooms.
(140) The orchestra has access to audio-visual 
aids* including suitable motion pictures* 
fllnatrips, charts, pictures* a phonograph* 
phonograph records* and a tape recorder* 
and uses these and other audio-visual
aids ae often as they can make a contribu­
tion to the orchestral instruction program*
(122) The orchestra room contains at least 260 
cubic feet of space per member.
(141) School authorities provide funds fort
(1) capital outlay for mat1 rials and equip­
ment each year, (2) maintenance of permanent 
equipment* (3) insurance on unlfoms* in­
struments, and other equipment, arid (4) tools 
for minor repair work.
(154) A well-selected and adequate collection of 
orchestral music is available or long-range 
plans have been implemented to bring this 
about*
(128) Instrument storage facilities ar© designed 
to meet present arid anticipated storage 
needs and are properly used*
(126) Small rooms* suitable for individual practice 









Practice rooms for orchestral instruments 
are at least six by eight f©et$ for piano 
with one othe * Instrument at least eight 
by ten feet) for email erisembles at least ten by teelve feet*
Cffice sacet properly furnished, 1® avail­
able to the orchestra director#
A separate roam le available for the in­
strumental music library#
Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
The orchestral music library baa a budget of 
at least $250 per year in a mall school, 
$500 per year in an average else school, 
and $950 per year In a large school#
The orchestra room 1? located near the audi­
torium and stage*
Music stands are desk-type rather than fold­
ing-type#
CHAFrm vxxi
iUFacAnani up ckxvsua • s o vocal .music
A HP
PACiLXTI&S Ai*X> SSn.lFMSm FOR VOCAL MUBIC
Hlnetaen of the 174 criteria proposed for validation 
dealt with the vocal music program* These criteria were 
Hated In Appendix I, items 148 through 160* Fourteen of 
the criteria proposed for validation related to facilities 
and equipment for vocal music In the elementary and sec­
ondary school. The so criteria were indicated In Appendix 
1* items 161 through 174.
In the first portion of Chapter XX, a detailed de­
scription of the procedure of validation for each of these 
thirty-three oriterla was presented. The application of 
criteria treated in the present chapter is concerned, not 
with toe vocal music program in any particular school, but 
with the program a s  it existed in thirty-four senior high 
schools In Louisiana during the 1963-54 school session.
X. Vocal Music
An examination of 'fable VXIX revealed that the 
national jurors ranked the nineteen criteria for vocal music 
















In choral rehearsal** consideration 1® gluon 
to interpretation* rhythm* diction* tone, 
faithfulness to notation* phrasing* mid 
general oftoot*
Rehearsals are planned with groat oar®*
Musical numbers for public performance are 
selected with great care*
Details of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care*
Policies regarding public performance are 
established Jointly by the choral director 
and the school principal*
At least two periods per week of forty- 
five minutes each are devoted to each of 
these groups*
Students receive instruction in and ere re­
sponsible for reasonable care of all school- 
owned materials and equipment*
Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern*
hoys chorus* girls chorus* and mixed chorus 
are elective organisations#
Opportu, ities for group singing are offered 
during recreation periods and in general student assemblies*
Vocalises and tone work are introduced in 
conjunction with perfecting the music* and 
their application is immediate and obvious*
Devotional music has a large place in the 
mxed ehorua repertoire#
Voices in the ehoruses are tested at least 
twice a year#
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(147) Small ensembles are organised under student 
direction and supervised by the choral 
director#
(146} Numerical strength in the small mixed chorus 
approximates the following i
Sopranos#* 8 Altos*•« 6
Tenors**•* S Basses*# 4
In larger choruses the same ratio Is main* 
tsined#
(158) Strict adherence to a definite seating 
arrangement Is observed#
(160) Choral music is memorised for public 
perf crmances •
arsyasa imort&m*
(144) Only changed voices are allowed in senior 
high school choruses*
(155) In rehearsals the chorus "warm® up" on music* 
not on exercises*
An examination of Table XXI revealed that the Louisiana 
music teachers ranked the observance of the nineteen crifcrla 
for vocal music In the following ordert
Kxeellently Cfcaerved
(142) Boys chorus* girls chorus, and mixed cliorue 
are elective organisations•
(145) At least two periods per week of forty-five 
minutes each arc devoted to each of these 
groups •
(159) iTuslcal numbers for public performance aie 
















Details of public performance arc planned 
end rehearsed with great care*
Policies regarding public performance are 
established Jointly by the choral director 
and the school principal#
In choral rehearsals, consideration Is 
given to interpretation* rhythm, diction* 
tone* faithfulness to notation* phrasing* 
and general effect#
Choral music Is memorised for public perform­
ance*
Devotional music has a large place in the 
mixed chorus repertoire.
Students receive instruction In and are re­
sponsible for reasonable core of all school** 
owned materials and equipment#
(Mil; changed voices are allowed in senior 
high school choruses#
Strict adherence to a definite seating 
arrangement is observed#
In rehearsals the chorus "warms up" on music# 
not on exerelsss#
well Observed
Rehearsals are planned with great care#
Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern#
Voices In the choruses are tested at least 
twice a year#
Vocalises and tone work are introduced In 
c o n j u n c t i o n  with perfecting t h e  music* and 
their application Is Immediate and obvious#
llode rately Observed
Numerical strength in the small mixed chorus
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approximates the following*
£ opraiioa • * & A 1  to» ««» 6
Tenors• * • • 5 basses»» 4
In larger choruses the earn© ratio Is main* 
taint .im
Poorly Observed
(148) Opportunities for group singing are offered 
during reoreatlon periods and In general 
student assemblies*
Hot Observed
(147) Sfcaall ensembles are organised under student 
direction and supervised by the choral 
dire©tor#
The validation of the criteria by the national jurors 
fell in three categories; the degree of observance of the 
criteria by the Louisiana music teachers fell In five eate* 
rorles* For purposes of comparison the three categories In 
the validation procedure, *hlch are Mvery important," 
"Important,® and “average Importance,19 were designated 
respectively as first, second, and third oaterorlea# The 
five categories In the application procedure, which are 
•excellently observed," '’well observed,® "moderately 
observed," poorly observed,® and "not observed,** were 
designated respectively as first, ascend, third, fourth, and 
fifth categories# References are road© In the discussion which 
follows to the variations of national jurors and Louisiana 
music teachers In their assignment to categories and ranks 
cf the nineteen criteria related to vocal music*
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An Analysis of the yank listings of the criteria at 
the beginning of this chapter lndlo&t&d that criterion 
number 155 was placed in the first category by the national 
jurors with a rank of one; by the Louisiana music teachers 
in the first ©ategox*y with a rank of six* Criterion number 
151 was placed in the first category by the notional jurors 
with a rank of two; by the Louisiana music teachers in the 
second category with a rank of one* Criterion number 150 
was placed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of three; by the Louisiana music teach*?rs in 
the first category with a rank of two* Criterion number 
158 was placed in the first category by the rational Jurors 
with a rank of four; by the Louisiana music teachers In 
the first category with a rank of four* Criterion number 
157 was placed In the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of five; by the Louisiana music teachers in 
the first category with s rank of five* Criterion number 
145 was placed In tho first, categuxy by the national Jurors 
with a rank of six; bv the Louisiana music teachers in the 
first category with a rank of two* Criterion number 150 
was placed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of seven; b the f<?ult;iana iousto teachers in 
the first category with a rank of nine* Criterion number 
154 was placed in the first category by the national juror© 
with a rank of eight; by the Louisiana music teachers in
i m
the second eatogory with a rank of two* Criterion number
148 waa plaoed in the first category by the national jurors
with a rank of nine; by the Louisiana music teachers in
the first category with a rank of one* Criterion number 
146 was placed in the first category by the national jurors
with a rank of ten; by the Louisiana music teachers In the
fourth category with a rank of one* Criterion number 156 
was placed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of eleven; by the Louisiana music teachers in 
the second category with a rank of four* Criterion number
149 was placed in the firs^ category by the national Jurors 
with a rank of twelve; by Che Louisiana music teachers in 
the first eategoxy with a rank of eight* Criterion number 
145 was placed in the first category by too national jurors 
with a rank of thirteen; b . the Louisiana music teachers 
in the second category with a rank of three*
Criterion number 147 was placed in the second cate­
gory by the national jurors with a rank of one; by the 
Xxmisi&na music teachers in the fifth category with a rank 
of one* Criterion number 146 was placed in the second 
category by tho national Jurors with a r.* nk of two; by the 
Louisiana music teacher's in the third category with a rank 
of one* Criterion number 162 was place' in the second cate­
gory by the national jurors with a rank of three; by the 
Louisiana usic teachers in tbs first category with fa rank
i m
of ten* Criterion nusfosr 160 was placed in the second eat©- 
gory by the national Jurors with a rank of three; by the 
Louisiana nualo teaeh^xe in the first category with a rank 
of sowan*
Criterion number 144 was placed In tbs third category 
tbs national jurors with a rank of one; by the Louisiana 
music tcaobera in the first category with a rank of ten# 
Criterion number 165 was placed in the third category by the 
national jurors with a rank of one; by the Louisiana muelo 
teachers In the first category with a rank of twelve.
On the basis of this analysis# the vocal music pro** 
graft, in the thlrty**four senior nigh schools examined# 
net or exceeded the requirements with respect to the follow* 
lng e iteriaj
(146) Boys chorus# girls chorus# and mixed chorus 
are elective organisations,
(143) At least two periods per week of fertyHfive 
minutes each are devoted to each of these 
groups,
(159) Musical numbers for public performance are 
selected with great care#
(158) Detail; of public performance are planned 
add rehearsed with great care*
(157) Folic5es regarding public performance are 
established jointly by the choral director 
and the school principal,
(160) Choral music is memorised for public performances.
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(149) Devotional mus i e has a large place in the 
slxid ehorus repertoire*
(144) Only changed voices are allowed In senior 
high school choruses •
(159) StrUI adherence to a definite seating 
arrangement la observed.
(155) In rehearsals the ehorus nwamui up* on music* 
not on exerciser*
Cm the basis of this analysis* toe vocal male pro­
gram* 1m the thirty-four senior high schools examined* 
failed to measure up to the following criteria!
(153) In choral rehearsals* consideration Is given 
to Interpretation* rhythm* diction* tone* 
faithfulness to notation* phrasing* and 
general effect*
(150) Students receive instruction in and are re­
sponsible for reasonable care of all school- 
esned materials and equipment*
(151) Rehearsals are planned with great care*
(154) hehearsaXs are varied and do mot follow a 
fixed pattern*
(145) Voices In the choruses are tested at least 
twice a year*
(156) Vocalises and tone work are introduced in 
conjunct 1̂ ;. with perfacting the music* and 
their application is 1:mediate and obvious*
(146) Aaaerleal strength in the small mixed chorus 
approximates the followingt
S o p r a n o h  Altos*** 6
Tenors***• 5 3asses»* 4
In larger choruses the seme ratio Is main­
tained*
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(148) opportunities for gro\*p singing ere offered 
liurloi recreation periods and in general 
student assemblies#
(147) Swell ensembles are organised under student 
direction and supervised by the choral 
director#
IX. Faqllltlaa and Banlgaant for Vocal Wttala
An examination of Table 7111 revealed that the 
national Jurors ranked the fourteen criteria on fee 11 it lee 
and equipment for vocal music In the following orders
Very Important
(163) Proper attention Is given to illumination*
heating* and ventilation in the choral room#
(169) Literary excellence and suitability of the 
text receive Important consideration in 
the selection of choral material#
(175) Arrangements are made for the proper Issuance of and the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-owned material® and equipment#
(162) The choral room Is acoustically treated* free 
from excessive reverberation* and sound In­
sulated from ether rooms#
(167) Platforms or risers are available for choral 
groups#
(166) Saits from and entrances to the choral room 
and its accessory rooms are designed to care for naxlmum movement and safety of students 
and equipment#
(172) Vestmenta are stored in moth-proof cabinets#
Important
(161) Tbs choral room contains a floor space of at 
least fifteen square feet per person* in
addition to space Tor a sloa, piano, con** 
duetor*8 stand, and other furniture and 
equipment*
(170) Music hooks are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music Is filed properly in steel or wood 
filing cabinets*
(164) Office space, properly furnished is ana liable 
to the choral director*
(168) A large choral group requires a budget of at
least $200 per year for music; a small choral 
group requires at least $100 per year for 
music*
(165) Small rooms, adequate for Individual practice 
and siaall ensembles, are available*
(171) Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
(174) The chorus has access to audio-visual aids, 
including suitable motion pictures, film­
strips, Charts, pictures, a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tape recorder, 
and uses these and other audio-visual aids 
as often as they can make a contribution 
to the choral program of Instruction*
Average Importance 
Wone
An examination of Table XXXI revealed that the 
Louisiana music teach ore ranked the observance of the cri­
teria on facilities and equipment for vocal nusio in the 
following orders
gKoellently Observed
(170) Music books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
music Is filed properly in steel or wood 
filing cabinets*
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(167) Platforms or risers era available for choral groups*
(163) Proper attention la given to Illumination* 
heating, and ventilation in the ohoral room#
(173) Arrangements are made for the proper Issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on all 
school**owned materials and equipment*
Well Observed
(169) Literary excellence and suitability of the 
text receive Important consideration in the 
selection of choral material#
BoderatalT absorvofl
(174) The chorus has access to audio-visual aids* 
including suitable motion pictures, film­
strips* charts* pictures* a phonograph* 
phonograph records* and a tape recorder* 
and uses these and other audio-visual aids 
as often as they can make a contribution to 




(165) Small rooms, adequate for individual practice 
and small ensembles* are available*
(172) Vestments are stored In moth-proof cabinets*
(164) Office space, properly furnished* Is avail­
able to the choral director*
(171) 3£uslo sorting racks large enough to hold a
cmplet© set of concert folios are available
and are properly labeled#
(168) A larr© clioral group receives a budget of at 
least $200 per year for musicf a small choral 
group reoelves at least $100 per year for 
music*
@05
(169) The choral room is aoouetieally treated* free 
from excessive reverb®rat ion* and sound In* 
aulated fran other rooms*
(166) Exits from end entrances to the choral room 
and its accessory rocsas are designed to oar® 
for maximum movement and safety of students 
and equipment*
(161) The choral room contains a floor space of at 
least fifteen square feet per person, in 
addition to space for aisles# piano* eon* 
duster’s stand* and other furniture and 
equipment *
An analysis of the rank listings above indicated that 
criterion number 165 was plaoed in the first category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of onaf by the Louisiana music 
teachers In the first category vlth a rank of three* Cri­
terion number 169 was placed in the first category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of twoj by the Louisiana music 
teachers In the second category with a rank of one. Cri­
terion number 175 was plaoed in the first category by the 
national Jurors with a rank of threef by the Louisiana music 
teachers in the first category with a rank of four* Criterion 
number 169 was placed In the first category by the national 
Jurors with a rank of fourj by the Louisiana music teachers 
In the fifth eategory with a rank of six* Criterion number 
167 was placed in the first category by the national jurors 
with a rank of five; by the Louisiana music te&chcrs in the 
first category with a rank of two* Criterion number 166 was 
placed in the first category by the national Jurors with a
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rank of six; by the Louisiana music teachers In the fifth 
category with a rank of seven* Criterion number 172 was 
plaoed In the first category by the national jurors with a 
rank of a even; by the Louisiana music teachers in the fifth 
category with a rank of two*
Criterion nus&er 161 was plaoed in the second category 
by th national Jurors with a rank of onej by the Louisiana 
music teachers in the fifth category with a rank of eight* 
Criterion number 170 was placed in the second category by the 
national jurors with a rank of twoj by the Louisiana music 
teachers in the first category with a rank of one* Criterion 
number 164 was placed In the second category by the national 
jurors with a rank of three; by the Louisiana music teachers 
in the fifth category with a rank of three* Criterion number 
168 was placed in the second cate pry by the national jurors 
with a rank of four; by the Louisiana music teas ers in the 
fifth category with a rank of five* Criterion number 165 
was placed in the aec nd category by the national Jurors with 
a rank of five; by the Louisiana music teachers In the fifth 
category with a rank of one* Criterion number 171 was placed 
in the second category by the national jurors with a rank of 
six; by th© Louisiana music teachers in the fifth category 
with a rank of four* Criterion number 174 was placed in the 
second category by the national Jurors with a rank of seven;
toy the Louisiana music teaohers in ths third category with 
a rank of one*
On ths basis of this analysis, the facilities and 
equipment for vocal wusle, In ths thirty-four aenl r high 
schools txaalnedi met or exceeded ths requirements with 
respect to the following criteria!
(170) &usle books are stacked on shelves and sheet music Is filed properly In steel or wood filing oabinete*
(167) Platforms or risers arc available for choral groups*
On the basis of this analysis, facilities and equip­
ment for vocal music, in the thirty-four senior high schools 
examined, failed to measure up to the following criteria!
(163) Proper attention is given to Illumination,heating, and ventilation in the choral room*
(173) Arrangements are made for the proper issuance of and the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-owned materials and equipment*
(169) Literary excellence and suitability of the 
text receive important consideration in the selection of choral material*
(174) The chorus has access to audio-visual aids, 
ineluding suitable motion pictures, film­strips, pictures, charts, a phonograph, 
phonograph records, and a tape recorder, and uses these and other audio-visual aids os often as they can make a contribution to the 
choral program of Instruction*
(166) Small rooms, adequate for individual practice 
and small ensembles, are available*
(172) Vestments are stored in moth-proof cabinets*
(164) Office space, properly furbished, in available 
to thcs choral director*
(171) Music sorting racks large enough to hold a
collate ret of concert folios ar*? available 
and are properly labeled*
(168) A large horal group r equips a bv,td<:■>. t of at
least: pat* year., tor mai&f a ’sg 11 *phoral
group requires at least glbb per yeu,r for
SQBUSlO#
(168) The choral room la aeeuetieally treated, free 
from e*.cee'eiVf; reverberation* and sound in­
sulated from other rooms*
(loo) salts from and entrances to the uhoral room 
and its acocc.ihry rooms ale ‘bgpiguua'' to ■ cure 
for mn.v It movement and ^ l e My of si tad onto 
and eqli;u*rit,
(161) The chor. 1 room contains a floor space of at least fifteen square feet per person* in 
addition to space for aisle*;,1'pinu^* conduc­





In this study the writer formulated and validated 
a list of criteria applicable to a framework for music 
education In the elementary and secondary school# One 
hundred seventy-four proposed criteria were submitted to 
and validated by fifty leading music education authorities 
in America* These criteria dealt with six major areas of 
aisle education and the facilities and ecsulpment necessary 
to music instruction In these areas« (X) elementary class**
room music (2) general music (5) piano class (4} band
(5) orchestra (6) vocal music#
The criteria were applied to those senior high schools 
in Louisiana offering instruction in general music, orchestra, 
and piano class during the 1953-54 school session# At the 
same tine, the band and vocal music programs in these hi^h 
schools were surveyed, together with the elementary class* 
room music program in the elementary schools attached to 
the senior high schools* In this manner the criteria were 
applied to forty senior high schools, with a staff of 
seventy-eight music teachers located In thirty parish and 
city school systems*
aos
The criteria dealing with elementary classroom music 
were applied to nineteen programs of elementary classroom 
anle* these schools met or exceeded the requirements with 
respeot to the following writerlet
(82) The classroom nsusio program ia designed to 
develop e genuine love end appreciation of 
good music and an increased desire to 
participate in musical activities*
(8) Beery child in the elementary school receives 
Instruction In classroom music#
(6) The music coordinator visits each elementary 
classroom for a period of at least thirty 
minutes each week#
(15) Classroom music is taught in ths classroom# 
net in a special music room#
(10) Phonographs are made available and are used 
by every classroom teacher*
(18) Opportunities are provided for assembly
sinking# which is an outgrowth of the regular 
classroom muslo program*
The nineteen elementary schools failed to oonqply with the
following orlterla on elementary classroom musict
(7) Ths music co-ordinator provides ths class** 
room teacher with help and guidance# a 
knowledge of available materials and de­
vices# and with many practical ideas# all 
of which are in keeping with the abilities 
and Interests of the classroom teacher*
(11) Classroom music affords experiences int 
(1) singing# (8) listening# (3) motion to 
music# (4) the playing of instruments#
(8) creative activities# and (6) mt&lo 
reading*
(1) Music education is conceived as an aspect
m m
of the entire process of elementary educ­
ation*
(16) Children acquire an eaten®Ive repertory of
songs of the kind cornu only found in "assembly- 
type* song books*
(19) Special music program are a natural outgrowth 
of the classroom music program*
(16) Rhytta and melody instruments are used for 
value® of their own and not In any sense as 
direct preparation for Instrumental study •proper.*
(SO) BCLenmntary classrooms contain flexible furni­
ture* thereby Insuring adequate space for 
classroom music activities*
(9) Classroom teachers have access to single
copies of music books In addition to those in
the basic textbook series.
(a) Classroom teachers offer instruction in music
daily*
(14) Classroom teachers take advantage of opportuni­
ties which arise for the correlation of music 
with other subjects*
(91) Id stoning is woven into the fabric of all
classroom music activities rather than treated 
as a separate activity*
(3) At least one hundred minutes per week are 
devoted to music in each elementary classroom*
(17) All children have experiences with rhythm 
instruments, melody Instruments* or real in*8trument®.
(4) Classroom music is taught by tin© classroom 
teacher with the assistance of a atusi© person 
who server' as co-ordinator of music instruc­tion in the elementary school*
(8) Classroom teachers arc provided in-service train­
ing in music by means of study groups * workshops #
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and extension courses»
(19) Recordings or song» in the basic textbooks 
are available and are used by every class*" 
room teaclisr*
In the application of criteria dealing with facilities 
and equipment for elementary classroom music to nineteen 
elementary schools, the requirement#! of the following eri~ 
terla were met or exceeded t
(23) Except in Jrads lf music textbooks are Issued 
to each child*
The nineteen elementary schools failed to comply with the 
following criteria on facilities and equipment for elementary 
classroom music i
(24) Each classroom teacher is provided with 
manuals or guides to the music textbooks*
(26) Suitable motion picture films or filmstrips 
are available*
(29) A radio Is available to each classroom 
teacher*
(28) A minimus of $100 per year for each twelve 
classroom teachers la provided for the 
purchase of recordings other than those of 
the songs In basic textbooks*
(34) Suitable melody Instruments are available 
to each classroom teacher*
(52) Each classroom teacher is provided with and 
uses a pitch-pipe*
(31) A tape recorder is available to each classroom 
teacher*
(30) A piano is available to each classroom teacher
(33) Suitable rhythm instruments are available to
BIX
each classroom teacher*
(85} Professional books dealing with music educa­
tion ere available to classroom teachers *
(87) Che phonograph la available for at least each 
two ol&a&roam teachers•
The criteria dealing with general music were applied 
to teenty programs in ae many senior schools. These
aehools net or exceeded the requirements of the following 
orIterlat
(41) Cener&l Music Is open to all pupils, regard* 
less of previous one leal experiences*
(42) General Music is taught by a special t&uslc 
teacher*
(40) A minimum of two periods per week of forty*
five minutes each is devoted to General Music 
In the Senior High School*
(44) The enrollment of the General Music Class 
does not exceed that of a normal high school 
class*
(45) General Music classes are held In a special 
music room with essential equipment*
(46) General nuelo requires a variety of activities. 
The twenty senior high school a failed to comply with the 
following criteria for eneral music#
(50) Provision is made In General Music for listen­
ing to music beyond the performing ability 
of the class*
(49) General £&ialc provides exploratory experiences 
in sin&ing* listening creative activity, rhythm, interpretation, dramatisation, appro ela­
tion, and familiarity with music In history and 
in current events*
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(46) General Music is the trunk of a developBwmtal 
program of nuslc, not a course at a certain 
level# and the various specialties are lie 
branches*
(47) General ftusie la not Just a review of what h a s  gone before# but a  r©*eyntheals of mu* 
ileal experience* In terms of new activities# deeper experiences# more precise and con** 
trolled expression# and wider horlsons*
(45) General Music Is an exploratory or orientation 
course designed to provide that general In* 
formation and experience about music which the 
weXX*infomed person should have#
(51) Projects and units are used in the teaching of 
General Jfuslo#
(39) General MUsle Is required in the Senior High 
School for one year only#
In the application of criteria dealing with facilities 
and equipment fer general music to titenty senior high schools, 
t h e  requirements of the following criteria were mat or ex* 
eeededi
Hone
Ths twenty senior high schools failed to comply with the 
following criteria for facilities and equipment for general 
musicj
(52) A special room# containing a piano# radio# 
phonograph# suitable recordings # text and 
reference books# and adequate storage 
facilities for music# is provided for the 
teaching of General Music#
(55) The school has a central phonograph record 
library supplied by public funds#
The criteria dealing with piano class were a p p lie d  to
ax®
piano olui in ono settlor high school only f : nasrauoh as It 
vos ths only senior high school offering piano class instruc­
tion during the 1955-54 school session* This school met or 
exceeded the requirements of the following criteria t
(54) Piano classes meet for a minimum of two one- 
hour periods per week*
(55) Piano classes are taught by a nusic teacher 
who has had special training in the techniques 
of teaching piano by the class method»
(5b) Participation in group instruction In piano 
is Halted to a maximum of two years for any 
individual student#
(58) Students are encouraged to "play by ear" In 
the piano class*
(59) Efforts are made to correlate singing and 
playing in piano classes#
This school failed to comply with the following criterion for
piano classt
(57) hatters of general musicianship are taught In 
the piano class#
In the application of criteria dealing with facilities 
and equipment for piano class to the one senior high school 
examined, the requirements of the following criteria were met 
or exceeded s
(60) At least one piano, the best possible, is 
provided for class piano inafcr'aefcion*
(61) Silent keyboards with raised keys are 
provided for each student in piano class«
(65) Suitable textbooks are provided for piano 
classes•
8X4
This school failed to comply with the following criterion for
facilities and equipment for piano class; £
(52) Folding racks for music* and chairs and tables 
6f the proper height are provided*
The criteria dealing with band were applied to thirty* 
one program in as many senior high schools* These schools 











is an elective organisation*
k minimum of two periods per mw k of forty* 
five minutes each Is devoted to band, plus 
sect1one1 rehearsals or class Instruction of 
at least forty-five minutes per week*
Efforts are made to educate and guide pupils 
and their parents in the selection of in* 
strunexsts most suitable to the pupils*
characteristics and most likely to give them 
the widest opportunities for success*
13archin is a legitimate and essential 
function of the band*
Felleles regarding public performance ere 
established jointly by the band director 
and the school principal*
Details of public performance are planned 
and rehearsed with great care*
To allow for the proper division of students accord in to proficiency* at least two bands 
are organised in each school*
Rehearsals ere varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern*
Braun, woodwind* and percussion sectional re­
hearsals are held at least once each week*
The band has student officers and student 
conductors*
(77) In rehearsals, the baud "warm® up* on music, not on exercises.
The thirty-one senior high school# failed to ctriply with the
following orltorla for hand*
(79) Hue leal numbers for public performance are selected with great cars*
(81) The band la not built up at the expanse of
other equally important i;rualcal orcanistations and the musical development of the entire 
school.
(78) Students resolve Instruction In and are re- 
sponsible fur reasonable oars of all school- 
owned materials and equipment*
(69) Desired instrumentation is planned several 
years in advance*
(75) Rehearsals are planned with great ears*
(88) The concert band conforms to the Instrumentation 
listed below which la nearest it in slaei
TOTAL......... S& *£ fii §& 2ft §fi 22 100
Piesolo.•••••«...« 1 1 1 1 1 1
Flute......... 2 3 o 5 5 5 6 6
9-flat Clarinet.•* 2 2 2 2 2 2B-flat Clarinet... 8 10 12 12 14 16 22 24 86Alto Clarinet..... 2 2 5 3 4 4 5Baas Clarinet..... 1 *X 2 3 4 4 8Soprano 'axophone• 1
Alto £«*ophone.... 1 i 1 2 2 2 2 2 3Tenor Saxop?,one... i 1 2 2 2 2 2 3Baritone Saxophone l 1 1 1 1 1 1 2Bass Saxopnene.*#. 1 1 1 1 1Oboe.......... i 2 2 2 2 2 5 3English horn#. . . . . 1 1 1 1Bassoon. 1 i 2 2 3 3 8 3 4Manet, friupet*•. 4 5 5 6 7 7 7 S 8
Fluegel horn...••. 2 2 8French Horn....... 5 4 4 6 6 8 6 8 6Baritone 1 1 1 8 2 2 2 2 38 5 3 8 5 3 3 4
Tuba........... 1 5 5 3 5 4 4  5 ©
far suss ion# »* »•••«» @ 2 5 4 4 4 4 5  5
String has®,*.*,*•* 1 2 2 2 fi 2 £2
(73) Small enaeiiblea are organised under student
direction and supervised by too band director#
(55) Band la offered only when there ia sufficient 
interest for minimum instrumentation*
In the application dealing with facilities &nd equips
nent for band to the thirty-one senior high schools ex­
amined, the requirements of the following criteria were scat
Music stands are da ok-type rather than the 
folding-type#
Students provide flute®, piccolos, 5-flat 
clarinets, alto saxophones, comets, trumpets, 
and tenor trombones.
Arrangements arc made for the proper issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-owned materials and equipment*
A separate room is available for the instru­
mental rxxs i© library#
Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
eomploie ;■ret of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
Office space, properly furnished, is available 
to the band director#
Instrument storage facilities are designed to 
meat present and anticipated storage needs and 
arc properly used#
itu/ii c bo oka are stacked on gJielves and ah set 
music is filed properly in rteel or wood 
filing cabinets*












equipment* instruments* and library# before It 
obtains a eat of unlfom»•
(102) Uniforms are stored in moth-proof cabin©to * 
with the caps being placed on ventilated 
shelve**
The thirty-* ne eenlor high echo ole failed to comply with the 
following criteria on faeilitle* and equipment for bands
(87) Proper attention la given to illumination* 
heating* and ventilation In the band room*
(94) The achool beard furnishes the larger* more 
unusual* and more expensive instruments.
(96 A well-selected and adequate collection of 
band music Is available or long-range plans 
have been Implemented to bring this about*
(92) &tlta from and entrances to the band room and 
its accessory rooms are designed to care for 
maximum movement and safety of students and 
equipment*
(104) The band has aoceas to audlo-vlsual aids* 
including suitable motion picturas* film­
strips* charts* pictures* a phonograph* 
phonograph records* and a tape recorder* 
and uses these and other audio-visual aids 
as often as they can make a contribution to 
the band instruction program*
(84) The band room contains at least 260 cublo 
feet of space per person*
(105) School authorities provide funds fori (1) capi­
tal outlay for materials and equipment each 
year* (2) maintenance of permanent equipment*
(3) insurance on uniform©* instruments* and 
other equipment* and (4) tools for minor repair 
work*
(65) The band room contains floor space of at least 
eighteen square feet per person* in addition 
to space for aisles* piano* conductor1** stand* 
and oth©r furniture and equipment*
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(86) The band room Is acoustically treated* free 
from excessive reverberation# and sound in** 
aulatad from other rooms*
(91) Practice rooms for band Instrument© arc at
least sir by eight fasti for piano with one 
other instrument at least eight by tan feet; 
for small ensembles at least ten by twelve 
feet*
(90) Small rooms* adequate for Individual practice 
and small ensembles* are available*
(97) The band music library has a budget of at
least $250 per year In a small school* $500 
ear year In an average sice school, and 
$950 per year in a large school#
(85) The band room is located near the auditorium
and stage*
The criteria dealing with orchestra were applied to 
nine programs in as many senior high schools# These schools 
met or exceeded the requirements of the following criteriaj
(106) Orchestra is an elective organisation#
(107) 4 minimum of two periods per week of forty-five
minutes each is devoted to it* plus sectional 
rehearsals or olass instruction of forty-five 
minutes per week*
(117) Policies regarding public performance are
established Jointly by the orchestra director 
and school principal*
(119) he tails of public perfonmnoe are planned and 
rehearsed with great ©are#
(116) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a fixed 
pattern#
(116) In rehearsal the orchestra "warms up" on music# 
not on exercises*
(112) The orchestra has student officers and student 
conductors#
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The nlnt senior high schools failed to comply with the follow** 
lag criteria for orchestral
(119) Students reoeiva Instruction In and ar^ re-* 
sponsible for reasonable care of all school 
owned materials and equipment *
(118) rmeloal numbers for public performance are 
eeleoted with great care.
(114) Rehearsals are planned with great a are.
(180) The orchestra conforms to the Instrumentation 
listed below which la nearest It In sis©:
TOT At*» *••••*« ****** isO 3 0 42 82 60 70 80 90 100
Flute**••*•«• 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
..... 1 l 2 2 3 3 3 3
Clarinet** ••* 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Bassoon****** 1 1 3 8 2 2 2 3
French Hern.* 6 2 3 4 4 4 3 6
Trumpet*..«•• 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 4
Trombone**. •• 1 1 3 2 3 3 3 3
Tuba....... i 1 1
Harp.••••••*• 1 1 1 2Percussion* *♦ 1 1 1 I 3 3 3 3
violin I.**** 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20
Violin IX*.*. 6 6 8 10 13 14 16 18
Viola******** 2 4 5 7 6 10 10 12
Cello* »•*•*.* 3 4 S 7 a 8 10 10
String Bass** 1 3 3 4 4 6 8 8
Plano.******* 1 1 1 1
(109) Desired Instrumentation Is planned several 
years In advance,
(111) Small ensembles are organised under student 
direction and supervised by the orchestra 
director*
(110) Tims Is allotted for sectional rehearsals of 
the orchestra*
(106) To allow for the proper division of students 
according to proficiency* at least two orclv* 
estras are organised In each school*
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m  the application of criteria dealing with facilities 
and equipment for orchestra to the nine senior high coho ole 
examined, the requirements of the following criteria were met 
or exceeded s
(125) froper attention la given to illumination, 
heating, and ventilation In the orchestra 
room,
(131) Salta from and entrance® to the orchestra 
room and Its accessory rooms are designed 
to eare for maximum movement and safety of 
student e and equipment *
(132) The school hoard furnishes the larger, more 
unusual, and more expensive instruments*
(123) The orchestra room contains a floor apace 
of at least eighteen square feet per person,
In addition to space for aisles, piano, 
conductor'e stand, and ofcĥ r furniture and 
equipment*
(133) Students provide violins, flutes, clarinets, 
trumpets, and tenor trombones*
(136) ifuslo books are stacked on shelves and sheet 
auslo is filed properly In steel or wood 
filing eablnets*
The nine senior high schools failed to comply with the follow­
ing criteria on facilities and equipment for orchestras
(139) Arrangements are made for proper Issuance of 
and the keeping of permanent records on all 
school-owned materials and equipment*
(124) The orchestra room Is acoustically treated, 
free from excessive reverberation, and sound Insulated from other rooms*
(140) The orchestra has access to audio-visual aids, 
including suitable motion pictures, film­
strips, charts, pictures, a phonograph, phono­












tbase and other audlo-vlsual aids as often as 
they can make a oojatrlbut Ion to the orchestral 
instructIon program*
Tha orchestra row contains at least 260 cubic 
feet of space par member*
School authorities provide funds for?
(1) capital outlay for materials and equip* 
sent each year, (2) maintenance of permanent 
equipment* (3) insurance on uniforms* in* 
struxaents* end other equipment* and (4) tools 
for minor repair work*
A well*eeleoted and adequate collection of 
orchestral music Is available ox4 long*range 
plans have been Implemented to bring this 
about*
Instrument storage facilities are designed 
to meet present and anticipated storage needs 
and are properly used#
Small rooms* suitable for Individual practice 
and small ensemble a* are available*
Practice rooms for orchestral instruments 
are at least six by eight feet; for piano with 
one other instrument at least eight by ten 
feet| for small ensembles at least ten by 
twelve fe t.
Office space* properly furnished* is available 
to the orchestra director*
A separate room is available for the Instru­
mental music library*
Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
The orchestral music library has a budget of 
at least <??250 per year in a small school*
#500 per year in an average also school* 
and £950 per year in a large school*
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(121) Vh» orchestra room is located near the 
audit or inn and sta-.©*
(138) Musi© stands are desk-type rather than the folding-type.
The crltaria dealing with vocal music war© applied 
to thirty-four programs in as many senior high schools* These 












Boys chorus » girls chorus, and ^ixed chorus 
are eleotlve organisations*
At least two periods per week of forty-five 
minutes each are devoted to each of these 
groups*
Xus leal numbers for public performance are 
©elected with great care*
lets lie of public performance are planned and 
rehearsed with great care*
Pollolas regarding public performance are 
established Jointly by the choral director 
and the school principal*
Choral music is memorised for public per­
formance*
Devotional music has a large place In the
mixed chorus repertoire*
Only changed voices are allowed in senior 
high school choruses#
Strict adherence to a definite seating arrange* 
ment is observed#
in rehearsals the chorus "warms up" on music * 
not on exercises*
The thirty-four senior high schools failed to comply with the
following criteria Tor vooal music*
(153) In choral rehearsals* consideration is given 
to Interpretation* rhythm* diction* tone* 
faithfulness to notation* phrasing* and 
general effeet*
(150) Students reeelve instruction In and are re4* 
sponeibl© for reasonabl care of all school- 
owned materials and equipment*
(151) Rehearsals are planned with great oar©*
(154) Rehearsals are varied and do not follow a 
fixed pattern*
(145) Voices in the choruses are tested at least 
twice a year*
(156) Vocalises and tone work are Introduced In 
conjunction with perfecting the music* and 
their application is Immediate and obvious*
(146) Humerioal strength in the small mixed chorus approximates the followings
Sopranos** B Altos*•« 6
Tenors**** 5 Basses** 4
In larger choruses the same ratio is main­
tained*
(148) Opportunities for group singing are offered 
during recreation periods and in general 
student assemblies*
(147) Small ensembles are organised under student 
direction and supervised by the choral 
director*
In the appliestIon of criteria dealing with facilities
e
and equipment for vocal music to the thirty-four senior high 
schools examined* the requirements of the following criteria 
were met or exceeded!
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(170) Iflusle books are sbooked on shelves and sheet 
music Is filed properly In steel or wood 
filing cabinets#
(167) Platforms or risers are available for the ohoral groups#
The thirty-four senior high schools failed to comply with the 
following erlterla on fee ill ties and equipment for vocal 
ansles
{165} Proper attention Is given to Illumination*
heating* and ventilation in the choral room*
(175) Arrangements are made for the proper issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records on 
all school-owned materials and equipment*
(169} Literary excellence and suitability of the 
text receive Important consideration In the 
selection of ohoral material*
(174) The chorus has access to audio-visual aids* 
including suitable motion pictures* film- 
strips* charts* pictures* a phonograph* 
phonograph records* and a tape recorder* 
and uses these and other audio-visual aids 
as often as they can make a contribution to 
the choral program of instruction*
(166) Small rooms* adequate for Individual practice 
and small ensembles* are available*
(172) Vestments are stored In moth-proof cabinets*
(164) Office space* properly furnished* Is available 
to the choral director*
(171) Music sorting racks large enough to hold a 
complete set of concert folios are available 
and are properly labeled*
(168) A large ohoral group requires a budget of at least $200 per year for tausici a small 
ohoral group requires at least §100 per year 
for uusic*
(162) The choral room la so oust leal ly treated, free from excessive reverberation, and sound In-* suleted from other rooms*
(166) Sxite from and entrances to the ohoral room and its accessory rooms are deal ned to care for maximum movement and safety of students and equipment,
(161) The choral room contains floor space of at least fifteen square feet per pmi&on In 
addition to space for aisles, piano, conductor*a stand, and other furniture and equipment*
11* Conclusions
The following oconclusions were made as a result of 
this study i
(1) The criteria developed in this study provide an 
appropriate frame of reference for the evaluation of a pro* 
gram of music education In the elementary and secondary 
school#
(2) Additional studies need to be made of the six 
areas of music education treated in this study*
(3) Criteria suitable for evaluating the philosophy, 
content, and methods of Instruction In music education need 
to be devel pad*
(4) In the Louisiana schools examined, weaknesses 
were found with respect to the observance of certain criteria 
in the six areas studied.
(5) During tli© 1 9 5 3 * 5 4  school soon ion, 308 white 
elementary schools offered Instruction in elementary class*
m
room music, four in piano clasp, 215 In band, thirteen In 
orchestra, and 108 In voc«l music* At the a?am© time thirty 
white junior high schools offered instruction In general 
muale, two In piano class, thirty-one in band, three in 
orchestra, and twenty-three In vocal music* During the same 
period thirty-four wuite senior high schools offered In* 
etruetIon in general music, one in piano clas^, @15 in band, 
thirteen In orchestra, and 217 In vocal music* In order to 
aake male instruction available to every child In the schools 
of Louisiana, additional iroaic instruct I n  must be made 
available.
(6) The need for additional instruction in piano 
class and orchestra Is acute at thr elementary, junior high, 
and senior high school levelas the need for additional general 
music instruction is acute at the sen:or high school level*
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VALIDATI ON OF CRITEHIA POE MUSIC EDUCATION IN TOE
elshknta y  and secondary school
For Ouidanoe In the Evaluation of huele Education 
In the Elementary and Secondary School
Please read each proposed criterion and in­
dicate lta validity by encircling the proper letters 
in the left margin*
KLYi vi - very important
1 - important ai ~ average importance 
11 - little Importance 
nl - not Important






▼1 1 al 11 nl 1* Music education la conceived as an
aspect of the entire process of 
elementary aduoatlon*
v l  1 al 11 nl 2* Every child In the elementary s c h o o l
receives Instruction in classroom 
music*
▼1 1 al 11 ni 3. At least one hundred minutes per week
are devoted to music in each elemen- 
tary classroom*
vl 1 al 11 ni 4* Classroom inuslo la taught by the
classroom teacher with the aaalstance 
of a music person who serves aa a co­
ordinator of music instruction In the 
elementary school*
vl 1 al II ni 5, The music co-ordinator visits each
elementary classroom for a period 
of at least thirty minutes each 
week*
vl 1 al 11 r 1 6* Classroom teachers offer InstructionIn music dally*
vl 1 al 11 nl 7. The music co-ordinator provides the
classroom teacher with help and &uld- 
ante* a knowledge of available 
materials and devices* and with many 
practical Ideas* all of which are In 
keeping with the abilities and 
interests of the classroom teacher*
vl 1 ai II nl 3* Classroom teachers are provided In-
service training In music by means 
of study groups * workshops, and 
extension courses*
Ml
Ti 1 al 11 nl 9# Cl* so room teachers have access to
single copies of music books in 
addition to thcee In the basic text* 
book series*
vl 1 al 11 nl 10* Phonographs are made available and are
used by every classroom teacher*
vl 1 al 11 nl lift Classroom music affords experiences
ini (1) singing* (8) listening*
(5) motion to music* (4) the play* 
ing of instruments* (3) creative 
activities* and (6) music reading#
vl 1 al 11 nl 12# Opportunities are provided for
assembly alngin ;* which la an out* 
growth of tee regular classroom music 
program#
vl 1 al 11 nl 13» Recording© of songs in the basic
textbooks are made available and are 
used by every classroom teacher#
v l  1 al 11 ni Id* Classroom teachers take advantage
of opportunities which arise for 
the correlation of music with other 
subjects#
vl 1 al 11 nl 13# Classroom music is taught In the
classroom* not in a special music 
room#
vl 1 ai 11 ni 16# Children acquire an extensive
repertory of songs of the kind comr.only 
found In "assembly*^peR song books#
vl 1 al 11 ni 17# All children have experience© with
rhythm Instruments* melody instruments* 
or real instruments#
vl 1 ai li ni 18# Rhythm and melody instruments are
used for values of their own and not 
in any sense as direct preparation 
for instrumental study "proper#w
vl i ai 11 nl 19* Special music programs are a natural
outgrowth of the classroom music 
program#
vl i al It nl 20* Elementary class rooms contain flex*
Ibla furniture, thereby Insuring 
adequate space for classroom music activities*
vl 1 ai 11 nl 21* Listening la woven into the fabric
of all classroom music activities 
rather than treated as a separate 
activity*
vl 1 al 11 nl 28* The classroom music program is de­
signed to develop a genuine love 
and appreciation of good music and 
an increased desire to participate 
in musical activities*
agd fffluigaajrt fo£
Klementary Class room o
vl 1 al 11 nl 23* Except in ^rade 1, music textbooks
are Issued to each child*
vl 1 al 11 nl 24* Bach classroom teacher is provided
with manuals or guides to the music 
textbooks*
vl 1 al 11 nl 25* Professional books dealing with
music education are available to classroom teachers*
vl 1 al 11 nl 26* Suitable motion picture films and
filmstrips are available*
vl 1 al 11 nl 27* One phonograph Is available forat least each two classroom 
teachers «
vl 1 al 11 nl 28* A minimum of $100 per year for
each twelve classroom teachers is 
provided for the purchase of re­
cordings other than those of the 
songs In basic textbooks*
vl 1 al 11 ni 29* A radio Is available to each class­room teacher*
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Ti 1 al 11 al 30* A piano la available to each class­
room teacher*
vl 1 ai 11 nl 31* A tape recorder la available to
each classroom teacher*
vl 1 al 11 nl 32* Each classroom teaeUer is pro­
vided with and uses a pitch-pipe*
vl 1 al 11 ni 33* suitable rhythm instruments are
available to eaoh classroom 
teacher*
vi 1 ai 11 nl 34* Suitable melody Instruments are
available to each classroom 
teacher*
PK0PGRJ5D CRITERIA P ®  MUSI C BDUCATIOH 
III TUB JuiaGFt A HD SKffl® HIGH SCHOOL
Qeneral Music
vi 1 al 11 nl 35* General Music is required In Grade 7*
vl 1 al 11 nl 36* General Music Is required In Grade 8*
vl 1 ai 11 ni 37* General Music Is required In Grade 9*
vl 1 al 11 nl 33* A minimum of two periods per week of
forty-five minutes each is devoted 
to General Music in the Junior High 
School*
vl 1 al 11 nl 39* General Music la required In the
Senior High School for one year only*
vl 1 al 11 nl 40* A minimum of two periods per week of
forty-five minute a eaoh Is devoted to 
eneral Music In the Senior High 
School*
vi 1 ai 11 nl 41# General Music Is open to all pupils,
regardless of previous musical ex­periences •
Ti 1 Al 11 nl 48*
▼1 1 Al 11 nl 43*
▼1 1 Al 11 nl 44#
vl 1 a1 11 nl 45*
▼1 1 Ai 11 nl 46ft
vl 1 Al 11 ni 47,
▼1 1 Ai 11 nl 48,
vi 1 a! 11 nl 49ft
Vl l'Al 11 nl 50«
vl 1 Al 11 nl 51«
84 4
General &uslo is taught by a special 
music teacher.
General Music classes are held In a 
apodal nusle roam wi h essential 
equipment •
Tii# enrollment of the General Music 
Class does not exceed that of a 
normal high school class.
General Music is an exploratory or 
orientation course designed to pro* 
vide that general information and 
experience about music which the 
well-informed person should have.
General Music Is the trunk of a 
developmental program of music , not 
a course at a certain level, and 
the various specialties are Its 
branches•
General Music is not just a review 
of what has gone before, but a re- 
synthesis of musical experiences in 
terms of new activities, deeper 
experiences, more precise and con­
trolled expression, and wider 
horisons.
General Music requires a variety 
of activities«
General Music provides exploratory 
experiences In singing, listening, 
creative activity, rhythm, interpre­
tation, dramatisation, appreciation, 
and familiarity with music in history 
and In current events.
Provision Is made in General Music 
for listening to music beyond the 
performing ability of the class•
Projects and units are used In the 
teaching of General J&uslc*
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g*olllti*« and Btaulp— nt fay 
enorsl Ifoelc
▼1 1 al 11 ni S£* A special room, containing a piano,
radio, phonograph, suitable records 
lnga, text and reference books, and 
adequate storage facilities for music, 
la provided for the teaching of 
amoral Italic*
vl 1 al 11 nl 53* The school has a central phonograph
record library supplied by public 
funds*
PROPOSED GEI1SH1A FOR MUSIC EDUCATION
IH THE
BLEICBHTAK1, JUiiXCK ill Hi, AKD SEMIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Flano Claos
vl 1 al 11 nl 54* Piano classes meet for a minimum of
two one-hour periods per week*
vl 1 al 11 ni 55* Plano classes are taught by a music
teacher who has had special training 
in the techniques of teaching piano 
by the class method*
vl 1 ai 11 nl 56* Participation In group Instruction
in piano la limited to a maximum 
of two years for any individual 
student•
vi 1 al II ni 57* *4atfcers of general musicianship aretaught In the piano class*
vl 1 al 11 nl 58* Students are encouraged to "play byear* in piano classes*
vi 1 al 11 ni 59* Efforts are made to correlate singing
and playing lft piano classes*
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fiano Class
vl 1 Ai 11 nl 60* At least one piano, the beat possible,
Is provided for class piano Instruc­
tion* x
vl 1 ai 11 nl 61. Silent keyboards with raised keys
are provided for eaoh student In piano 
o lasses•
vl 1 al 11 ni 62. Folding raoks for music, and chairs
and tables of the proper height are 
provided*
vl 1 al 11 ni 65* Suitable textbooks are provided for'
piano classes*
Band
vl 1 ai 11 nl 64* Band is an elective organisation*
vl 1 al 11 nl 66* Band Is offered only when there is
sufficient Interest for minimum in­
strumentation.
vl 1 al 11 nl 66* A minimum of two periods per week of
forty-five minutes eaoh la devoted 
to band, plus sectional rehearsals 
or olase Instruction of at least 
forty-five minutes per week*
vl 1 al 11 nl 67* Brass, woodwind, and percussion
sectional rehearsals are held at 
least once each week*
vl I ai 11 ni 68* To allow for the proper division of
students according to proficiency, at 
least two bands are organised in each 
school*
vl 1 al 11 nl 69* Desired Instrumentation is plannedseveral years In advance*
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▼1 1 *1 11 nl 70.
Tl 1 il It nl 71,
\
Tl 1 *1 11 nl 72,
vl 1 al 11 nl 78.
Tl 1 ai 11 nl 74*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 75.
Tl 1 al li nl 76*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 77*
Ti 1 ai 11 nl 78.
Tl 1 al li nl 79.
Tl 1 al 11 nl 80#
Tl i ai 11 ni 61.
Marching la a legitimate and essential 
function of th© band.
Efforts are mads to educate and guide 
puplie and their parents In the se- 
leetlon of instruments mofet suitable 
to the pupils1 characteristics and 
most likely to give them the widest 
opportunities for success.
students receive Instruction in and are responsible for reasonable care 
of all school-owned materials and equipment.
festal 1 ensembles are organised under 
student direction and supervised by 
the band director.
The band has student officers and 
student conductors.
Rehearsals are planned with great 
ears.
Rehearsals are varied and do not 
follow a fixed pattern.
In rehearsals, the band "warms up9 
on music, not on exercises.
Policies regarding public performance 
are established jointly by the band 
director and the school principal.
Musical numbers for public performance 
are selected with great care.
Details of public performance are 
planned and rehearsed with great 
care.
The band is not built up at the ex­
pense of other equally Important 
musical organisations and the musical 
development of the entire school*
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▼I 1 al li nl 82* The following instrumnt&tl n Is observed
In well-balanced bands t
TOTAL...... ,85 55 4g, 6© Q̂ . TO BO 90 100
Plooolo*.**.. 1 1 1 1 1  1
Flute**...... 1 8 3 3 5 5  5 6 6
©•flat
Clarinet**• 2 2 8 8 8 8
B-flat
Clarinet*.* 8 10 12 18 14 16 22 24 86
Alto
Clarinet* *« 2 2 5 5 4 4 5
Bass




Saxophone.* 1 1 1 2 8 2 2  2 3
Tenor
saxophone*. 1 1 2 8 2 2 2  3
Baritone
Saxophone. • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  2
BaasSaxophone.* 1 1 1 1  1
Oboe   1 1 2 8 2 8 8 3  3
English
Horn..****. I l l  1
Bassoon** • *.* 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3  4
Cornet*Trumpet. *•# 4 5 5 6 7 7 7 8  8
m ®
Fluesel
Horn*•***•« 2 2 2
French
Horn*•••••■ 5 4 4 5 6 6 6 8 8
baritone*«*.• 1 1 1 8 2 2 8 2 3
Trombone* *••• 8 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
Tuba********* 1 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 6
Percussion..* 8 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 6
String Bass** 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
r a c l l l t l c a  and Equipment ffi£ Band
Tl 1 al XI ni 83* The band room la located near the
auditorium and stage*
vl 1 al XI nl 84* The band room contains at least 860
cubic feet of apace per person*
vl 1 ai 11 nl 85* The band room contains floor apace
of at least eighteen square feet per 
person, in addition to space for 
aisles, plane* conductor* s stand* 
and other furniture and equipment*
vl 1 al XI nl 86* The band room Is acoustically treated,
free from excessive reverberation, and 
sound Insulated from other rooms*
▼1 1 ai 11 ni 87# Proper attention la given to illumina­
tion, heatinp, and ventilation In the 
band room.
vl 1 al XI ni 88* A separate room la available for the
Instrumental music library*
vl i al 11 nl 89* Office space, properly furnished, la
available to the band director*
Ti i ml U  ai 90*
Tl i ml 11 nl 91*
Tl 1 ml 11 ni 92.
Tl 1 ml 11 ni 93.
vl 1 mi U  ni 94*
vl 1 ml 11 nl 96*
Vl 1 ml li rii 96*
vl 1 ml 11 ni 97*
Vl 1 ml 11 nl 98*
vl 1 ml li nl 99*
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Small rooms* adequate for individual 
prmctlos and assail ensembles* arm 
available*
FractI cm rociaa for band Instruments 
arm at least six by sight feetj for 
piano with one other instrument at 
least eight by ten feats for small 
enseuble© at leaet ten by twelve 
feet*
Baits from and entrances to the band 
room and Its accessory rooms are de~ 
signed to ears for maximum movement 
and safety *of students and equipment*
Instrument storage facilities are 
designed to meet present and antici­
pated storage needs and are properly 
Used*
The school board furnishes the larger* 
more ummsaal* and more expensive 
Instruments*
r> indents provide flutes* piccolos* 
b-flat clarinets* alto saxophones* 
comets* trumpets* and tenor trombones*
A well-selected and adequate collection 
of band music Is available or long- 
range plans have been implemented to 
bring this about.
The band muslo library has a budget 
of at least $260 per year In a small 
school* $800 per year In an average 
sise sohool* and $950 per year In a 
largo school*
Music books are stacked on shelves and 
sheet music la filed properly in steel 
or wood filing cabinets*
:tuc 1c sorting racks large enough to 
hold a complete set of concert folios 
ar available and are properly 
labeled*
vl i ai 11 ni 100* 
vl 1 ai 11 nl 101. 
vl 1 al 11 nl 108. 
vl 1 ai 11 ni 10S.
vl 1 al 11 nl 104. 
vl 1 al 11 nl 10S.
vl 1 al 11 ni 106.
vl 1 ai 11 nl 107.
vl 1 al 11 nl 108.
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ftUsle stands are desk-type rather 
than the folding type.
The band has most of the necessary 
Eiuslcftl equipment. Instruments. and 
library, before It obtains a set of 
uniforms.
Uniforms are stored in moth-proof 
cabinets, with the caps being placed 
on ventilated shelves.
Arrangements are made for the proper 
Issuance of and the keeping of permanent 
records en all school-owned materials 
and equipment.
The band has access to audio-visual 
aids. Including suitable motion pic­
tures , filmstrips, charts, pictures, a phonograph, phonograph records, 
and a tape recorder, and uses these and oth^r audio-visual aids as often 
as they can make a contribution to 
the band Instruction program.
School authorities provide funds fort 
(1) capital outlay for materials and 
equipment each year. (2) maintenance 
of permanent equipment. (3) Insurance 
on uniforms, instruments, end ether 
equipment, and (4) tods for minor 
repair work.
Orchestra is an elective organisation.
A minimum of two periods per week of 
forty-five minutes each is devoted to 
it. plus sectional rehearsals or class 
Instruction of forty-five minutes per 
week*
To allow for the proper division of 
students according to proficiency, 
at least two orchestras are organised in each school.
mu
il 1 &i 11 al 100* Desired instrumanbation la planned
several years In sdvanoe«
Tl 1 al 11 nl 110* Time la allotted for sectional re­
hearsals of the orchestra*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 111* Small enaembles tra organised under
student direction and supervised £$r 
the orchestra director*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 118* The orchestra has student officers
suid student conductors*
vl 1 al 11 nl 115* students receive Instruction In and
are responsible for reasonable oars 
of all school-owned materials and 
equipment*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 114* rehearsals are planned with great
care*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 115* rehearsals are varied and do not
follow a fixed pattern*
vl 1 al 11 nl 116* in. rehearsal the orchestra "warms up*
on rauele* net on exercises*
vl 1 al li nl 117* Policies regarding public performanee
are established Jointly by the or­
chestra director and school principal*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 118* Musical numbers for public per­
formance are selected with great 
cars*
vl 1 al li nl 119* Details of public performance areplanned and rehearsed with great 
care*
vl 1 ai li nl 190* The following instrumentation Isobserved In well-balanced orches­
tras t
f  ......2£32M§ftHfiZ£§a»0ie£
Flut*........ 1 1 8  2 8 3 3 3  3
Obo0........ 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3
Clarinet..... 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4  4
863
Bassoon***** * 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3
French Horn.* 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 5 6
Trumpet*•**•.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4
Trombone**•** 1 1 1 2 2 *. 3
Tuba********* 1 1 1
Harp•****•*•« 1 1 1 a
Percussion* * * 1 1 X 1 2 3 3 3
Violin !»**** 4 6 8 10 18 14 16 18 20
Violin ix***« 4 6 6 e 10 12 14 16 18
viola******** 1 2 4 5 7 8 10 10 12
Cello*.•*•... 2 3 4 3 7 © 8 10 10
Strln bass*. 1 3 3 4 4 6 © s
Plano..****.* 1 1 1 1 1
Facilities and ifoultmsnt for 
Orchestra
▼1 1 al 11 nl 121* The orchestra room la located near
the auditorium and stage.
vl 1 al XI nl 122* The orchestra room contains at least
260 cubic feet of space per member*
vl 1 al 11 nl 123* vne orchestra room contains a floor
space of at least eighteen square 
feet per person* In addition to space 
for aisle** piano* conductor** stand* 
and othar furniture and equipment*
vl 1 al 11 ni 124* The orchestra room is acousticallytreated* free from excessive re­
verberation# and sound insulated from 
other rooms*
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vi 1 al 11 nl 125* Proper attention la given to Illumina­
tion* heating* and ventilation in the 
orchestra room*
vl 1 al 11 nl 126* Small rooms* suitable lea* individual
praotloe and email ensembles* are 
available*
vl 1 al 11 nl 127* Praotloe rooms for orchestral Instru­
ments are at least aim by eight feet| 
for piano with one other Instrument 
at least eight by ten feet! for email 
ensemble* at least ten by twelve feet*
vi 1 al 11 nl 126* instrument storage facilities are de~
signed to meet present and anticipated 
etorero needs and are properly wed*
vl 1 al 11 nl 129* A separate room is available for the
Instrumental music library*
vl 1 al 11 nl 130* Of flee space* properly furnished* is
available to the orchestra director*
vl 1 al 11 nl 131* Exits from and entrances to the
orchestra room and its accessory rooms 
are designed to ears for maximum move­
ment and safety of students and 
equipment *
vl 1 al 11 nl 132* The school board furnishes the larger*
more unusual* and more expensive In* 
struments*
vl 1 al 11 nl 155* students provide violins* flutes*clarinets* trumpets* and tenor trom­
bones •
vl 1 al 11 ni 134* A sell-selected and adequate collection
of orchestra music Is available or 
long-ran,;© plans have been implemented 
to bring this about*
vi 1 al 11 ni 156* The orchestral music library has a
budget of at least $250 per year in 
a small school* $500 per year In an 
average sloe school* and $950 per year 
in a large school*
▼1 1 ai XI ni 136 #
vi 1 al II nl 157.
Tl 1 al li nl 138.
Tl 1 al 11 ni 139.
Tl 1 al 11 nl 140.
Tl 1 al 11 nl 141.
Tl 1 ai 11 nl 142*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 143*
Tl 1 at 11 nl 144*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 145.
2m
Kuala books are stacked on shelves 
and sheet music la filed properly In 
steal or wood filing cabinets*
/■Masi o sorting racks large enough to 
hold a complete *• at of concert folios 
are available and are properly 
labeled.
Stasia stands are desk-type rather 
then folding-type*
Arrangements are made for proper Issuance 
of and the keeping of permanent records 
on all school-owned materials and equip­
ment.
The oroheetra has aeeess to audio­
visual aids* Including suitable motion 
pictures, filmstrips, charts, pictures, 
a phonograph, phonograph records f and 
a tape recorder, and uses these and 
other audio-visual aids as often as 
they can make a contribution to the 
orchestral instruction program*
School authorities provide funds for8 
(1) capital outlay for materials and 
equipment each year. (2) maintenance of peraanant equipment. (3) Insurance 
on unlforas. Instruments, and other 




Boys chorus, girls chorus, and mixed 
chorus are elective organisations*
At least two periods per week of forty- 
five minutes each are devoted to eaoh 
of these groups.
only changed voices are allowed in 
senior high school choruses *
voices In the choruses are tested at least twice a year*
▼1 1 ai li ai 146*
vl 1 ml 11 ni 147*
vl 1 ml 11 m  148*
vl 1 ml 11 nl 149* 
vi 1 ml 11 ml MO*
vl 1 ml 11 nl 161* 
vl 1 ml 11 ml MS* 
vl 1 ml 11 ni 163*
vl 1 ml 11 nl 154* 
vl 1 ml 11 nl 155* 
vl 1 ml 11 nl 156*
vl 1 ml 11 nl 167 •
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tfumrieal strength in the small mixed 
ohoru* approximates the following t
Sopranos** 8 Altos*. • 6
Tenors**** 5 Raseea** 4
In larger choruses the sane ratio is maintained*
Small ensembles ere organised under student direction mid supervised by the choral director*
Opportunities for group singing are 
offered during recreation periods and 
In general student assemblies*
devotional music has a large place 
In the mixed chorus repertoire*
Students receive instruction In and 
mre responsible for reasonable ears 
of all aehool~owms& materials andequipment*
Rehear eels are planned with great 
care*
Strict adherence to a definite seat­
ing mrran&cmient la observed*
In choral rehearsals* consideration is 
given to interpretation* phytlm* 
diction* tone* faithfulness to notation, 
phrasing* arid general effect*
rehearsals are varied and do not follow 
a fixed pattern*
In rehearsals tlio chorus "warms up* 
on music# not on exercises*
Vocalises and tone work are Intro­
duced In conjunction with perfecting 
the music* and their application la 
immediate and obvious*
Policies regarding public performance 
are established jointly by the oh oral 
director and the school principal*
am?
Tl 1 al li al 158* Betails of public porformAneo are
planned end rehearsed with great ears*
▼1 1 al 11 nl 159 • Hue leal number© for publl o performano©
are selected with great care.
wl 1 al 11 nl 160• Choral music la memorised for publicperformances •
K & A *  **•«&& . feiaiJ»wnt for
Tl 1 el 11 nl 161* Tim choral room contains a floor space
of at least fifteen square feet per 
person, m  addition to space for aisles, 
piano, conductor1# stand, and other 
furniture and equipment «
Tl 1 al 11 nl 162 • The choral room la acoustically treated,
free from excessive reverberation, and 
sound Insulated frcm other rooms*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 165. Proper attention la given to llluml*
nation, heating, and ventilation In 
the choral room.
Tl 1 al 11 nl 164* Office space, properly furnished, la
available to the choral director*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 166* Small rooms, adequate for Individual
praotloe and small ensembles, are 
available*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 166* Halts from and entrances to the choralroom and Its accessory rooms arc & as­
signed to ear© for maximum movement 
and safety of students and equipment*
Tl 1 al 11 nl 167* Platforms or risers are available forchoral groups*
Ti 1 ai 11 ni 168* A large choral group receives a budgetof at least £.200 per yea- for music; 
a small choral group receives at 
least $1j0 per year for music*
u m
vi 1 al 11 ai 169# Literary excellence end xmltability
of the text receive Important considers* 
tion in the selection of choral materials*
vi 1 al 11 nl 170# Music books are stacked on shelves
and sheet music is filed properly In 
steel or wood filing cabinets*
vl 1 al 11 nl 171# Music sorting racks large enough to
hold a complete set of eoncert folios 
are ava lable and are properly 
labeled#
vi 1 al 11 ni 178# Vestments are stored in moth-proof
cabinets#
vi i al II ni 175# Arrangements are made for the proper
issuance of and the keeping of per­
manent records on all school—owned 
materials and equipment*
vi 1 al 11 ni 174. The chorus has access to audio-visual
aids# including suitable motion pie* 
turee# filmstrips# charts# pictures# 
a phonograph# phonograph records, and 
a tape reeorder# and uses these and 
other audio-visual aids as often as 
they can make a contribution to the 
choral program of instruction#
If additional criteria should be Included# kindly list 
and evaluate them#
vl l al li ni 1#





Address _ _ _ _ _
APPRNMX XX
Ls& zm to s m o i s  m o  assisted xk valxdatxmo thh oextbhia
Batoa Rouge, Louisiana 
Febimary @3, 19 54
Daar i
The enclosed questionnaire has been forwarded to a aaleat list of sixty outstanding music educator* in America* Tliis questionnaire contains sb&tmrnnte in tbs fora of criteria, drawn froa must© education literature, which could ba applied la tbs evaluation of music edu­cation in tte elementary and secondary school#
Because of your strategic position in nvaale educa­tion, 1 covet your opinion of tfee relative importance of these proposed criteria* Findings baaed on your valida­tion will be Included in a doctoral dissertation on music education*
Due to a tine element involved* X hope that you will find It passible to complete the questionnaire and return it by Marsh 15# A stamped, self-addressed envelope is en­closed for your convenience.
Cordially yours.
Winston Hilton, Assistant 
State Supervisor of Music 






LIST CP JURORS WHO PARTI Cl FATED IH VA1.IDATIHG
THE CRITERIA
tawt Pr— ld*nt« of toe «a«»lo mqoatorg latloiml Conf«r<mo«
Dr« John W* Beattie* Dean~Dnerltus* School of lAxslc* Berth* 
western University# Evanston# Illinois*
Mr* George Oscar o»«n# Dlreobor* Vocal Musi© education* 
University of Tulsa* Tulsa# Oklahoma#
Dr* Louis Woodson Curtis# Former Director of Music# Los 
Angeles City Schools* Hollywood# California*
hr* Charles M* Dennis# Director of Music# San Francisco 
Public Schools# San Francisco# California
Dr* will Sarhari* Former Director of Music# Pittsburgh Public 
Schools, Pittsburgh# Pennsylvania#
lOss Mabelle Glenn# Former Director of Music# Kansas City 
Public Schools# Kansas City# Missouri*
Dr# SAgar B# Gordon# ProfessorHSmerltuc# University of 
Wisconsin# Madison# Wisconsin#
Ifcrs# Henrietta 0# Baker Low# F o m r  Director of Music# 
Baltimore Public Schools# Baltimore* Maryland*
Er. Joseph E* Haddy* Professor of i&islo* University of 
Michigan* Ann Arbor* Michigan*
Dr* W* Otto Miessner* Music Editor* Silver Burdett Company# 
Mew York* Hew York*
Mies Lllla Belle Pitts# Professor of Music Education*
Te&wh re College# Columbia University# Hew York* Hew York*
Dr* Luther A* niohxsan* Dean* School of Music# Montana State 
diversity# Missoula* Montana*
sea
ft&>« Herman F* Smithy Director of Music, Milwaukee Public 
Schools, Xil«uk»«i Wisconsin*
Mr# Fouler Smith, Divisional Director, Music Mucatlon
DepsrtMati Detroit Public Schools, Detroit, Mi Kigali*
Dr* Allen P* Britton, Associate Professor of Music B&ucation, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan*
Mr* Meyer M* Cahn, Director of Instrumental Music, City College 
of Sen Francisco, San iranoisoo, California*
Jfer* Ronald w» Cook, Music Consultant, Fresno County Schools, 
Fresno, California*
Mr* Plena 01 Idersleave, Head, Music Department, Madison 
State College * Harrisonburg, Virginia*
Dr* BSnatth Hjelmervlk, Director of Music Education, Baltimore 
Public Schools, Baltimore, Maryland*
Dr* Wiley B* Housevrlght, Professor of Music Education, Fieri** 
da State University, Tallahassee, Florida*
Dr* Thurber H* Madison, Associate Professor of Music E&uoa- 
tion, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana*
Mr* fames P* dickerson, Assoeiate Professor of Music Educes 
tlen. University of Kansas, Leerenee, Kansas*
Dr* Everett Tisaa, Professor of Jiuslo, Louisiana r tate Uni* 
varsity. Baton Koue, Louisiana*
Dr* Gladys Tipton, Associate Professor of Music, University of California, Bos Angeles, California*
Mr* J. J* weigand, Director of iiuale, ooaevelt High,
Kansas state Teachers College, Emporia, Kansas*
Steals Education Research Council
w m  .Music Educators itetYoxial Conference 
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3$§te gupeQayojre of Bystg
Xii0 Alice Baumgamer, Director of Arts H&ucatlon, Stats 
Department of Education, Concord, Now Hasapahire.
Sir* Alfred w. bleokschmldt, fupn rvisor of Pino Arts
Education, Stats Department of Education, Jefferson 
Clty# Missouri.
Dr* tester S* Bucher, State Supervisor of Music, State 
Department of Education, ulchmnd, Virginia.
Dt. Mildred 0. Gawthon, rtat® Director of Music, State 
Department of Mducatlcn, Cents Fe, tew Mexico.
tea. Martina McDonald Driscoll, State Supervisor of Music 
Education, Massachusetts Department of Mucatlon, 
Boston, Massachusetts•
Dr. Lleyd V. Punches6, State Supervisor of Musio, State 
Department of Education, Baton Rouge, Bouiai&na.
Mr. Flayd T. Hart, Director of Mtt&io Education, Department 
of Public Instruction, Dover, Delaware*
Dr. 0. M. Harts ell, state Music Supervisor, Montana State 
Department of Public Instruction, telena, Montana.
Mr. william S. Haynie, state Supervisor of Music, State 
Department of Education, Jackson, Mississippi.
Dr. Arnold S. Hoifnan, State Music Supervisor, State 
Department of Public instruction, Ealetgh, iforth 
Carolina,
Dr. Edith M. Keller, Supervisor of Music, &tate Department 
of Education, Columbus, CSUIo*
Dr. v. J. Kennedy, rtate Consultant in Music, Texas Educa-* 
tlon Agency, Austin, Texas.
Dr. M. Claude Hosenberry, Chief, • iuei c Education, State 
Department of Public Instruction, Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania.
Dr. Joseph 0# Saetvelt, rupervisor of Music Education, rtate Education Department, Albany, tew York,
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Mr* u* Lloyd Sehulta* State Supervisor of Luslc Education* 
Department of Public Instruction* Madison* Wisconsin,*
Mr* Emerson S. Von Cleave* riusio M u  cat Ion Consultant* 
rtate apartment of Education* Montgomery* Alabama*
Ml soellanooug
Dr* Bari fiHQh# Chairman of Music Education* University of 
Georgia* Athens* Georgia*
Mr* Sari 2* .Krnst* Supervisor of Music* Portland Public Schools* Portland* Oregon*
Dr* Archie Jones* Professor of Music Education* University 
of Texas* Austin* Texas*
Mr* L* Bruoe Jones* Professor of Musio Education* Louisiana 
State University* Baton Kou;e* Louisiana*
Dr* David Mat tern* Head* Department of Music Education* 
University of Michigan* Arm Arbor* Michigan*
Mias Anne Qreee Of Callahan* Supervisor of High School Music* Atlanta Public Schools* Atlanta* Georgia*
Dr* Ralph hush* chairman of Music Education* University of 
Southern California* Los Angeles* California*
Mr* 'Em J* Schulte* Chairman* isfusic Education* University of Oklahoma* Herman* Oklahoma*
tt** Stanley Um Tefl* Professor of Music Education* Montana 
State University* Missoula* Montana*
APPEHDIX IV
LIST OF LOUISIANA MUSIC TKACHBRS APPL5TCM THE ORITEE
Allen
Mr* William K# Parka Oborlln High School 
terlittf Louisiana
Hr* Vernon A* Taranto Lutchtown High School Dutohtown, Louie Iona
Mr* Frank Schneider DeHidder High School DeHidder, Louisiana
Mrs. Velma Xawn 
PsRldder Elementary School DeHidder, Louisiana
Elbert Laa Saif Araadla Ki$a School Arcadia* Leu la lane
Mr* Arthur w* Lenoy Fair Park High School 3222 Greenwood Shreveport, Louisiana
lira* Kra Byrd Chandler Byrd High School 3801 Lina Avenue Shreveport, Louisiana
Mrs. Virginia Gibbons 




Mr* Richard McCluggage 
Vivian High School 
Vivian, Louisiana
Mr* Walter Mlnniear 
Fair Paste High School 3888 Greenwood 
Shreveport, Louisiana
Mfr* Helvyn Kiche 
Fair Park Hi# school 
3888 oraanwood 
Shreveport, Louisiana
Mr. Douglas Westbrook 
Vivian High school 
Vivian, Louisiana
Calcasieu
Mr* John L* Babb 
west Lake High school 
west Lake, Louisiana
Mr* Frank 5* Mathews 
DeQnlney High School 
DeQuIney, Louisiana
Mr* ?ehn M« Parks 
Sulphur High School 
Sulphur, Louisiana
Mr* Alvin &* Reynolds 
Sulphur High School 
Sulphur, Louisiana
Miss Doris Um Hollins 

















































































Xlaa Julia PaceGasqptl High School Ousptli uuitlant
Orleans
bra* M i  G arayi»BaiiQgh Senior High school MSS Esplanade Avenue See Orleans* Louisiana
RT| Peter Mbeurlan Fortier Senior High retool S6M Freret street See Orleans * Ieuialana
Mrs. Hftna Louise Fly Babouln Vocational Senior High 8f58 Seknada Avenue See Orleans* Louis iana
Mrs* Isabel C* Gardner Fortier Senior High School 5684 Freret Street See Orleans* Louisiana
Hr* Carl L* Kirat, r,r*Fortier Senior High School 5684 Freret Street See Orleans* Louisiana
Hr* Anthony HacalusaM r  ran Bast on Senior High School5019 Canal StreetSee Orleans* Louie Iana
Mr* Manuel honero MeLonogh High School 8486 Esplanade AvenueHee Orleans* Louisiana
Miss Honsa Fonquillo TTIchols Senior High School 5820 St* Claude Avenue See Orleans* Louisiana
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Orleans (continued)
Hr* Anthony Valentino 
Warren Boston Senior High 
5019 Canal Street 
l'few Orleans* Louisiana
Plaauemlnes
Itp* Jataes Boos 
Belle Ghasse High School 
Station A* Route 5 
Mae Orleans* Louisiana
Had Hlyar
Mr* o* B» Youngblood 
Martin High School Louts 2
Coushatta* Louisiana 
Hichland
Mrs* Marjorie w* Beasley 
Holly Ridge High School 
Holly Ridge* Louisiana
st» Charles
Hr* Louis Cheiaay 
Lestrehan High School 
X^strehan* Louisiana
St* Martfin
Mr. Louie Major 
Cecilia High School 
Cecilia* Louisiana
££* USSL
Ur* C* A* CallJLouet 
Franklin High School 
Franklin* Louisiana
Mr* Carl Turner 




Kentwood Hijh School Kentwood* Louisiana
Mra* Ruby Car lay Kentwood High Fehool Kentwood* Louisiana
Mr* Falla lalefae Hasasond Hi^h Sohool Haneond* Louisiana
Strr* Uanye Bade Haaaaopd nigh School Esmond* Louisiana
Terrebonne
Miss Jacquelyn Cocka Terrebonne High Sohool Homa* Louisiana
Mr* Mo man Smith Terrobonna Hî jh ichool Huaa* Louisiana
Va m l  11 on
Hr* Anthony Fontana Saplan High School Kaplan* Louisiana
Mrs. Truth Ylncant Anderson Kaplan High Sohool Kaplan* Louisiana
1ty of Lake Charles
Hr* I.us call Cronin Zaks Charles Hi h School 
Lake Charles * Louisiana
Mr* Lesley L* Spinks 




Mr* Moral P* Boyce 
Bogalusa High School 
dogaluaa* Louisiana
Mr* Grant L* Sanders 




ottmsx o m & i m
APCLXCAT^tf OP CftlTlKIA FOR UJ3IC WQOhTlOU Za* TH5S 
KI^EI^ARX AKD &SGOmAKl SCHOOL
For fluldanhe in the Kvaluati on of Music Muoation 
in the Elementary and Secondary School
The following criteria have been validated 
by a Jury of authorities in the field of music 
education*
Xiiully encircle the proper letter in the 
left uargin to indicate the extent to which, in 
your judgment, each criterion le being observed 
in the music courses which you are teaching in 
your school*
KKfs eo « excellently observed 
wo - well observed 
mo - moderately observed 
po - poorly observed 
no - not observed
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Application
•o vo mo po no
•o «o bo po no
co vc no po no
co vo mo po no
co vo mo po no
co vo mo po no 
co vo no po no
co wo nc po no
CRITERIA POli mSKLG EDUCATION 
i n  THE 
WAmpmxm school
Elementary Classroom Made
1. Mode education la conceived aa an 
aapect of the entire process of 
elementary education*
ft* Every child In the elementary school 
receives instruction In classroom 
music*
2, At least one hundred minutes per week 
are devoted to music In each elemen­
tary classroom*
4* Classroom music Is taught by the
class room teacher with the assistance 
of a music person who serves as a co­
ordinator of music instruction In the 
elementary sohool,
5* The music co-ordlnafcor visits each elementary olaaarocsa for a period 
of at least thirty minutes each 
week*
6. classroom teachers offer Instruction 
in music dally*
7* jha muslo ©o-or&inator provides the 
class room teacher with help and guid­
ance* a knowledge of available 
materials and devices* and with many 
practical Ideas* all of which are In 
keeping with the abilities and 
Interests of the classroom teaohor#
C. Classroom teachers are provided in- 
service training in music by means 
of study groups* workshops* and extension courses*
t \4 t X
eo wo mo p© no 9* Classroom to ache re have access to
single copies or muslo books In 
Addition to those In the basic text­
book series*
•o to no po no 10* Phonographs are made available and
are used by every classroom teacher*
eo wo mo po no 11* Classroom music affords experiences
tat (X) staging, (2) listening,
(5) motion to music* (4) the play­
ing of Instruments* (5) creative 
activities* and (6) music reading*
eo wo mo po no 12* Opportunities are provided for
assembly sinking* which is an out­
growth of the regular classroom 
music program*
eo wo mo po no 13* Recordings of songs In the basic
textbooks are made available and are 
used by every classroom teacher*
eo wo uto po no 14* Classroom teachers take advantage
of opportunities which arise for 
the correlation of music with other 
subjects*
eo wo no po no 15* Classroom music Is taught in the
classroom* not In a special rausi c
r -on.
eo wo no po no 16* Children acquire an extensive
repertory of son s of the kind 
commonly found in "assembly-type11 
song books*
eo wo mo po no 17* All children have experiences withrhythm instruments f melody Instruments, 
or real instruments*
eo wo mo po no 18* Rhythm and melody Instruments are
used for values of their own and not 
In any sense as direct preparation 
for instrumental study "proper**
eo wo mo po no 19* Special music programs are a natural
outgrowth of the classroom music 
program*
eo wo mo po no 80* Elementary classrooms contain flex*
ible furniture, th reby Insuring 
adequate apace for classroom music 
activities*
eo vo mo po no 81* Listening la woven Into the fabric
of all classroom music activities 
rather than treated as a separate 
activity*
eo vo mo po no 88* The classroom music program Is de­
signed to develop a genuine love 
and appreciation of good music and 
an increased desire to participate 
In musical activities*
Facilities and Equipment for 
'Elementary Classroom iluaic
eo vo mo po no 85* Except In Grade 1* music textbooksare issued to each child*
eo vo mo po no 84* Each classroom teacher is provided
with manuals or guides to the music 
textbooks*
eo vo mo po no 85* Professional books dealing with
music education are available to 
class room teachers*
eo vo mo po no 86* Suitable motion picture films and
filmstrips are available*
eo vo no d o no 27. One phonograph is available for at
least each tvo classroom teachers*
eo vo mo po n 28. A minimum of $100 per year foreach twelve classroom teachers is 
provided for the purchase of re­
cordings other than those of the 
s n/re in basic textbooks*
eo wo mo po no 29* A radio is available to each clast-room teacher*
eo wo mo © n© 30* A piano is available to each class­
room teacher*
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eo wo mo po no 31* A tape recorder la available to eachclassroom teacher*
to wo mo p© no 32* Each classroom taach&r 1® provided
with and uses a pitch-pipe*
eo wo mo po no 33* Suitable rhythm Instrument© are
available to each classroom teacher#
eo wo mo po no 34* Suitable melody Instruments are
available to each classroom teacher#
CRI'rHMA FOR MUSIC EDUCATION 
IN THE JUNIOR AMD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
General Music
eo wo mo po no 35# General Music Is required In Grade 7*
eo wo mo po no 36* General Music Is required In Grade 8*
eo wo no po no 37* General Music is required In Grade 9*
eo vo b o  po do 38* A minimum of two periods per week offorty-five minutes each is devoted to 
General Music In the Junior High 
School*
eo wo ro po no 39* General Music la required in the
Senior High School for one year only*
to wo no po no 40* A minimum of two periods per week offorty-five minute® each is devoted to 
General Music in the Senior High 
School#
eo wo mo po no 41* ienoral Music Is open to all pupilsfregardless of previous musical ex­
periences#
so wo mo po no 42# enoral Musi© Is taught by a special
music teacher#
eo wo no po no 43# General Music classes are hold in a
special music room with essential 
equi pment•
m  4
e© vo mo po no 44 « The enrollment of the General Music
Claes does not exceed that of a 
normal high school class*
#o vo mo po no 45* General Musi© is an exploratory or
orientation eouree designed to pro­
vide that general Information end 
experience about music which the 
well~informed person should have*
eo vo mo po no 46, General Music is the trunk of a
developmental program of ibubIc, not a course at a certain level, and 
the various specialties are its 
branches,
eo vo mo po no 47* General Music is not just a review
of what has gone before, but a ro-
synthesis of musical experience® In 
terms of new activities, deeper 
experiences* more pro else and con­
trolled expression* and wider 
^orisons*
eo vo mo pe no 48, General Music Includes a varietyof activities.
eo vo mo po no 49* General Music provides exploratory
experiences in singing, listening, 
creative activity, rhythm, interpre­
tation, dramatisation, appreciation, 
and familiarity with music In history 
and in current events*
eo vo mo po no 60, Provision Is made In General Musicfor listening to music beyond the 
performing ability of the class*
eo vo mo po no 51* Projects and units are used in theteaching of General Music,
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y«alXltUi eES,SyilBSU3& £££.General Music
eo wo mo po no 52* A special room* containing a piano,
radio, phonograph, suitable re* sordinest text and reference books, 
and adequate storage facilities for 
music, is provided for the teaching 
of General Music*
eo vo mo po no 53* The sohool has a central phonograph
record library supplied by public 
ftuids*
FfcOPOf>£D OUTER! A FOfi MUSIC EDUCATION
IH TIiS
ELEHEKTAKY, JUNIOR Xlldtf, AHD SBfUOR HI OK SCH<
Plano Class
eo wo ao po no 54* Piano classes meet for a minimum of
two one-hour periods per week*
eo wo mo po no 55* Plano classes are taught by a music
teach r who has had special training 
In the techniques of teaching piano 
by the class method*
eo wo mo po no 56* Participation in group Instruction
in piano Is limited to a maximum
of two years for any Individual 
student*
eo wo mo po no 57* Matters of general musicianship aretaurht In the piano class*
eo wo rao po no 58* Students are encouraged to "play by
ear" In piano classes*
eo wo mo po no 59* efforts aro made to correlate sing in
and playing in piano classes*
Facilities and Equipment for Piano Class
eo wo no po no 6Q*
ao wo mo po no 61*
ao wo no po no 68*
ao wo mo po no 65*
ao wo ao po no 64*
ao wo no po no 65*
ao wo mo po no 66*
ao wo mo po no 67#
ao wo mo po no 68*
ao wo mo po no 69*
At laaat one piano* the best possible* 
ia provided for olaaa piano instruc­
tion*
Silent keyboards with raised key®
are provided for each student in piano
elaeses*
Folding racks for music* and chair® 
and tables of the proper height are 
provided*
Suitable textbooks are provided for 
piano classes*
Band
Band Is an elective organisation*
Band is offered only when there Is 
sufficient interest for minimum in­
strument at An*
A minimum of two periods per week of 
forty-five minutes each is devoted to 
band* plus sectional rehearsal® or 
class instruction of at least forty- 
five minutes per week*
Brass* woodwind* and percussion 
sectional rehearsal* are held at 
least once each week*
To allow ior the proper division of 
student® according to proflclenoy* at 
least two band® are organised in each 
school*
Desired Instrumentation Is planned 
several years in advance*
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•o vo iso po no 70#
•o vo mo po no 71*
oo vo mo po no 72*
eo vo ao po no 73.
to vo ao po no 74*
eo ve mo po no 75*
eo vo mo po no 74*
eo vo mo po no 77*
eo vo mo po no 78*
eo vo mo po no 79*
to vo ao po no 60*
eo vo no po no 81*
^arching ie a legitimate a; d essential 
function of the band*
Efforts arc made to educate and guide 
pupil© and their parents in the se­
lection of Instruments most suitable 
to the pupils* charactoristies and 
most likely to give them the widest 
opportunities for success*
Students receive Instruction In and ere responsible for reasonable care 
of all school-owned materials and 
equipment *
Small ensembles are organised under 
student direction and supervised by 
the band director*
The band has student officers and 
student conductors*
Rehearsals are planned with great 
ears*
Re lie areals are varied and do not 
follow a fixed pattern*
In rehearsals* the band "warms up* 
on music# not on exercises*
Policies re ardlng public performance 
are established jointly by the band 
director and th© school principal.
ftusieal numbers for public performance 
era selected with great care*
Details of public performance are 
planned and rehearsed with great care*
Th© band io not built up at the ex­
pense of other equally Important 
musical organisations and th© musical 
development of the entire school*
are
eo vo mo po no 88* The convert bend confoms to the in*
atrumenietion lie ted below which Is 
nearest It In sleet
TOTAL*. ......... 3 §  48 m  68 70 8 0  90 100
Piccolo*.•*•*• 1 1 1 1 1 1
Flute*•*••**** 1 2 3 3 3 3 © 8 6
8-flat
Clarinet*••• 2 2 2 2 2 2
B-flat
Clarinet* * * * 8 10 12 12 14 16 22 24 26
Alto
Clarinet**** 2 2 8 3 4 4 5




Saxophone • • • 1 1 1 2 2 2 8 2 3
Tenor
Saxophone*•* 1 1 2 o 2 2 8 3
baritoneSaxophone• • « 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
BaasSaxophone*** 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
English Horn** 1 1 1 1
liafiFoon# 1 1 2 2 5 3 TV 3 4
Comet,
?run£>et* •«•« 4 6 5 6 7 7 7 a a





•o to mo po no 
eo wo mo po no 
eo wo ao po no
oo vo bo po no
oo vo mo po no
oo vo mo po no 
oo vo xno po no 
oo vo mo po no
oo wo JiO po no
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3 4 4 5 6 6 6 8 8
1 1 1 2 2 8 2 2 3
2 3 3 3 5 3 3 4 4
1 3 6 3 5 4 4 6 5
2 8 3 4 4 4 4 5 5
1 8 8 a 2 8 2
Percussion*.** 
String Bass***
EsffiAU**— •sS. Sss. safe
65* Th* bond room is located near tho 
auditorium and stage*
84* The bond room contains at least 060 
cubic feet of apeoo per person*
85* The band room contains floor epeee
of at least eighteon square feet per 
person, in addition to epeee for 
aisles, piano, conductor’s stand, and 
other furniture and equipment*
• i.86* The band room is acoustically treated, 
free from excessive reverberation, 
and sound Insulated from other rooms*
87* Proper attention la given to illumina­
tion, heating, and ventilation in the 
band room*
68* A - operate room is available for the Instrumental music library*
89* Office space, properly furnished, is available to the band director*
90* Small rooms, adequate for Individual practice and small ensembles, are
evrliable.
91* Practice rooms for band instruusmts? 
aro at least six by eight feet} for 
piano with one other Instrument at
2B0
least eight by ten feet; . for small 
ensembles at least t©n by twelve 
feet#
©o wo su© p© no 92# Six Its froia and entrances to th© band
room and Its accessory rooms are da* 
signed to car© for maximum movement 
and safety of students and equipment,
eo wo no po no 93, Instrument storage facilities are
designed to meet present and antloi- 
pa ted storage needs and are properly 
used,
eo wo x̂ o po no 94, Th© sohool board furnishes the larger#
more unusual# and more expensive instruments,
eo wo mo po no 95, Students provide flutes# piccolos#
E-flat clarinets# alto saxophones# 
cornets# trumpets# and tenor trombones,
eo wo mo po no 96# A well-selected and adequate collection
of band music is available or long* 
range plans have been implemented to 
bring this about#
eo wo mo po no 97# The baud , uaic library has a budget
of at least £250 per year In a a m  11
school# $5CO per year In an average
size school# and $9130 per year in a
lar e sohool#
eo wo mo po no 96# ttua*c books ere stacked on shelves and
sheet music is filed properly in steel
or wood filing oabineto#
eo wo mo po no 99, l̂ uai© sorting racks large enough to
hold a complete set of concert 
folios arc available and are proper** 
ly labeled,
eo wo sao po no 100, Kusic stands are desk-type rather
than the fclding-type#
001
eo wo mo po no 101* Th® band has most of th® necessarymusical equipment. Instruments, and 
library, before It obtains a set of 
uniforms*
eo wo mo po no 102* Uniforms are stored In moth-proof
cabinets, with the caps being placed 
on ventilated shelves*
eo wo mo po no 105 • Arrangements are made for the proper
issuance of and the keeping of permanent 
records on all school-owned materials 
and equipment*
eo wo rao po no 104* The band has access to audio-visual
aids, Including suitable motion pic­
tures, filmstrips, charts, pictures, 
a phonograph, phonograph records, 
and a tape recorder, and uses these 
and other audio-visual aids as often 
as they can make a contribution to 
the band instruction program*
eo wo no po no 10b* School authorities provide funds fort
(1) capital outlay for materials and 
equipment each year* (2) aintenance 
of permanent equipment, (3) insurance 
on uniforms, instruments, and other 
equipment, and (4) tools for minor 
repair work*
Orchestra
eo wo mo po no 106* Orchestra is an elective organisation*
eo wo mo po no 107* A minimum of two p< riods per week of
forty-five minutes each is devoted to 
it, plus sectional rehearsals or class 
instruction of forty-five minutes per 
week*
eo wo mo po n 108* To allow for the proper division ofstudents according to proficiency, 
at least two orchestras are organised in each school*
2B2
eo «o mo po no 109* Desired Instrumenta11 on is planned
several years In advance»
eo wo mo po no 110* Time Is allotted for sectional re­
hearsals of the orchestra*
eo wo mo po no 111* Swell ensembles are organised under
student direction and supervised by 
the orchestra director*
eo wo no po no 118* The orchestra has student officers
and student conductors*
eo wo ao po no 115* Students receive Instruction In and
are responsible for reasonable oare 
of all school-owned materials and 
equipment*
eo wo mo po no 114* Rehearsals are planned with great
eerc*
eo wo mo po no 115* Rehearsals are varied and do not
follow a flaced pattern*
eo wo mo po no 116* in rehearsal the orchestra "warms up"
on music* not on exercises*
eo wo mo po no 117* Policies regarding public performance
ar established jointly by the or-* 
chestra director and sohool principal*
eo wo mo po no 118* JAisical numbers for public perform­
ance are selected with gr*>at care*
eo wo co po no 119* Oetails of public performance are
planned and rehearsed with great 
oare*
eo wo mo po no 120* The orchestra conforms to the In-strumentatl n listed below which is 
nearest It in siget
total ♦*•291 22 42 SSL 22 Zfi §2 82 100
Flute.........1 1 8 2 8 5 5 5  5
Oboe ••••«•#••* 1 1 2 2 5 3 5  3
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Clarinet*..... 2 £ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
X 1 2 2 2 2 2 3
French Horn*** 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 6
Trumpet*....•• 2 2 2 2 2 2 8 3 4
Trombone...... 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3
Tuba*•••**•••• 1 1 1
Harp•*••••*«• • X 1 X 8
Percussion.« • • X 1 1 1 2 3 3 Kj»
Violin I*«***« 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 IB @0
Violin 4 6 6 B 10 12 14 16 18
Viola* ...... . 1 2 4 5 7 a 10 10 12
2 3 4 5 7 8 a 10 XO
String Base..* 1 3 3 4 4 6 s a
Plano....***** 1 1 1 1 X
Facilities and Equipment for OroEaatra
eo wo mo po no 121* The orchestra room Is located nearthe auditorium and stage*
eo wo mo po no 122# The orchestra room Contains at least
260 cubic feet of apace per member*
eo wo mo po no 123* The orchestra room contains a floorspace of at least eighteen square 
feet per person* In addition to space 
for aisles* piano* conductors stand, 
and other furniture and equipment*
eo wo ;.iO po no 124* The orchestra room Is acoustically
treated* free from excessive re~
vorberutlon, and sound insulated from other r omo#
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eo wo mo pe no 1S5* Proper attention 1® given to ill lamina­
tion* heating* anti ventilation in the 
orchestra room*
eo vo rao po no 18G« Assail rooms* suitable for individual
practice and email ensembles* are 
available*
eo vo no po no 127* Practice rooms for orchestral instru­
ments are at least six by eight foot; for piano with one other Instrument 
at least eight by ten feet; for small 
ensembles at least ten by twelve feet*
eo wo mo po no 128* Instrument storage facilities are de­
signed to meet present and anticipated 
storage needs and are properly used*
eo vo mo po no 122* A separate room is available for the
instrumental music library*
eo vo mo po no 150* <&TIee space* properly furnished* is
available to the orchestra director*
eo vo mo po no 131* &xi te from and entrances to the
orchestra room and its accessory rooms 
are designed to care for maximum move­
ment and safety of students and 
equipment *
eo vo mo po no 132* The school board furnishes the larger*
more nusual* and more expensive in­
struments*
eo wo no po no 133* Ttudents provide violins* flutes*
clarinets* trumpets* and tenor trom­
bones *
eo wo mo po no 134* A well-selected end adequate collection
of orchestra music is available or 
long-range plans have been implemented to bring this ab*«ut*
eo wo  mo po no 155* The orchestral music library has a
budget of at leafcte £250 per year in 
a small sohool* $500 per year in an 
average alee school* and $950 per year in a large school*
eo vo iso po no 156»
eo vo b o  po no 157*
to vo bo po no 138*
eo vo mo po no 139*
eo vo mo po no 140*
eo vo mo po no 141*
eo vo no po no 142*
eo wo mo po no 143 •
©o wo no po no 144. 
ao wo mo po no 145*
ms
Music books ere stacked on shelves 
end sheet music is filed properly in 
eteel or wood filing cabinets#
Music sorting recks large enough to 
hold a complete set of concert folios 
are available and arc properly 
labeled#
Music stands are desk**type rather 
than the folding-type*
Arrangements are made for proper 
Issuanoe of and the keeping of per- 
xxtanent records on all school-ovned 
materials and equipment*
The orchestra has access to audio* 
visual aids* Including suitable motion 
pictures, film©trips, charts, pictures, 
a phonograph, phonograph records, and 
a tape recorder* and uses these and 
other audio-visual aids as often as 
they can make a contribution to the 
orchestral Instruction program*
School authorities provide funds for*
{l) capltal outlay for materials and 
equipment each year, (2) maintenance 
of permanent equipment* (3) Insurance 
on uniforms* instruments * and other 
equipment* and {4} tools for minor 
repair work*
Vocal Music
Boys chorus* girls chorus* and mixed 
chorus are elective organisations*
At least two periods per weok of 
forty-five minute® each are devoted 
to each of these groups*
Only changed voices are allowed In 
senior high sohool ohorueea.
Voices In the choruses are tested at least twice a year*
•o vo no po no 146*
oo vo ao po no 147*
oo vo ao po no 14S*
eo vo no po no 149* 
•o vo no po no 150*
oo vo no po no 151* 
oo vo no po no 152* 
oo vo no po no 153*
oo vo no po no 154* 
oo vo no po no 155# 
oo vo too po no 166*
2m
numerical strength In the moll mixed 
chorus approximates the following!
Sopranos#* 0 Altos*** 6
Tenors * * * # 5 Bassos«• 4
In larger choruses the same ratio Is 
maintained*
Small ensembles are organised under 
student direction and supervised by 
the choral director#
Opportunities for group singing are 
offered during recreation periods and 
in general student asses&llea*
Devotional music has a large place 
in the mixed chorus repertoire*
Students receive instruction in and 
are responsible for reasonable care 
of all school-downed materials and 
equipment#
Rehearsals are planned with great 
oare*
strict adherence to a definite seat­
ing arrangement is observed*
In choral rehearsals# consideration 
is given to intorpretation# rhythm, 
diet ion# tone# faithfulness to 
notation, phrasing, and general effect*
aehearasXs are varied and do not 
follow a fixed pattern*
in rehea. sals the chorus "warms up11 
on music# not on exercises*
Vocalises and tone work are intro­
duced in conjunction with perfecting 
the mslc# and their application is 
immediate and obvious*
zm
ee wo mo po no 157« Folieies regarding public performance
are established jointly by the choral 
director and the school principal*
to vo no po no 158# Details of public perf orwanoe arc
planned and rehearsed with groat care*
eo wo mo po no 159* Musical number* for public performance
arc eeleotod with great care*




eo wo sto po no 161* The choral room contains a floor apace
of at least fifteen square feet per 
person* In addition to apace for aisles, 
piano* conductor's stand* and other 
furniture and equipment*
eo wo mo po no 168* The choral room is aoouatloally
treated* free from excessive re* 
verberatlcn* and sound Insulated 
from other rooms#
eo wo mo po no 163# Proper attention is given to Iliumi-
nation* heating* and ventilation In 
the choral room#
eo wo no po no 164. Office space* properly furnished* is
available to the choral director#
eo wo ao po no 165. Snail rooms* adequate for individualpractice and snail ensembles are 
available*
eo wo mo po no 166# Exits from and entrances to the choral
room and its accessory rooms are de­
al, nod to care for maximum movement 
and. safety of students and equipment*
eo wo mo po no 167* Platfoma or risers are available forchoral groups#
$88
eo wo bio po no 168* A large choral group receives abudget of at least @200 par year for 
musicj a small choral group re­
ceives at least $100 per year for 
music*
eo wo mo po no 169* Lite ary excellence and suitabilityof the text reeel * important con­sideration In the selection of choral material*
eo wo mo po no 170* &uslc books are stacked on shelves
and sheet music la filed properly 
in steel or wood filing cabinets*
eo wo mo po no 171* riuaie sorting racks large enough to
hold a complete set of concert 
folios are available and are proper­
ly labeled*
eo wo mo po no 172* Vestments are stored in moth-proof
cabinets*
eo wo mo po no 173* Arrangements are made for the proper
issuance of and the keeping of 
permanent records on all school-owned 
materials and equipment*
eo wo mo po no 174* The chorus has access to audio-visual
aids, including suitable motion pic­
tures, filmstrips* charts* pictures, a 
phonograph* phonograph records* and a 
tape recorder* and uses these and 
other audio-visual aids as often as 
they can m a k e  a contribution to the 
choral program of instruction*
Please cheek bo low the music subjects which 
you teach:
_  1* Elementary Classroom 
ivSualc
_ _ _  £• General Music 
____ 3* Piano Claes 
4* Band







LSTT1R TO LOUISIANA UW1C TKACHEhS
April 12, 1954
Dear t
As you may know, 1 am preparing a doctoral disser­
tation under the direction of Dr# V*. R# Cline, college of 
education, Louisiana '"tat© University#
The enclosed set of criteria has been validated by 
fifty of tho outstanding music educators of America# They 
are being sent to forty-eight schools in Louisiana in order 
that we may see how well these criteria are being observed 
In a select number of Louisiana schools# rix areas of 
music education are included In the criterias (1) elemen­
tary classroom music (2) general music (o) piano class 
(4) band (5) orchestra (6) vocal music#
Would you be kind enough to answer those portions of 
the questionnaire which deal with the music courses which 
you are teaching? For example, if you are not teaching 
piano elasses, you would leave blank the erTEerla from number 
54 through number 65# On. the other hand, you will fill out 
all of the sections dealing with courses which you teach#
If there is more than one vcuslo teacher in your school, the 
other teachers will fill out the sections dealing with the 
courses which they teach# Please omit criteria number 30 
through number 38 inasmuch as they apply only to Junior high 
schools#
All replies to tho questionnaire will be held In 
strict confidence and no school, peison, or group will be 
identified in the body of this or any other study, except 
that a list of the schools and teachers will be Included 
in the appendix of the study#
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Because a tliae Is Involved* 1 will be ex­
tremely grateful If you will return this questionnaire on 
or before April 25* A stamped, self-addressed envelope 
Is enclosed for your convenience*
Cordla1ly yc*urs,
Winston Hilton, Assistant 




LOUISIANA SCHOOLS AND Aft HAS OF MUSIC EDUCATION
USED IN THE 
APPLICATION W  TH, CRITEKIA
Classroom General Plano Vocal
School Huslc Music Class Band Orchestra Hus:
Arcadia X X
Bastrop X XBaton Kouga X X XBalia Chasse X X X XBogalusa X X XByrd XCampti A X XCecilia X XDostrehan X X X XBeQuIncy XBeKldder X X XDutchtown X XFair Park Xf/V X X XFortIsr X X X X
XFranklin V X X
XGrand Chenler X X VABto5®oo6 X X X XHajnesville X XHolly ftl&gs V X XKaplan X X X X m
TABUS xxill (eoneluded)
LOUISIANA fiCHXXS AUD AKEAS OF MUSIC EDUCATION
U. ED IN TUB 











Sentwood X X 3r
Lafayette X X X X
Lake Charles X X X
Martin (Coushatta) X X
McDonopii y. X X
$ew Iberia X X
Kiehols X
Cberlin X
KLaquemlne X X X
Habouln Vocational X
Sima boro X X X
St* Gabriel X X
Sulphur V* i X X
Tallulah X X X
Terrebonne X X X
Thibedaux A X
Vivian X Ji Y X.
Warren Easton X X v
West Lake X X X X X
Wisnsboro X A X
fefeghX.: --------i u s t :— _2GL__*.____ 1 1 ...... _ --sIjL~~
statj of Louisiana 
Department of Mueatlon 
Baton Eouge 4
March 30* 1954
Circular No* 3980 Roi High-School Credit for‘ffHvaSa SSai?'WSu&s.
To High-Sohool Principal* 
and ^usio Teachers
The plan described herein makes provision for grant* 
lag high-echool music credit for Instruction under private 
music teachers* This plan has bean In effect for a number 
of years* hut* periodically* It becomes necessary to revise 
the list of examiners* This has been done recently* and the 
new list is Included*
Additional blanks for tne final examination report 
and the application form are available in this office and will 
be pent upon request*
Cordially*
LVyjSTR
Lloyd V* Punehesa 
State Supervisor of Music
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Illpfc-Sohool Credit for ?4is1q Tfrtder Private Tcacjbere
In accordance with the provision for granting credit In Applied Music as outlined in Bulletin Ho# 708, A Program of flualo Bduoation for Louisiana Schools, any ntwleht 55- oeiving music instruction under a teacher not regularly om- ployed by the school board may receive high-sohool credit for this instruction tinder the rules and regulations stipulated herein# These rules are set up texqporarlly pending the arrival of the time when all music teachers will have met the full r e q u i r e m e n t s  for a s feat © "mail onbeaoEer * s certificate*
Conditions
1# During the first month of the semester for which credit is requested, the private music teacher will secure two application fomaa from the office of the high~sehool principal# The teacher will complete the^o forma (two for each pupil), leave one copy with the principal, and forward one copy with the sum of $1#00 to an examiner selected from a list which is In the hands of the high- school principal# The examiner, in turn, will Inspect the course of study described on the form and return It with suggestions, if necessary, to the private music teacher#
2# At the end of the semester, the student will appear be­
fore the examiner and, upon payment of $1*00 fee, will re­
ceive an examination#
3# If the student completes the examination satisfactorily, the examiner will recorTmend the proper credit# The ex­
aminer will forward one copy of hts report to the high- 
scliool principal and one copy to the Music Section of the5tate Department of Education, Baton Kouge 4, Louisiana#Necessary blanks for reporting results of this examination 
may be scoured by writing the Wusic Section of the State 
Department of education#
4, The pupil must take a m nimum of one-half hour lesson 
weekly and devote a specified amount of time daily to 
practice# The total number of minutes time spent de­
termines the amount of credit# The following examples 
are worked on & baels of 300 minutes per week For 58
weeks, which would total one urlt*
Total Ulnutes 






5* The student must su oca as fully complete an examination at the end of each school semester before credit for the work may be granted*
6« The place of the examination will he designated by the 




Credit In Applied Music 'under Private Teachers
(Cne copy of thle application eho Id be loft with the 
principal and one copy forwarded to the examiner)
Date
Hue of Stu&eni School
Pariah
M e  Prado Sex
dumber of hesaone Planned per Week
________________  Humber of Minutee Practice Planned perLength week
Same of Hxenlner*
Under the provisions of the plan outlined by the State 
Department of Pjducatlon to grant high-echool credit for xuuele 
itudy lender private teachers, 1 hereby ask permission to 
offer to the above-named student the following program of 
work,
^Selected from liet of examiner a in the hands of the principal* 
sHfrGive full Information regarding technique, exercises, pieces, 
compositions, etc*, planned for study. Give name of book, 






High-Sehool Credit for Private Music Study
Final Examination Report
(<kie copy of tala report must be sent to the high-*school principal and one copy to the Music Section of the State Department of Education, Baton houge, Louisiana)
Date
This la to certify that the following student has completed an examination for high-sehool music credit*
DUse 'of  HiFTScSooT^------—  STSy
m&imber of l&nutes Weekly F̂ooal or Ins trumant al Unit of CreS'ilE'
3S3HT
Signature of Private Jiisic leaclier
address Signature "of 'Ex'amrrior'
Adciress""«The amount of credit granted is based upon total number of minutes soent each week in lessons and In practice for 36 weeks* Hot more than one unit per year will be recognised*
Examples (on a basis of 36 weeks)








Hlgh-Rohool Credit for Privet® Music Study
LlCt Of
* ib w M M M f M  m* m m
f l B ! QplXsm*
16.98 Ray Carpenter Plano
Mr* Bill Cauoey Band Instruments
Mtb • Helen Ruffin Marshall Voice
Mr* Felix Ponsianl Violin
Mr* Ralph Squires Piano
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute* liuaton
Mr* Marshall S. Brets 
Mr. Ducheln Guedescus 
Miss Edith Cotton 
Miss Ivah Dicks cm 
ZOLsf Doris Haskell 
Mr* L* V. E. Irvine
Mr* Joe 0. Sheppard





Band and Orchestra in­
struments 
Band and Orchestra In** 
strumenfcs 
voice
Louisiana State University* Baton Hours
Mr* Frank Collins 
Mr* Loren Davidson 
&is.‘ Kowena Dickey 
Hr* Dellas Draper Mr* Gordon Epperson 
Miss f^lly Git be 
Mr* L* Bruce Jones
Mr* Christian Jordan 
Dr* Kenneth Klaus 
Mr* Carle ton Lid die
Mr* l̂ &rl ft out 
Dr. Everett Tim
Mrs* o9 bm Welch 






Band and Orchestra In* 
struments 
Plano
Violin and Viola 
Piano
Plano





High-Sonool Credit for Private Music Study 
List of Examiners* continued 
John McKeesa State College* ^ake diaries
Mies Kathleen Allusa® Plano
Br* Fran els Bulbar Orchestra
fcr* Bradford Daigle Bcuid
Mia* Florence Kvana Yolo©
Mr* Fred L* Propet Organ
Newcomb college* Hey Orleans,
Mr* Egydio da Castro a Silva Piano 
Mre* Clara dal Maxmsol Voice
Dr* Pater S* Ilansan Plano
Miss Luelle Snyder Plano
Sqrtheft Louie lane State Oolleiea* Monroe
Mrs* Florence Allbrittcn 
it* Sloy Fomlnaya 
Dr* Harry Leasrt 
Mr* Janes F* Monroe
Mr* Joe B* Mullins 
Miss Gertruda Sandrock 









Northeastern tato Colle/rs* Natchitoches
Mr* Lorane Brittain Piano
Mr. Joseph Carlucol Woodwinds
Mr* Dwight Davis Band and Braes in­
struments
Mies oara Guitar Violin
Mr* Sherrod Towns Voice
southeastern Louie1ana college* Hammond
2£r. Walter Barsenick 
Mr* Michael A* Galasso
Beads and Woodwinds 
rtrin&a
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HIgh-Sohool Credit for Privet© i&iai© Study
List of SBBEiBSES.# continued
Southeastern Louie 1 one College* Hamaond* continued
Mrs. Elisabeth Gallaher Voice
Mias Kathryn Meyers Plano
Dr* Ralph Pottle Strings end Band In­
struments
Mr# A# Km Wilder* Jr# Vole©
Mr# James H# Wilcox Brass Instruments
Southeastern Louisiaxis Institute* Lafayette
Mrs* Ruth Ballard 
Mr# George Barth 
Mr# Archie Brown 
Mr# George Brown 
Mr# Ddgax Davis 
Mr# Willis Ducreat 
Mr# Robert Gilmore 
Mr# Salth Hester 
Mrs# Harvey Hopkins 
Mr# Jack Labavwe Mias Eva Mouton 
Mr# Charles Re-noIds Miss Dinette Rosenthal 














Dillard University* Mew Qrl©ana
Mr# Melville C# Bryant* Jr#
Mias Lillian 0# Fisher 
Hiss Marilyn V. Hoppmeyer 
Mr. Jeorge Welker




Xavier Uni vers It:* * fltew Orleans
Hr# Eugene Blank 
irm Joseph Bloemer 






High-School Credit for Private ^usio Study
id,at of Examiners.
Southern tftilverslty® Baton Kou^e
i*a Gladys Child roe a Piano
Sir* T# Roy Davis Band Instruments
Ur. Tour gee Do Bos a Plano
Ur. Earl F» Little Voice
a?mmix ix
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Montana Hew Hampshire 










Charles Winston Hilton was born In Ruston* Xioulslanu.* 
October 15* 1916. Kls elementary end secondary education 
m s  received in the training school at Louisiana Polytech­
nic Institute* From this same institution* a Bachelor of 
Arts In Cost©roe was conferred on him in 1955 and a bachelor 
of Arts in Musie in 1938# A blaster of Music Education degree 
was conferred on him in 1948 by the University of Michigan*
Osn December 22* 194Q he married b&Ith Brame of Lake 
Qiarlea, Louisiana• They liave two children— Daphne* age 9* 
and Charles* age 3*
He has served as a teacher of music In Franklin Parish, 
a teacher of music and other subjects in Lake Charles High 
School* supervisor of music In Vermilion Parish* band director 
in Terrebonne High School* and assistant professor of muslo 
at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute*
Kis enlistment in the Array Air Force in October* 1942* 
consumed a period of thirty-seven months.
Elnce March 1* 1949* h© has served as assistant state 
supervisor of music In the Louisiana Deportment of Education*




Charles VHneton Hilton 
Education
Criteria for a Program of Music Education in the Elementary and Secondary School
Approved:
Major Efr<rfessor and Chairman
uate School
EXAMINING COMMITTEE:
/
/i
r / /
Date of Examination:
